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In the District Court of the United States for the

Northern District of California, Second Divi-

sion.

IN EQUITY—No. 18.

SEARCHLIGHT HORN COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

vs.

PACIFIC PHONOGRAPH COMPANY,
Defendant.

Citation [on Appeal (Original)].

The President of the United States to Searchlight

Horn Company, a Corporation, Plaintiff, and

Messrs. Miller & White, Its Attorneys, Greeting.

You are hereby cited and admonished to be and

appear at the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Judicial Circuit, to be held at the city

of San Francisco, State of California, on the 2d day

of August, 1913, pursuant to an order allowing an

appeal entered in the clerk's office of the United

States District Court in and for the Northern Dis-

trict of California, in that certain action numbered

"In Equity, No. 18," in which Searchlight Horn

Company, a corporation, is plaintiff and in which

Pacific Phonograph Company, a corporation, is de-

fendant, to show cause, if any there be, why the or-

der granting preliminary injunction, heretofore en-

tered in this cause in said United States District

Court should not be corrected, reversed and annulled

and why speedy justice should not be done to the

parties affected in that behalf. [210]
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WITNESS the Honorable EDWARD D.

WHITE, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the

United States of America this 2d day of July and

of the Independence of the United States, the one

hundred twenty-seventh.

WM. C. VAN FLEET,
Judge of the United States District Court. [211]

Due service of the within Citation by copy is hereby

admitted this 2d day of July, 1913.

MILLER & WHITE,
Attorney for Plaintiff.

[Endorsed]: No. 18. In Equity. In the Dis-

trict Court of the United States for the Northern Dis-

trict of California, Second Division. Searchlight

Horn Company, Plaintiff, vs. Pacific Phonograph

Company, Defendant. Citation. Filed Jul. 3, 1913.

W. B. Maling, Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy

Clerk. [212]

[Endorsed] : No. 2314. United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Pacific

Phonograph Company, a Corporation, Appellant, vs.

Searchlight Horn Company, a Corporation, Appellee.

Transcript of Record. Upon Appeal from the

United States District Court for the Northern Dis-

trict of California, Second Division.

Received and filed August 30, 1913.

FRANK D. MONCKTON,
Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit.

By Meredith Sawyer,

Deputy Clerk.
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In the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit.

PACIFIC PHONOGRAPH COMPANY,
Appellant,

vs.

SEARCHLIGHT HORN COMPANY,
Appellee.

Order Extending Time to File Record and to Docket

Cause.

Good cause appearing therefor, it is ordered that

the appellant in the above-entitled cause may have

to and including the 1st day of September, within

which to file its record on appeal and to docket the

cause in the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit.

Bated August 1, 1913.

M. W. MORROW,
United States Circuit Judge.

[Endorsed] : No. 23M United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Order Un-

der Rule 16 Enlarging Time to to File Record

Thereof and to Docket Case. Filed) Jul. 31, 1913.

F. D. Monckton, Clerk. Refiled Aug. 30, 1913. F.

D. Monckton, Clerk.
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Eq. No. 18.

SEARCHLIGHT HORN COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

vs.

PACIFIC PHONOGRAPH COMPANY,
Defendant.

Eq. No. 7.

SEARCHLIGHT HORN COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

vs.

BABSON BROS., INC.,

Defendant.

Defendant's Exhibits, United States and Foreign Patents,

Opposing Motions for Preliminary Injunction.

HENRY C. SCHAERTZER,
Solicitor for Defendant, Humboldt Bank Bldg., San

Francisco, Cal.

LOUIS HICKS,
Of Counsel for Defendant.
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[Endorsed] : Filed Jun. 16, 1913. W. B. Maling,

Clerk. By J. A. Schaertzer, Deputy Clerk.

No. 2314. U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit. Defendant's Exhibits U. S. and

Foreign Patents Opposing Motions for Preliminary

Injunction. Received Sep. 2, 1913. F. D. Monck-

ton, Clerk.
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United States Patent Office.

FREDERICK S. SHIRLEY, OF NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS.

DESIGN FOR GLASSWARE.

Specification forming part of Design No. 8,824, dated December 7, 1875 ; application filed November 24, 1875.

[Term of Patent 3$ years.]

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Frederick S. Shirley,

of New Bedford, Bristol county, in the State
of Massachusetts, have invented a Design for
Glass-Vase Bodies, of which the following is a
specification :

The nature of my design is fully shown in

the accompanying photographic illustration,

to which reference is made.
A is the glass-vase body, made of an eloii:

gated bell shape, or like a flaring cone, and
finished at its mouth or upper edge with flar-

ing curved lips or scallops, as shown at a. The
exterior surface of this vase-body is ground off
to produce a lusterless appearance. B B are
ribs, which extend from the line of the base
up along the exterior surface of the vase body
to the upper edge or month, terminating there,
one at the center of each of the flaring lips or
scallops. These ribs are nicked or serrated
throughout their entire length, and are highly
polished.

This glass -vase body is intended to be
mounted on a standard or base of metal or
other material.

I prefer to use clear or colorless glass for
the body, but either the surface of the vase or
the ribs, or both, may t>e colored; but I do not
consider the coloring to be an essential ele-

ment in my design.
I am aware that glass vases having a bell

or cone shape, and with flaring scalloped lips
and longitudinal ribs, are not new, and I do
not claim them. The distinctive character of
my design is found in serrated and highly-
polished ribs extending the length of the
vase-body, the surface of which is ground off
or lusterless.

What I claim as my invention is

—

The design tor a giass-vase body, in which
serrated and highly-polished ribs extend longi-
tudinally along the ground or lusterless sur-
face of the body, substantially in the manner
described.

FREDERICK S. SHIRLEY.

Witnesses:
Wendell H. Cobb,
George F. Tucker.
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United States Patent Office.

EDWARD CAIRNS, OF MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.

DESIGN FOR SPEAKING-TRUMPETS.

Specification forming part of Design No. 10,*i33, dated September 11, 1877 ; application filed August 24, 1877.

[Term of Patent 7 years.]

To all whom it may concern

:

Be it known that I, Edward Cairns, of
Vorristown, in the county of Morris and the
State of New Jersey, have, originated and de-

signed a Design for Speaking -Trumpets, of

which the following is a full, clear, and exact
description, reference being had to the accom
padying drawing, makiug part of this speci-

fication.

Figure 1 in the drawing represents a per-

spective view of a speaking-trumpet embody-
ing my desigu.

A represents the mouth-piece, B the tube,

and C the bell, of the trumpet. The tube B
has the form of a truucated polygonal pyra-
mid, extending from the bell C to the mouth-
piece A, and presents upon its outer surface
the equal and geometrically-similar facets/,
arranged in such manner that a cross-section

made in any part of said tube at right angles
with its central longitudinal axis will be a
regular equilateral polygon, as shown in Fig. 2.

The bell is, in form, partly pyramidal and
partly conical. The flaring polygonal part
comprises external curved facets f. Said
facets f are extensions of the facets /, and
their lines of junction I extend to and termi-

nate at the bead b at the outer margin of said

bell. Said facets f are, moreover, slightly

concave on their outer surfaces, from which
conformation their lines of intersection V with

the round flaring part c c c of the said bell

are marked curves, giving the entire border
of the flaring polygonal part where it joins

the said round flaring part a scalloped form.

A cross-section through the said conical and
pyramidal parts of the bell gives the figure

shown in Fig. 3. Upon the tube B are formed
or attached at intervals polygonal bands D,
having three sets of flat facets, e & e", so

arranged that a cross-section of any of said

bauds made at right angles with any of said

facets will give the figure of a trapezoid the

not parallel sides of which are equal.

I claim

—

The desigu for a speaking-trumpet consist-

ing of the polygonally- formed tube B, the
combined pyramidal and conical bell C, and
the faceted bands D, as herein shown and de-

scribed.
EDWD. CAIRNS.

Witnesses:
Fred. Haynes,
Benjamin W. Hoffman.
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United States Patent Office.

CHARLES McVEETY AND JOHN F. FORD, OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.

DESIGN FOR A SHIP'S VENTILATOR,

SPECIFICATION forming part of Design No. 34,907, dated August 6, 1901.

Application filed July 10, 1901. Serial No. 67,794, Term of patent 14 years.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, Charles McVeeTy

and John F. Ford, citizens of the United
States, residing at Philadelphia, in the county

j of Philadelphia and State of Pennsylvania,
have invented and produced a new and origi-

nal Design for Ships' Ventilators, of which
the following is a specification.

Referring to the accompanying drawings,
5 forming part of this specification, Figure 1

illustrates a side elevation of a ventilator,

showing our new design. Fig. 2 represents a
front elevation of the same, and Fig. 3 shows a
horizontal section taken on line 3 3 of Fig. 2.

J
As shown in the drawings, the leading or

material feature of our design consist of a
series of plates A flat in cross -section, as
shown in Fig. 3. The plates have arranged
at the point of junction ribs B, and at the

J base C and mouth D are arranged ribs b and
c, which intersect the ribs B.

The general contour of the ventilator is

that of a curved tapering figure in the form
of a cornucopia, being octagonal in cross-sec-

tion and having convex ribs at the base and 25

mouth, and similar ribs at the intersection

of the plates, forming the walls of the venti*

lator.

Having described our invention, what we
claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 30
Patent, is

—

The design for a ventilator substantially
as herein shown and described.
In testimony whereof we affix our signa-

tures in presence of two witnesses.

CHARLES McVEETY.
JOHN F. FORD.

Witnesses:
D. P. S. Garwood,
H. E. Coughlin.
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GEORGE S. SAXTON, OF ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI.
Letters Patent No. 72,422, dated December 17, 1867.

IMPROVEMENT IN MANUFACTURE OF CORRUGATED BELLS.

%\t %t\Mi referred to in i\m fetttrs fjatart antr making part ai % same.

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Be it known that I, George S. Saxton, of the city and county of St Louis, and State of Missouri, have

invented a new and useful Improvement in Bells; and I do hereby declare that the following is a full and clear

description thereof, reference being had to the accompanying drawings, and to the letters of reference marked

thereon.

This invention relates tc an improvement in bells by corrugating the lower portion of their sides or bodies;

the object of which improvement is twofold in its nature: Firstly, it is for the purpose of increasing the tintin-

nabulary quality of the bell, and the volume of the sound issued therefrom ; and, secondly, it is for the purpose

of constructing small bells of sheet metal, and of one single piece, the corrugations of the sides of the bell taking

up the excess of the metal toward the base, and thus rendering it possible to form a perfect pressed bell of one

single piece.

To enable those skilled in the art to make and use my improved bell, I will proceed to describe its construc-

tion and operation.

Figure 1 of the drawings is a side elevation of one of the improved bells.

Figure 2 is a bottom plan of the same.

The general form of the bell A may be in any pattern that is best adapted to the purposes for which it is

intended. The only feature in which it differs from all other bells is in the corrugations a, which commence in

large folds near or at the bottom of the bell, and, as they rise, gradually diminish toward the top, at which place

they entirely vanish. These folds or corrugations a increase the lower or vibratory portion of the bell to such

an extent as to very perceptibly increase the volume of sound produced by its agitation. The chief object of

the improvement, however, is to form the bell in such a manner that it may be constructed by pressing, with

suitable dies, a single sheet of metal into the proper form. This of course is confined to small bells, and the

result is
1

to produce a better bell at a cheaper price. The depth of the bell of course precludes the idea of

pressing a bell into the proper form without taking up the excess of metal in this manner.

Having described my invention, I claim as a new article of manufacture

—

The bell A, when it is formed in corrugations, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

GEO. S. SAXTON.
Witnesses:

M. Randolph,

T. E. White.
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United States Patent Office

WILLIAM H. BARNARD, OF SEDALIA, MISSOURI.

IMPROVEMENT IN LAMP-CHIMNEYS.

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 165,912, dated July 27, 1875 ; application filed

January 4, 1875.

To all whom it may concern

:

Be it known that I, William H. Barnard,
of Sedalia, in the county of Pettis and State
of Missouri, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Lamp-Chimneys, of
which the following is a specification :

My invention relates to certain improve-
ments in that class of lamp-chimneys which
are constructed of two longitudinal sections,

united at their edges, and properly bound or

clasped together, for the purpose of allowing
for the expansion and contraction of the glass
when subjected to sudden changes of temper-
ture, and preventing the chimney from crack-

ing or breaking.

The object of my invention is to secure a
more perfect joint at the point of union of
the two sections, and provide a more secure
and reliable device for binding the two sec-

tions together, than has been heretofore ac-

complished in the chimneys of this class, as
ordinarily constructed ; and my invention
consists in constructing a chimney of two
longitudinal sections or parts, as usual, each
section having a longitudinal flange on its

edges, which unite and form a longitudinal
projection or edge on the outside of the
chimney when the sectious are bound together.

By this construction a broad face is obtained
along the edges of each section, which form,
when properly ground and placed together, a
perfect joint.

In the drawings, Figure lis a perspective view
of my improved lamp-chimney 5 Fig. 2, a sim-
ilar view of the same with the end ferrules

removed. Figs. 3 and 4 are detached views
of the top and bottom ferrules, respectively

;

and Fig. 5 is a section on line x x of Fig. 1.

The letters A A represent the sections com-
posing the chimney. Along the edges of
each section, on the outside, a longitudinal
flange, d, is formed. The faces of these flanges

are accurately ground, so as to form a per-

fectly tight joint when the sections are joined
together. The flanges do not extend quite to

the end of the sections, but terminate a short
distance from said ends, in order to allow the
sections to set into the annular ferrules which
bind them together. These annular ferrules

are represented by the letters B B. They are
constructed so as to grasp the edges of the
sections at their ends, both on the inside and
outside, and thus firmly bind them together.

It will be seen that by the above-described
construction of the sections a broad face will

be formed along the edges of the sections at

the point of union, which will allow said edges
to be readily and accurately ground, forming
a perfect joiut throughout the entire length
of the sections, which it has hitherto been
found impossible to obtain.

The annular ferrules, by grasping both the
.outside and inside of the chimney, will pre-

vent any slipping of the sections, and thus
necessarily bind them in place.

The chimneys thus constructed are admira-
bly adapted for packing for transportation,

as the sections will nest together, occupying
but little room.
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let-

ters Patent, is

—

A lamp-chimney constructed of two sec-

tions, each of which is provided with later-

ally-projecting flanges, substantially as de-

scribed, whereby, when the sections are placed

together, a longitudinal projection is formed
and a perfect joint secured, as set forth.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand and seal.

WILLIAM H. BARXARD. [l. s.]

Witnesses:
J. Hall Browne,
J. S. Jackson.
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United States Patent Office.

CHARLES W. FALLOWS, OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.

IMPROVEMENT IN TOY BLOW-HORNS.

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 181,159, dated August 15, 187G ; application filed

June 27, 1876.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it knowu that I, Charles W. Fallows,

of Philadelphia, in the county of Philadelphia,
and in the State of Pennsylvania, have in-

vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Sheet-Metal Blow-Horns; and do hereby
declare that the following is a full, clear, and
exact description thereof, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, and to the let-

ters of reference marked thereon, making a
part of this specification.

The nature of my invention consists in the
construction of a blow-horn, as hereinafter
more fully set forth.

In order to enable others skilled in the art

to which my invention appertains to manufac-
ture and use the same, I will now proceed to

more fully describe the same, reference being-

had to the accompanying drawings, forming
a part of this specification, in which

—

Figure 1 represents a side elevation of my
blow-horn, and Fig. 2 represents a small sec
tion of the body.
The body A of the horn is made of corru-

gated sheet metal, in the usual tapering form,
and is provided with a mouth-piece, B, having
the usual reed. The metal which forms the
body is cut in proper shape, and then passed
between rollers or dies and crimped or corru-

gated. These corrugations are preferably

made on an incline, so that when the blank
sheet is bent into tubular shape the corruga-
tions a a will be on a short spiral, as shown
in the drawings.

It is well kuowii that the thinner the metal
of which such horns are made the sharper the
tone; but in cases where the horns aie plain or
smooth, and made of light metal, they do not
have the requisite strength or keep proper
shape, and in a short period would not be mer-
chantable or present a neat appearance.

1 claim for my invention that lighter and
cheaper metal can be used, and that the same
is more easily worked into proper shape by
being light, that it costs less in construction,
and that the sound made by the mouthpiece
and reed is sharper than in the usual blow-
horn made of plain or smooth metal.
Having thus fully described my invention,

what I claim as new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is

—

A blow-horn made of corrugated sheet metal,

for the purposes herein set forth.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand this 14th day of
June, 1870.

• CHARLES W. FALLOWS.
Witnesses:

James Fallows,
Anson Eaton.
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CHARLES E. PENFIEU), OF ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.

METALLIC BARREL

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 362,107, dated May 3, 1887.

Application filed September », 188C. Serial No. 212,510. (No model.)

To all ivliovi it may concern:
Be it known that I, Charles R. Pen field,

of Rochester, in the county of Monroe and
State of New York, have invented certain new

5 and useful Improvements in Metallic Barrels;
and I do hereby declare the following to be a
full, clear, and exact description of the same,
reference being had to the accompanying
drawings, forming a part of this specification,

ic and to the figures and letters of reference
marked thereou.
My invention has for its object to provide a

packing and storing barrel constructed of
metal that shall resemble in appearance the

15 ordinary wooden barrel, but shall be much
stronger, lighter, and altogether more desirable
for use, whetherused as a receptacle for liquids
or as a dry or "slack" barrel; and it consists
of a barrel constructed of metallic staves fash-

20 ioned somewhat after the manner of wooden
staves and fastened together, preferably, by
hoops, or which may be soldered, or hooped
and galvanized, if desired; and it further con-
sists in certain novelties of construction and

25 combinations of parts, which will be herein-
after fully described, and pointed out in the
claims at the end of this specification.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a view of a bar-
rel constructed in accordance with my iuven-

3c tion; Fig. 2, a longitudinal and Fig. 3 a cross
section of the same. Fig. 4 is a perspective
view of one of the staves; Figs. 5 and G, views
of the joints between the edges of the staves;
Figs.. 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, views of modifications

35 of the croze and means of fastening the beads
therein, and Fig. 12 a view of the stave-blank.
Figs. 13, 14, audl5 are views exhibiting vari-
ous means of strengthening the chine.

Similar letters of reference in the several
40 figures radicate the same parts.

A represents a barrel constructed in accord-
ance with my invention, resembling, as far as
outside appearance is concerned, an ordinary
wooden barrel, constructed of the staves B,

45 and fastened together by means of hoops C, as
ordinarily.

The staves Bare made from a blank of sheet
metal, preferably steel, such as shown in Fig.
12, with the side flanges, 1 1, being forced by

50 powerful pressure into the shape shown in Fig.
4— that is, they are bent transversely to give

6 =

the requisite amount of bilge, and then are
given a slight longitudinal bending, so as to
strengthen them sufficiently, and also to give
the barrel which they are to form the proper 55
rotundity. At the same or another operation
the side flanges, 1 1, are bent up to nearly
right angles with the body of the staves. Cor-
rugations or ribs 2 2 are next formed near the
ends of the blank, a short distance beyond the 60
ends. of the side flanges, and this space be-
tween the corrugations and the ends of the
flanges forms the croze, as will be further on
explained. These bending operations, though
described seriatim, are, it will be understood,
to be performed by one operation by some
powerful pressing device—such, for instauce,
as a hydraulic press—suitable dies of course
being employed to accomplish the purpose.
The stave thus constructed, it will be seen, is ;c
very stout, and by reason of the several arches
and projecting flanges is able to stand any
amount of hard usage without losing its shape.
Now, in order to form a barrel from the

above staves it is only necessary to set them 75up with the flanges 2 2 in contact with those "

of the next stave, and then to place the hoops
on and drive them to their proper positions,
after the manner of making ordinary wooden
barrels. g
As the flanges at the side of the staves have

a broad bearing upon each other, thev are ef-
fectually prevented from slipping by, and will
therefore act in the same manner as ordinary
wood staves. If desired, instead ofhaving the 85
flauges come close together, as shown, they
may be bent slightly either inward or outward,
as shown in Figs. 5 and G—in the latter case to
give elasticity to the barrel or to permit of
applying some sealing material to the cracks 90
thus formed, or in the former case to permit
of sealing or galvanizing on the inside and
permitting the galvanizing material to fill the
crevice formed therein.
The manner of forming the croze and at- 55

taclring the head may be varied in many ways,
as may also the construction of the head. For
instance, a plain metal head without flanges
(such as shown in Fig. 7) might be employed,
in this case the edge of the metal disk being 100
confined between the corrugation and the ends
of the flanges 1 1, the ordinary hoop bcingap-



!45
plied to the outside of the staves, pressing

them inward and strengthening the chine, as

shown; or, if desired, a concavo-convex head

might be employed having a flange around it,

5 as shown in Fig. 8, adapted to be confined in

a manner similar to the device shown in Fig.

7, but having the projecting flange turned

down.
In Fig. I have shown the tops of the

ro flanges on the staves inclined, forming the uu-
• der side of the croze inclined and a wooden

head applied thereto, and this device may be

used in connection with a head composed

partly of wood and partly of metal, x x, the

15 two side pieces of metal being provided with

flanges y y, projecting beneath the wooden

piece z, as shown in Fig. 11, and they may be

provided with upwardly or downwardly pro-

jecting flanges adapted to fit the croze.

20 In Fig. 10 I have shown a double corruga-

tion or two ribs, a a, on the end of the stave,

the groove between them constituting the

croze, and this construction I regard as a par-

ticularly good one, because it relieves the ends

25 of the longitudinal flanges 1 1 of all pressure

upon them.
Barrels constructed as above may be used

for liquids, in which event. I propose to line

them with some form of cement in order to

33 make a tight joint between the staves, or to

galvanize them, so as to render them non-cor-

rosive, and also to fill the insides of the seams

with the galvanizing material; or I also pro-

pose to use them for dry substances, in which

35 case the barrel cau be formed, in the usual man-

ner, without the use of cement or galvanizing

material, the hoops being relied upon to fasten

the whole together, and when thus used one

of the flanges 1 may, if desired, be dispensed

40 with, a tight joint being made by one flange

with the plain edge of the next stave.

The barrel as a whole is much stronger and

lighter than the wooden barrels ordinarily in

use, and is practically indestructible. The

45 staves individually are much stronger by rea-

son of the bracing and arching, and, further-

more, it cau be used as a " knockdown" bar-

rel when used for dry or semi-liquid materials,

the spring in the metal flanges serving to pre-

50 serve a practically -tight joint between the

staves. There are no seams or corrugations on

the outside of the barrel, and nothing to pre-

vent its being rolled and manipulated after

the manner of ordinary barrels.

55 The chine may be strengthened by a band of

metal extending around the inside, if desired,

as shown in Fig. 13, or by employing an end

hoop with an internally -projecting flange, as

in Fig. 14, and the end of the stoves may, if

desired, be strengthened by forming a solid 60

rib in lieu of the corrugation 1 1 for forming

the croze, as in Fig. 15.

Various modifications will at once suggest

themselves to those skilled in the art, and

therefore I do not desire to be confined to the 65

exact construction herein shown.

I claim as new

—

•1. The herein-described barrel, consisting of

the metallic staves having the corrugations at

their ends and the flanges at the sides, and 70

the hoop or hoops for securing them together,

substantially as described.

2. The herein-described barrel, consisting of

the metallic staves curved so as to form the

bilge, having the corrugations at their ends -jc

and the flanges at the sides, and the hoops for

securing them together, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. The herein described barrel stave, con-

structed of sheet metal bent transversely so 80

as to form the bilge, and having theinwardly-

turned flange at the side aud the corrugations

or ribs at the ends, substantially as described.

4. The herein-described barrel-stave, con-

structed of sheet metal bent transversely so 85

as to form the bilge, and having the inwardly-

turned flanges on both sides thereof, and the

corrugations or ribs at the ends, substantially

as described.

5. The herein described barrel-stave, cou- 90

structed of sheet metal bent transversely so

as to form the bilge, having the flanges at the

sides and the corrugations at the ends forming

a portion of the croze, substantially as de-

scribed. 95

G. The herein-described barrel-stave, con-

structed of sheet metal, having the flanges at

the sides, terminating a short distance from

the ends, aud the corrugations at the ends, co-

operating with the ends of the flanges to form ic

the croze, substantially as described.

7. The herein-described barrel, constructed

of sheet-metal staves, bilged as shown, having

the flanges at the sides, the corrugations at

the ends, forming with the ends of the flanges re

the croze, the sheet metal heads,and the hoops

for securing the whole together, substantially

as described.
CHARLES R. PENFIELD.

Witnesses:
De L. Crittenden,
W. D. Armatage.
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United States Patent Office.

JAMES C. IJAYLES, OF NEW YORK, N. Y

PIPE OR TUBE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 406,332, dated July 2, 1839.

Application filed April 6, 1889. Serial No, 306,167. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, James C. Bayles, of

the city, county, and State of New York, have
invented certain new and useful Improve-

5 me?its in Pipes or Tubes, of which the follow-
ing is a fullj clear, and exact description, ref-
erence being had to the accompanying draw-
ings.

The present invention relates to the con-
io struction of pipes or tubes, and especially to

that class of pipes that are adapted to con-
ducting acidulous or other iron-destroying
liquids. Thus in mining and similar opera-
tions it is found that much of the water that

«5 it is necessary to drain or draw off is more or
less impregnated with sulphur or other ele-
ments that render it corrosive in its action
upon metal pipes which usually are made of
iron.

20 Heretofore it has been customary to a lim-
ited extent to use pipes made of wood or simi-
larly non-corrosive material; but this kind of
pipe is obviously impracticable in various re-
spects. It is difficult to make, as well as ex-

25 pensive, especially in large sizes and in re-
gions where there is little timber. It is cum-
bersome to handle and does not well serve
where a water-tight pipe is needed.

It is therefore the object of the invention
30 to produce a metal pipe which shall be capa-

ble of resisting the action of the iron-destroy-
ing fluids; and the invention consists of a
pipe made up from sheet-iron and provided
with a lining or sheathing, of lead.

35 Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 shows
a section of pipe embodying the invention
and having but one seam. Figs. 2 to 5 are
cross-sections of modified forms.
Refering to these views in detail, A repre-

40 sents the exterior or body part of the pipe.
This body is composed of sheet-metal blanks,
which is brought into cylindrical form by an v
suitable means, with outwardly - projecting
flanges B along its longitudinal edges. These

45 flanges are brought opposite each other and
tlien secured together by the rivets C, or any
other suitable form of connection—that is to
say, bolts or screws may be used, or even any
form of suitable clamp—and in the case of

50 very thin metal the flanges may be made to
clasp each other or lock together.
D is a lining of lead, which extends over

the entire inner surface of the metal body A.
This lead lining will usually be of a thin gage,
and before the seam parts of the iron body of 55
the pipe are closed finally together the sheet
of lead will be inserted in such body and
worked down to conform to substantially the
same form—that is, so as to lie closely on the
inner surface of the sheet-iron. Of course Co
the sheet-lead may be shaped with the body
of the pipe when this is practicable, and still

other ways of placing the lining within the
body of the pipe and conforming it thereto
will occur to those familiar with the art of 65
pipe-making. This lead sheathing is to be
flanged similarly to the blank of the body
part, and the flanges E thus formed are to be
brought together face to face and secured to
and between the flanges B of the iron body. 70
Thus the seam of the pipe as a whole con-
sists of four thicknesses and forms a rib or
wing extending outwardly from the surface
of the pipe, which serves to stiffen and
strengthen the pipe and exposes the junctional 75
parts of the seam for easy manipulation in

case of repair of leaks or ruptures.
It is essential in the construction of this

pipe that the interior sheathing be secured
between the flanges of the iron bod}'. Not 80
only is a tight seam readily formed, but the
lining is held against collapsing or beingforced
away from the surface of the iron. Thus, as
is well understood, the lead lining under the
action of heat will expand and stretch, but it 85
will not when subsequently cooled contract
and return to its previous form, and the ef-

fects of long-continued expansion and con-
traction of the iron body of the pipe will tend
to corrugate the lining and to force it away 90
from contact with the inner face of the pipe,
as well as to rupture it orcause it to collapse;
but when the lining is attached to the body
of the pipe.the distortion of the lead lining
is practically obviated, for the lining will be 95
held against moving away from the iron.
Where pipe of but a single seam is used, the
pipe should be laid with the seam uppermost,
so that the lining will be positively held up
by the iron body, and not . one by virtue of 100
the strerigth of its own arch, for then the ac-
tion of contraction and expansion, which
would be most exerted in the arch, will have
no serious or detrimental effect.
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Fig. 2 shows a form of pipe having two
seams, but in other respects it is the same as
the pipe of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is another similar
form of pipe composed of three sections and

S having three seams.
It is expected that the most available foim

of pipe would be one having two or more
seams, as the sections of such a pipe may be
most conveniently bunched and shipped from

io the factory to the place of use, where the sec-
tions may be secured together in pipe form.
So, too, with such pipe, the separate sections
are so nearly flat that it is a*simple matter to
apply the lead linings to them, which may very

iS readily be done at the time of assembling
them into pipe form. The lead in thin sheets
would have but to be laid in the sections and
could be quickly shaped thereto by mallets
or other simple hand-tools, and in case the

20 run of water does not fill the pipe, or does so
rarely, then only the lower or underneath sec-
tion or sections need be lined.

In Fig. 4 I show the seams provided with
re-enforce pieces F, which are angle-bars ly-

25 ing in the angles of the seams, and are em-
ployed where a strong pipe is needed and the

• rigidity and strength of the seam parts is a
matter of importance. These re-enforce bars
may be of any other suitable form, or they

30 may be of a single piece instead of separate
strips located upon opposite sides of the seam
and adapted to inclose the seam parts.

Fig. 5 shows one form of flat-sided pipe, this
particular form being square and having a

35 seam along the middle line of its two opposite
sides.

The invention maybe embodied in yet other
forms of pipe; but it is believed those shown
serve to illustrate the principle of the inven-
tion and its application. 40
Although I have described this pipe as ap-

plied to the drainage of mines and similar
works, it will be obvious that its utility is not
limited thereto, and that it is applicable to
the conduction of any kind of liquids and un- 45
der any circumstances where such pipe would
be effective.

What I claim as new is

—

1. A pipe composed of a sheet-iron section
shaped into cylindrical form withoutwai'dly- 50
projecting flanges along itsoppositelongitudi-
nal edges, and a sheet-lead section similarly
shaped and arranged within the sheet-iron
section, with its flanges brought together face
to face and secured to and between the flanges 55
of the iron section.

2. A pipe composed of two or more sheet-
iron sections, each shaped into the partial
form of the pipe, with outwardly-projecting
flanges at their longitudinal edges and pro- 60
vided with a sheet-lead lining, the sections
being arranged in pipe form and their flanges
secured together.

3. A pipe composed of sections of sheet-iron
shaped longitudinally into pipe form and se- 65
cured together along their longitudinal edges,
and having a sheet-lead lining which is se-

cured to the iron sections at their seams.
JAMES C. BAYLES.

Witnesses:
Frank E. Hartley,
Ernest Hopkinson.
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CHARLES L. HART, OF BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

SHEET-METAL PIPE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 409,196, dated August 20, 1889.

Application filed December 19, 1888, Serial No. 294,134. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Charles L. Mart, a

citizen of the United Slates, residing at Brook-
lyn, Kings county, New York, have invented

5 certain new and useful Improvements in

Sheet-Metal Pipes, fully described and repre-
sented in the following specification and the
accompanying drawings, forming apart of the
same.

io This invention consists in a sheet-metal
pipe formed in two or more longitudinal sec-

tions united by longitudinal twisted seams.
It also consists in certain modifications here-

inafter fully set forth. When formed with
15 standing spiral seams, the appearance of the

pipe is not only novel and ornamental, but
the standing spiral seams operate to brace
and stiffen the pipe in a very remarkable de-
gree.

jo In all the pipes heretofore manufactured
with spiral seams the pipe has been construct-
ed with a single spiral seam and formed by
wrapping a blank transversely to the axis of

the pipe and securing one edge of the blank
?5 upon the opposite a\i>;e of the same blank

when lapped spirally thereon. Such a pro-
cess may be continued indefinitely to form an
endless pipe; but to form a pipe in such man-
ner requires special machinery adapted to

50 wind the blank and secure its overlapped
edges together, and the object of my present
invention is to avoid the expense of such
special machinery in forming a pipe with a
spiral seam. I effect such object by first

55 forming the pipe of straight longitudinal sec-

tions of convenient length united by longi-
tudinal seams and then twisting the whole
when seamed together.

The straight longitudinal sections which
[o are required to form a pipe with straight lon-

gitudinal seams may be readily shaped with-
out expensive dies in the ordinary cornice-
brake found in the shops of all large workers
in sheet metal, and they may also be formed

t5 in suitable stamping or shaping presses by
providing dies of suitable profile and press-
ing the sheet-metal blanks between them.
The pipe may thus be made and seamed lon-

gitudinally with very little expense, and may
50 then be twisted bodily to form the twisted

seam thereon by merely grasping the two ends
of the pipe and turning them in opposite di-

rections.

The invention will be fully understood by
reference to 1 he annexed drawings, in which— 55

Figure 1 is a view of a pipe provided with

Straight longitudinal seams prior to the twist-

ing operation, the view showing the edge of

the standing seam g. Fig. 2 is a side viowof
the same pipe with standing seam g spirally 60

twisted one-half a revolution in the length of

the pipe. Tig. 3 is an edge view of the same
pipe with one end of the pipe tapered and a

portion of the standing seam removed and
the other (Mid flared and the standing seam 65

flattened down. Fig. -i is an end view of a
die adapted to twist such pipe. Fig. » is a
longitudinal section across the center of the

same with one end e of the pipe fitted therein.

Fig. is an end view of the two sections of a 70

pipe shaped ready for seaming. Fig. 7 is an
end view of the same pipe with the seam
closed and bent down upon the pipe, and Fig.

S is an end view of a pipe formed in three

longitudinal sections with three standing 75

seams. Figs. 0, 7, and 8 are drawn upon a
larger scale than the other figures.

In Fig. G the sections of the pipe are shaped
each to embrace one-half its circumference,

the sections a and h being provided each with 80

a longitudinal radial flange a' at one edge
and with a bent flange b' at the opposite edge.

The sections are thus similar, and any num-
ber of similar sections may thus be used in

forming the pipe. 85

Fig. 7 shows the sections united together

with the flange V closed over the flange a

and both bent down over the pipe, as in

double seaming.
In Fig. 8 the pipe is shown formed in three 90

longitudinal sections s, s', and s2, united 1>3
T

similar seams, but the seams g projecting ra-

dially from the pipe.

In Figs. 4 and 5 the die is shown provided
with handles c and formed with a conical 95
bore (/, adapted to partially admit the end of

thepipee. Longitudinal grooves/are formed
in the sides of the bore to admit the standing
seams (j. The pipe is made in the following

manner: 100

Sheet -metal section - blanks of suitable

length and width arc prepared to form the

required sections for one length of pipe, and
each is shaped at its edges to form a seam in

conjunction with the edges of the adjacent 105

sections. The longitudinal seams arc then
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closed sufficiently to hold the sections to-

gether during the twisting operation, and the
scams arc, after the pipe is twisted, perma-
nently closed to hold the sections in their

5 twisted position.

It will be readily perceived by comparing
Figs. I and 2 that the spiral seam in Fig. 2
is necessarily longer upon thesame pipe than
the straight seam in Fig. 1, and it will there-

io fore be obvious that in the twisting operation
one or more of the flanges a' must slide lon-
git udinally upon certain of the flanges b' an
amount corresponding to the difference in
the length of the straight and spiral seams,

15 and that the end of each section will assume
an angle with the axis of the pipe, owing to

the twisting of each section-blank around
such axis. All the seams are not therefore
rigidly closed prior to the twisting operation,

20 as such closing would cause a great resist-

ance to such sliding movement of the flanges,
luit part only of the seams, as the scam g' in

Fig. 2, are closed rigidly before the pipe is

twisted to hold the sections firmly in their

25 twisted position.

It will be noticed in Fig. 2 that the ends of
(lie blanks <i and b coincide upon the closed
seam _r/, thus forcing the slidingof the flanges
to occur upon the seam g, at the ends of

30 which the displacement is obvious. It will

also be understood that the metal in the
flanges a' and 1/ is materially changed in
form during the twisting operation, and re-

ceives a permanent set to such form before

35 and during the final closing of the seams. It

is well known that longitudinal blanks bent
in the form shown in Fig. fi are in practice,
when formed, more or less warped or buckled,
so that the flanges a' and b' upon the oppo-

40 site edges of the section a or b would not lie

in the same flat plane. The seaming of the
sections together brings the flanges <\' and //

into contact without materially affect ing the
tendency of the sections to warp or buckle,

45 and a perfectly straight pipe is not therefore
produced by the mere joining of the seams.
I have, however, discovered that the twist-

ing operation serves to remove all the buckle
from the pipe and to make it exceedingly

50 straight, while the "set" imparted to the re-

spective sections and the seams formed upon
their edges serve to hold the pipe perma-
nently in such straight condition. By re-

taining the seams in a radial position upon
55 the finished pipe at the close of the final

seaming operation, as shown in Figs. 2,.'!, and
8, the standing seam greatly re-enforces the
pipe in every direction and imparts to it an
unusual degree of strength and rigidity.

60 It will be understood by reference to Fig.

1 that the edges of the sections a and b in
the untwisted pipe are parallel with the axis
of the cylinder or pipe which they form,
the curvature of the metal being transverse

65 at the edges to such axis, while an inspec-
tion of fig. :; will show that the twisting op-
erat ion cut i rely changes the cylindrical curva-

ture of the metal, so that the line of the
curvature is not parallel with the edges of
the sections, but at an angle thereto equal to
the arc through which the pipe is twisted.
The spiral seam formed upon the pipe in my

invention is a much longer and more gradual
spiral than could be formed by spirally wind-*
ing a single blank and securing its overlapped
edges, and my construction is readily dis-

tinguished from any pipe having a single
spiral seam instead of two or more, as in my
invention.
The blanks for the sections may be formJ

with oblique ends, so that when the pipe is

twisted its ends will be at right angles to its

axis. When the standing seam is used, the
pipe-lengths may be readily fitted together
by flattening down or removing a portion of

the seam at each end and fitting the ends to

enter one into the other, as is common witfl
sheet-metal pipes, and shown upon the pipe
in Fig. 3 at h and //'.

It is immaterial how the pipes are twisted
after seaming or how the seams are finally^

locked to hold the sections in their twisted po-

sition, and no means for locking the seams is

therefore shown herein.

Having thus set forth my invention, what
I]

claim is

—

1. As a new article of manufacture, a sheet-

metal pipe formed in two or more longitudi-.

nal sections and having twisted seams at the
joints of the sections, substantially as herein
set forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture, shect-

metal pipes in uniform lengths formed in

two or more longitudinal sections and hav-
ing twisted seams at the joints of the sec-

tions, substantially as herein set forth.

-i. As anew article of manufacture, a sheen
metal pipe formed in two or more longitudi-

nal sections and having twisted standing
seams at the joints of the sections, substan-
tially as herein set forth.

4. As a new article of manufacture, a sheet-

metal pipe formed in two or more longitudi-

nal sections and having twisted standing
seams at the joints of the sections, with the
projection of the seam removed at the ends
of the pipe and the ends longitudinally flared

and tapered to join the same in series, sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

5. As a new article of manufacture, a sheet-

metal pipe formed in two or more longitudi-

nal sections united 1>3~ longitudinal standing
seams and having the sections and seams
twisted and held in a twisted condition by
the locking of the seams, as and for the pun
pose set forth.

In testimonywhereof I have hereunto se1 my
hand in the presence of two subscribing wit-

nesses.

CHARLES L. HART.

Witnesses:
Anson O. Kittredge,
Henry Colwell.
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United States Patent Office,

JAMES ('. BAYLES, OF NEW YORK, N. V.

PIPE-SECTION.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 427,658, dated May 13, 1890.

Application filed July 13, 1889, Serial No. 317,458. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:
lie it known that I, James C. Bayles, of

the city, county, and State of New York,
have invented certain new and useful Im-

5 provements in Pipe -Sections, of which the
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip-
tion, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings.
The present invention relates, generally, to

io longitudinally-seamed pipes, but particularly
does it relate to the construction of the sepa-
rate parts or sections thereof—that is, it is

the object of the invention to construct the
sections of the pipe so that they will all be

15 duplicates or interchangeable, as also so that
they will be adapted to be put together at the
place of employment without the use of spe-

cial tools and without the necessity for the
sections being further shaped or otherwise

20 constructively worked upon.
The invention consists of a pipe-section

shaped to the circle of the pipe or forming a
segmental part thereof, having outwardly
bent and punched flanges along its opposite

25 longitudinal edges and provided at each of

its ends with a segmental coupling part adapt-
ing it to be bolted to the ends of similar sec-

tions.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective

30 view of a half-circle pipe-section embodying
the invention. Fig. 2 is like view of a part
of a quarter-circle section. Fig. 3 is a plan
view of a pipe composed of half-circle sec-

tions, showing how the sections are joined to-

35 gcther.

Referring to these views in detail, A rep-

resents the blank or body part of the section.

This is composed of any suitable sheet or

plate metal. It is rolled or otherwise curved
40 into a semicircular form corresponding to the

shape of the pipe, and the longitudinal out-

wardly-projecting flanges B and C are formed
along its longitudinal edges, and these flanges

are punched to form the boit or rivet holes D.

45 E are the segmental coupling heads or con-
nections. These are composed of angle-iron

bent to the proper curve and riveted to the
ends of the blank A by the rivets E. Pref-

erably one end of the blank projects slightly

50 beyond its coupling-head, as seen at F, to

form a support or guide for the end of the

section to be attached thereto.

Fig. 2 illustrates a section forming but a

one-fourth part of the pipe. This section is

constructed similarly to that of Fig. 1. Ob- 55
viously the pipe may be composed of any
number of sections more than two, and such
sections may be made in the form of pipe of a
cross-sectional shape other than that shown.
In Fig. 3 sections of the construction shown Go

in Fig. 1 are shown bolted or riveted together
into the form of a pipe, the seams being off-

set, so that the coupling parts break joints

and serve to hold one another firmly in place
circularly as well as longitudinally. 65
The special advantage connected with pipe-

sections thus made is that they may be read-
ily nested or secured together in compact
bundles of sizes convenient for handling,
which permit packing the sections into a very 70
much smaller space than would be occupied
by the finished pipe made therefrom. This
effects great saving in the cost of transporta-

tion and makes it possible to ship pipe eco-

nomically over long distances. 75
The sections are readily assembled and riv-

eted and bolted together, and no special skill

is required therefor, nor is a special assem-
bling plant or special tools or machinery there-

for demanded at the place where the pipe is 80

to be formed and laid.

I am aware that pipe has been made of

two or more longitudinal sections outwardly
flanged and adapted to be riveted together, as
also that various forms of coupling parts have 85
been attached to such pipe, and I do not claim
such a structure.

My invention embodies a pipe - section

flanged and punched for riveting to other
like sections, and provided with a segmental 90
coupling part at each end forming only the
corresponding part of the whole coupling that

the longitudinal section does of the pipe,

whereby the sections of a pipe are all alike
and interchangeable. 95
What is claimed as new is

—

I. As a new article of manufacture, the
herein-described longitudinal segmental pipe-
section, consisting of a blank shaped to the
form of a pipe, and having outwardly-bent 100
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punched flanges along its longitudinal edges
and provided with segmental coupling parts
riveted to the ends thereof, and adapted to

be bolted to the coupling parts of a similar
section, substantially as set forth.

2. In a pipe or tube section, the combina-
tion of two or more longitudinal segmental
sections having outwardly-bent flanges along
their longitudinal edges, and segmental coup-

ling parts secured to the ends of each of said
segmental sections, whereby the several sec-

tions of a completed pipe are duplicates and
interchangeable, as set forth.

JAMES C. BAYLES.

Witnesses:
Rout. F. Gavlord,
Ernest IIopkinsox.
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AUGUSTUS GERSDORFF, OF BRIDGETON, NEW JERSEY.

FUNNEL.

I

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 453,798, dated June 9, 1891.

Application filed June 23, 1890. Serial No. 356,435. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Augustus Gersdorff,

i citizen of the United States, residing at
bidgeton, in the county of Cumberland and
State of New Jersey, have invented certain
lew and useful Improvements in Funnels;
md I do hereby declare the following to be a
"nil, clear, and exact description of the inven-
ion,such as will enable others skilled in the
irt to which it appertains to make and use
he same.
My invention relates to an improved funnel

>f that class in which vents are provided in
he nozzle for the escape of air while liquids
ire being poured through the funnel into a
teasel.

My invention consists in the combination
>f a funnel having seats or lugs arranged in-

eriorly within the body thereof and a remov-
ible strainer seated within said funnel and
laving a spring-flange bearing upon the in-

erior seats or lugs, which operate to hold the
itrainer against displacement, all as will be
lereinafter more fully described and claimed.
To enable others to more readily under-

itand my invention, I will now proceed to a
letailed description of the same in connection
vith the accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure I is an elevation of the funnel em-
)odying my invention. Fig. II is a transverse
ectional view through the body of the funnel
ibove the joint between the nozzle and body
m the plane indicated by the dotted line x x
>f Fig. I. Fig. Ill is an elevation of my pre-
erred form of funnel having the body and
lozzle made of longitudinal sections. Fig.
V is a vertical sectional view through the
unnel shown in Fig. Ill, and Fig. V is a trans-
verse section on the line y y of Fig. III.

Like letters and numerals of reference de-

lote corresponding parts in all the figures of

he drawings.
A designates my improved funnel, which

iomprises the tapered body b and the nozzle
i. The body and nozzle may be made of sep-

arate pieces and connected together by the
oint c in the ordinary manner; but as a bet-

er and cheaper manner of making the fun-
lel I prefer to construct it in longitudinal
lections 1 2 3, which may consist of two, three,

>r more, each section forming a part of the
)ody and nozzle of the funnel.

The device constructed as shown in Figs. I

and II lias ils round nozzle flattened on one
side to form a vent d, which vent extends Ion- 55
gitudinallyof the nozzle and into the body b

1o a point about or above midway of the

length of said body, which is advantageous,
as it provides for the escape of air should the

funnel be placed in a vessel having a mouth 60

of greater diameter than the cross-sectional

area of the nozzle.

The preferred form of the funnel shown in

Figs. Ill and IV has its nozzle provided with

a plurality of flat sides and forming a series 65

of vents, and the nozzle in the cross-section

preferably has the form of a triangle, as

shown and described in a prior patent issued

to me February 8, 1887, and numbered 357,470.

Thesections 1 2 3 of the funnel extendfrom 70

the top of the body to the lower end of the

nozzle, each section forming a part of the body
and nozzle. The parts of the section which
form the body of the nozzle are each made
segmental in cross-section, and the lower part s 75

of said section that form part of the nozzle are

flattened. The sections are united together

along their side edges through the body of

the funnel by bend ing th e same to form flanges

and interlocking and solderingthe flanges to- 80

gether, thus forming longitudinal seams; but
in the nozzle the sections are united by sol-

dering, instead of interlocking the flanges,

thus forming continuous smooth seams. The
segmental portions of the sections form the 85

body, which is circular in cross-section, and
the flattened lower portions of said sections

form the triangular nozzle, as shown. The
upper end of the funnel is finished and the

ends of the joints between the side sections 90

12 3 concealed by an annulus or ring 7, which
is bent or curved to extend inward a short

distance.

In connection with my improved funnel I

employ a strainer 10, which is adapted to be 95
fitted within the body of the funnel and to be
held therein by means of lugs 11, formed in-

teriorly within the funnel. In order to provide
lugs which shall be sufficiently strong and
not easily broken and without weakening the ice

funnel, I stamp or press the lugs through the

locked seams which unite the sections of the

funnel, and these lugs are preferably tapered
and have their lower ends made broad to pro-
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vide a bearing -surface against; which the
screen impinges or bears. To permit the
screen to be readily adjusted or titled within
the funnel below the lugs and to remove the

5 screen when desired, I form recesses 12 (one,

two, or more) in the edge of the screen by in-

denting or forcing the edge inwardly. The
screen can be readily sprung or forced into
position within the body of the funnel and

io below the lugs therein, which lugs operate to

firmly secure the same in place; but to re-

move the screen from the funnel it must be
turned so that one of the lugs enters one of

the recesses, after which the screen will read-

15 ihy drop out of the funnel when it is inverted,
or it can be removed by hand.
A funnel constructed as contemplated bjr

my present invention can be readily and easily

cleaned, as the absence of the joint between
20 the body and nozzle of the funnel provides a

smooth surface, which facilitates the cleaning
of the funnel.

Changes in the form and proportion of parts
can be made Without departing from the spirit

25 or sacrificing the advantages of my invention,
and I would therefore have it understood that

I reserve the right to make such modifications
as fall within the scope of my invention.
No claim is herein made to the funnel made

30 of longitudinal sections, each section forming
a part of the body and nozzle of the funnel
and extending from the point of the nozzle to

the top of the body, the sections being joined
together by longitudinal seams, nor to the

35 nozzle formed with the flattened side or sides,

as these features form the subject-matter of

a separate application filed bv me on the 19th
day of March, 1888, Serial No. 207,045.

Having thus fully described my invention,

what I claim as new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is

—

. 1. In combination with the funnel having
within the interior of its body the inwardly-
projecting lugs, a strainer having a spring-

flange, which is adapted to pass downward
over and be locked in place by said lugs, sul

stantially as described.
2. In combination with the funnel providei

with the inwardly -projecting locking- lu^

and the strainer having a spring-flange, whicH
is thus adapted to pass downward over and toft

be locked in place by said lugs, and is pro*
vided within its edge with notches that wheim
caused to coincide with said lugs will operate
to release said strainer and permit of its re*
moval, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

3. The combination of a funnel provide<M
with the retaining-lugs, which are arranged^
interiorly within the body of the same, and!
which lugs are stamped or pressed from the!
seams which unite the sections of the funnell
together, and a strainer provided with aj
spring-flange, which is adapted topassdown-l
ward over and be locked in place by the saidl

lugs, substantially as and for the purpose de-1

scribed.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

presence of two witnesses.

AUGUSTUS GERSDORFF.

Witnesses:
James J. Reeves,
Hugh L. Reeves.
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To all w7iom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Augustus Gersdorff,

of Washington, in the District of Columbia,
have invented certain new and useful Im-

5 proverneuts in Funnels; and I do hereby de-

clare that the following is a full, clear, and ex-

act description thereof, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view of my im-
[o proved funnel, from the upper end, a portion

of the side being broken away to show the
strainer; Fig. 2 is a like view of the same from
the lower end. Fig. 3 is a perspective view
of the strainer separated from the funnel.

:5 Fig. 4 is a horizontal section of the funnel at

the point where the strainer is located and
shows the latter in position for engagement
with the locking lugs; Fig. 5 is a like view of

the same after said strainer is so engaged, and,
so Fig. G is a central longitudinal section of the

funnel.

Letters of like name and kind refer to like

parts in each of the figures.

My invention is an improvement upon a
15 funnel for which Letters Patent No. 357,470

were issued to me upon the 8th day of Febru-
ary, 1887, and it consists, principally, in the
construction of the funnel, substantially as
and for the purpose hereinafter specified.

;o In the construction of funnels it has here-
tofore been customary to form the body and
nozzle separately and then join them together,
but such construction has proved defective in

consequence of the frequent separation of said

,5 parts.

My funnel A is formed from two or more

—

preferably three—sections a and a which are
united upon longitudinal lines so that each
section extends from the upper end to the

^o lower end of the funnel and constitutes a part
of the body and a part of the nozzle of the
same, as shown. The joints or seams are all

lengthwise of the funnel, and in the direc-

tion of the greatest strain—transversely—said

\5 funnel presents only solid metal which is

strengthened by its curved form and by said
seams, and is capable of resisting successfully
a much greater force than would ever be ex-

erted by any proper use.

;o In the practical use of fu nnels, it frequently
happens that the funnel is placed in a vessel
having a mouth of larger diameter than the

cross sectional area of the nozzle of the fun-

nel, so that the nozzle depends wholly within
the mouth of the vessel and the lower portion 55
of the body of the funnel rests upon the ves-

sel, in which event the funnel prevents the
free escape of air displaced in the vessel by
pouring a liquid therein.

One of the aims of my present invention is 60

to improve the funnel to avoid the foregoing
objection, which is accomplished by provid-
ing the nozzle with one or more flattened lon-

gitudinal faces to form the vent or vents, and
extending the vent or vents into the body of 65

the funnel for a suitable distance and above
the joint or line between the body and nozzle

of the funnel, whereby air can freely escape
through the vent on the outside of the funnel
if it is placed on a vessel so that its body is 70

in contact with the mouth of said vessel.

As hereinbefore stated, the funnel is made
wholly of longitudinal sections which extend
from the top of the body of the funnel to the

lower end of the nozzle. The parts of the sec- 75
tions which form the body of the funnel are

each made segmental in cross section, and the
lower parts of said sections which form the

nozzle are flattened. The sections are united
together along their side edges through the 80

body of the funnel by bending the same to

form flanges and by interlocking and solder-

ing the flanges together, thus forming the lon-

gitudinal seams; but in the nozzle, the sec-

tions are united by soldering instead of inter- 85

locking the flanges, thus forming smooth
seams in the nozzle. The segmental portions

at the upper ends of the sections form the

body of the funnel which body is circular in

cross section; and the flattened lower portions 90
of said sections form the nozzle which is tri-

angular in cross section, as shown in the draw-
ings.

A funnel constructed as contemplated by
my invention can be readilyand easily cleaned, 95
as the absence of the joint between the body
and nozzle of the funnel provides a smooth
surface on the interior of the funnel, which
facilitates the cleaning of the funnel.

The upper end of the funnel has an upward 100

and inward curve and is formed by means of

a solid ring a' of sheet metal which is given
the necessary shape by dies and has such size

as to enable its lower edge to pass over and
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engage with the upper edges of the sections

a and a, where it is secured in place by solder

and operates to thoroughly strengthen said

parts and prevent their separation at such

5 point.

Within the body of the funnel is a strainer

B which is constructed from sheet metal and
its central portion perforated, and around its

edge is provided with a flange b that extends
10 upward and outward at substantially the same

angle as the adjacent sides of the funnel. Said
strainer bears fairly upon the converging
sides of said funnel and is thereby prevented
from passing below a certain point and is

15 locked in such position by means of two or

more lugs a2 and a2 which project inward
from the sides of the funnel and engage with
the upper edge of the flange b. The lugs a2

and a2 have downwardly and inwardly inclin-

20 ing faces and the strainer B is placed in posi-

tion by inserting one edge beneath the lug or
lugs at one side of the funnel and then press-

ing the opposite side of said strainer down-
ward until its flange has sprung inward suffi-

25 ciently to enable it to pass the lug or lugs at

such point.

In order that the strainer may be removed
from the funnel, when desired, its flange b is

provided with notches b' and b' which corre-

30 spond in size and number to the like features
of the lugs a2 and a2

, and have such relative

arrangement that by a partial rotation of said
strainer, said notches may be caused to coin-

cide with said lugs and thus release said

35 strainer. The same result will be secured
however, if but one notch is provided, as by
causing such notch to coincide with one of

the lugs, the side of the strainer in which
said notch is located will be released and can

40 be raised so as to withdraw the opposite side
from engagement with its locking lugs.

No claim is herein made to the combina-
tion of the funnel having the lugs arranged
interiorly within the body thereof, and the
strainer provided with the spring flange which
is thus adapted to pass downward beneath
the lugs and to be held or locked in place by
the same, as said devices form the subject
matter of a separate application filed by me
on the 23d day of June, 1890, Serial No. 350,435.

Having thus described my invention what
I claim is

—

1. As a new article of manufacture, a fun-
nel made of longitudinal sections united to-

gether by longitudinal seams and each sec-

tion forming a part of the body and nozzle of

the funnel, the nozzle having flattened sides
which form air vents that extend longitudi-

nally of the nozzle, into the body, and above
the line where said nozzle joins the body, sub-
stantially as described.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a fun-
nel made of longitudinal sections united to-

gether by longitudinal seams and each sec-

tion forming a part of the body and nozzle of

the funnel, the nozzle having flattened sides
which form air vents that extend longitudi-

nally of the nozzle, into the body, above the
line where the nozzle joins the body, the seams
of the body being formed by interlocking and
soldering flanges and the seams in the nozzle
being soldered together, whereby the inner
surface of the body and nozzle is made smooth,
substantially as described.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand this 17th day of

March, 1888.

AUGUSTUS GERSDORFF.

Witnesses:
Jas. E. Hutchinson,
Geo. S. Prindle.
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To all whom ii may concern:

Be it known that I, Emile Berliner, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident ot

Washington, District of Columbia, have m-

c vented certain new and useful Improvements

in Gramophones, of which the following is a

specification.

My invention has reference to improve-

ments in the method of and apparatus for re-

io cording and reproducing sounds, the improve-

ments being more particularly directed to the

construction of that kind of sound recording

and reproducing apparatus which I have

called "gramophone," and for which Letters

, , Patent of the United States No. 382,790, dated

May 15, 1888, have been granted to me.

One feature of my invention has reference

to improvements in the method of recording

sound by tracing upon a fatty him deposited

20 upon a metallic surface, uudulatoiy lines
,
cor-

responding to sound waves, and then etching

such lines in the metal base, or as it is now

commonlv called, the record tablet; while the

other features of my invention have.reference

2 c to the construction of the details of both the
5

recorder and the reproducer of the gramo-

phone. Each of these features ot improve-

ment are designed to.overcome.certain
^

diffi-

culties, and to avoid certain imperfections

,o hereto ore met with in the operation of the
3

gramophone. These difficulties and imper-

fections, and the manner in which they are

avoided will be particularly pointed out n

the following detailed description»J^
35 erence to the accompanying drawings, in

"Fh^ure 1, is a perspective view of my hri-

proved gramophone recorder. Fig.^«*e

elevation, partly in section, of the lecoidei.

SStagtoph^'.^ sty.- «£^

.

section of the same on the line x-x of Fig. i.

S»A to an elevation of the W**»&™£
4S producing diaphragm and stylus. F g. 7, i *

fe
i

rtoV^,^ve
,

We^l,!n Pred

™iiteS
h
oV^.»ni. indicate Uae

55

as a whole in Figs. 1 and 2, mounted upon a

suitablebase 1. About midway of the length

of this base there is au upright shaft 2, joui-

naled in brackets 2', 2', stepped at its lower

end in a suitable bearing 3. his shaft car-

ries at its upper end a circular disk 4, the

outer or peripheral portion of whict,
.

h
i

»
duced in thickness as shown at 5, and tins re

duced portion extends over a ring shaped pan 5c

G, supported by stays or brackets 7, from

which it maybe lifted and removed when re-

hired. The outer edge or wall 8, of the pan

is of sufficient height to project for a distance

above the. disk 4, and is provided with pour-

ing lips 9, for a purpose hereinafter described.

The bottom 10 of the pan extends under the

.educed portion 5, of the disk 4 and its inner

ed-e 11, is upturned close to the under side

of the reduced portion of the disk, as shown

Bearing against the under side of he disk

4 is a friction wheel 12, secured to a horizon-

65

70

5*

tal shaft 13, which latter is jonrualed in the

ppe ends'of posts or uprights 14 const 1 1u t-

i the ends of a frame, the base 15, of which 75

s secured to the base 1 of the apparatus

The position of shaft 13, and the diameter of

the friction wheel 12, are such, that a portion

of the weight of the disk 4, and of its shaft

^supported by the friction wheel; whereby 80

the bearing 3, is relieved from a portion of

at weight, and whereby Motional gearing

between the disk 4 and wheel 1 is insured

without requiring special adjustment 1 he

shaft 13 carries at its outer end a crank lb, 85

by means of which it is rotated, and between

letwo uprights 14, there is secured to the

shaft a heavy fly or balance wheel 17 be

cured to the upright shaft 2, below the uisk

4" here is a beveled pinion 18,™ ĝ
£ori-

»°

H lar-e bevel gear 19, on one end of a hon

Lutal screw-threaded shaft 20, which is ar-

rayed radial to the disk 4, and JoarnatoA

adjacent to the said gear 19, and also at the

other end, in pillow-blocks 21 10^ on 9 ,

the end piece of a rectangular frame 22, wnicn

in turn is fast on the base 1. Mounted upon

he frame 22, so as to be movab le thereon m
the direction of the length of the shatt -u,

here is a carriage 23, supported at one end 100

bv a -Side rod 24, on which it is free to slide,

and a°t the other end by a roller 25, movable
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along the upper surface 26, of one of the side
pieces of the frame 22. The carriage 23, has
firmly secured to it a projecting arm 27, on
the outer end of which is an upright post 28,

5 carrying at its upper end an arm 20, parallel
with the arm 27, and of such length as to
overhang the disk 4, when the carriage is
moved to the right, as represented in the
drawings; the construction being such, that

io when the carriage 23 is moved in the manner
to be described, the arm 29, will be carried ra-
dially over the disk 4, and any object carried
thereby will participate in said movement.
The carriage 23, is moved in one direction

15 by means of the screw-threaded shaft 20, and
in order to effect this operation, there is pro-
vided a block 30, in one side of which, near
one end, is formed a half nut 31, constructed
to engage the threads on the shaft 20; and

20 this block 30, is pivotal ly supported between
ears 32, erected ou the carriage 23. Project-
ing from the other end of the block 30, there
Is a pin 33, to which one end of a spring 34,
is attached, the other end of said spring bein"

25 secured to the carriage 23, and the tendency
of the spring is to maintain the block 30 in
a tilted position with the nut portion raised
out of engagement with the shaft 20 In
order to lock the block 30, in engagement

30 with the shaft 20 there is provided a leaf
spring 35, mounted on the carriage 20, oppo-
site the free end of the block 30, and having
on its free end a tooth 30, which passes over
the top of the hinged block 30, when the nut

35 formed in the same is in engagement with the
screw threads on the shaft 20, the tendency
of the leaf spring 35, being to move inwardlv
toward the block 30. This catch spring 35
is also provided with a pin 37, which serves

40 as a handle for withdrawing the catch so as
to unlock the block 30, and thereby allow thecamage23 witli its appurtenances to be freely
moved to any position upon the frame 22
To the free overhanging arm 29, is secured

45 a ring sleeve 38 which receives the neck 39
projecting on one side from the frame 40, in
which latter the recording diaphragm and
stylus are mounted, and this neck 39, with its
appurtenances is fixed in any desired position

50 in the ring frame 38, by a clamp screw 41
The free end of the neck 39, projects beyond
the ring frame 38, and receives the sound con-
veying tube 42 which is preferably made
flexible, and which has at its free end a

55 mouth-piece 43, the particular construction
of which will hereinafter be more fully de-
scribed. J

The disk 4, which is in the nature of a ro-
tary tab e, has hereinbefore been described

60 and is shown in the drawings as reduced in
thickness on that portion of the periphery
which overlaps the inner wall of the pan
and if this construction is used, the disk 4'

must be removable from the shaft 2. It is'
5 5 however, also practicable to make the disk or

revolving table, in two parts, the lower part
of which extending only to within a short dis-

tance of the upper edge of the inner wall
of the pan, while the upper part extends
that edge to within a short distance of
outer wall of the pan. This is iudicated t
dotted line in Fig. 2, and if this construct
is adopted, only the upper thinner part of
table is removable from the upright shaf
while the lower thicker part of the table n
be fixed to that shaft.
When a sound record is to be made, a reci

tablet of the kind described in my afores;
Letters Patent, is placed unon the rotary ta
4, and this record tablet is represented in t

drawings as a circular disk 44, which ha
central perforation passing over the upr
end of the shaft 2. Sometimes it is convt
lent to interpose between the record tab
and the rotary supporting table a thin di
45, of felt, or of some other non-resonant tr

tenal. This, however, is not essential. Up
the record tablet is placed a clamping pla
40, which by preference is provided with
hub 47, which is slipped over the upper er
of the shaft 2. This upper end of the sha
2, is screw-threaded as shown, and a thum
nut 48, is then screwed down upon the hub
the clamping plate, wherebv the record tabl
is securely fastened in position.
At one end of the base plate 1, there

mounted a standard 49, which may be a spl
tube as shown, and in which is supported I
friction a stem 50, projecting from the botto
of a shelf 51, and which in .turn supports
vessel 52, containing alcohol. From the bo
torn of this vessel extends a tube 53, prefe
ably provided at its free end with a flexib
nozzle 54; and a stopcock 55, with which tl
tube is provided permits the operator to regi
late the flow of alcohol from the uozzle. Witmy present improvement it is necessary thi
during the whole process of tracing the rei
ord,the record tablet be covered with a fill
of alcohol, and for this purpose a thin strear
of alcohol is directed upon the center of th
tablet, or rather upon the clamping plate .41

from which the alcohol spreads in all dire(
tions by centrifugal force, and flows over int
the pan G. When the tracing of the recon
has been completed, the clamping plate is r«
moved and the record tablet also is lifted fron
its support by the insertion between the sal
of a sharp edge, such as a knife blade, or evei
by the finger nails of the operator, and is re
moved for further manipulation as describe*
in my aforesaid Letters Patent, and also fo
the manipulation which will be describee
hereinafter.

Only a very small quantity of alcohol is

used for producing a single record, but aftei
continued use of the machine a considerable
amount of alcohol accumulates in the pan
and this is removed by removing the table

4

or the upper, thinner part thereof, as the case
may be, by inserting a finger in each of the
pouring lips 9, and thus lifting the disk or
table 4, from the shaft 2. The pan is then
removed from the bracket 7, and the alcohol
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is poured out and preferably back into the
vessel 52, by one of the pouring lips.

The recording diaphragm 56, is mounted iu

the circular frame 40, between a ledge formed
5 on said frame and an annulus 57, screwed
down upon the same by screws 58, as shown,
or in any other suitable manner. On the
rear side of that diaphragm there is applied
a small block 50, of hard rubber from which

io extends radially an arm 60, which at its free
end is turned up at right angles, outwardly
and into contact with the lever Gl, which car-

ries the recording stylus 62.

The block 59, is fastened to the center of

15 the diaphragm by a screw 63, passing through
the diaphragm and through a washer 64, ap-
plied to the front side of the diaphragm. The
head of this screw is faced with a disk 65, of
soft rubber, and against the same bears the

20 point of an adjusting screw 66, which is

mounted in a perforated disk or spider 67,

fixed in the neck 39.

The lever 61 is mounted on a plate 67',

formed with a slot 68, through which a set

25 screw 69, fixed iu the annulus 57, passes. The
plate 67', can thus be adjusted to various po-
sitions ou the annulus, and is clamped in the
adjusted position by a thumb-nut 70. One
end of the plate 67' is bifurcated, and screws

30 71, 71, passing \hrough the legs of the fork,

are formed at t heir ends with bearings for the
pivot points of the arbor 72, which is fixed to

the lover 61. This lever, is made as light as
practicable and as is consistent with rigidity,

je and the plate 67', together with the lever 61,

which it carries, is so adjusted that the up-
tu rned end of the arm 60, bears upon the lever
at the greatest practicable distance from the
axis of the spindle 72, viz: at the free end of

40 the lever. The connection between the lever
and the upturned end of the arm 60 is made
by a small quantity of pitch, 60', which acts
as an efficient cement, and which is applied
after the lever has been adjusted to its proper

45 position. This mode of connecting the lever
with the arm 60, and thereby with the dia-

phragm, I have found to be of great advan-
tage for a variety of reasons, but more espe-
cially on account of the ease with which the

50 connection is made, and unmade in case of
repair, and on account of the damping effect

it has upon the lever.

To the end of the lever 61, is secured the
recording, stylus 62, by soldering or other-

55 wise, with its plane at right angles to the
plane of the lever, as shown. The stylus is

composed of a flat, and rather thin plate of

spring steel, pointed at its free end, and pro-

vided with a tracing point 62", of iridium.
60 The broad portion of the stylus is damped by

one or two bands 72', of soft rubber, which
are simply slipped over the same.
By reference to Fig. 4, it will be seen that

the lever 61, with the recording stylus 62 ex-

65 tend across the diaphragm upon a line which
constitutes a chord but not adiameterof the
circle of the diaphragm. They are, therefore,

eccentrically mounted with reference to the
center of the diaphragm; but notwithstand-
ing this eccentric location, the lever is rigidly 7c

connected with the center of the diaphragm
and thus receives the maximum amplitude of

its vibration. By thus placing the lever with
the stylus eccentric with reference to the cen-

ter of the diaphragm both the lever and the 75
stylus may be and are made shorter than if

they were located ou the line of a diameter of

the diaphragm. This is an important result,

since the shorter the lever and stylus, the less

liability there is of lost motion, and the less 8c
liability there is of extra or spontaneous vi-

brations of the lever and stylus, and both of

these facts conspire to produce an accurate
tracingof the sound waves impingingagainst
the diaphragm. 85
Where the stylus passes over the edge of

casing 40, the latter, together with the annulus
57, is cut away upon a straight line, as indi-

catedat57'. Thispermitsa further reduction
of the length of the stylus, since the record 9c
tablet may be located close -to the straight
edge 57'.

The body of the stylus is normally curved
downwardly, as shown in dotted lines at 62',

but when the diaphragm holder or frame 40, 95
is turned to cause the stylus to impinge upon
the recrM tablet, which is the preparatory
step for making a record, the stylus is unbent
and becomes straight, as shown in solid lines

in Fig. 4, and I have found that the best re- ico
suits are obtained when the stylus is at an an-
gle of about forty-five degrees with the plane
of the tablet. The maximum pressure of the
stylus upon the record surface is therefore

equal to the force required to unbend the 105
stylus. It is very small, because the stylus is

made as thin as practicable, and it is uniform
for different records and for all parts of the
same record.

The mouthpiece, into which vocal sounds no
are uttered for recording, is shown at 43, in

Figs. 1 and 8, and it consists of a bell shaped
structure, the small end of which is secured
to the sound conveying tube, while the wide,
flaring end is turned toward the speaker who 115
applies his mouth to the opening. Near.the
edge of the mouth opening there is a perfora-

tion 43', cut into thewallof the mouth-piece,
and this perforation is of such shape and size,

and at such distance from the edge of the 120

mouth-piece, as to fit approximately the edge
of the nose of the speaker; so that when the
mouth-piece is applied, the sounds uttered by
the mouth enter the wide, flaring opening,
while the sounds uttered by the no^e enter 125
the perforation 43'.

In making a record of vocal sounds, it is

necessary that all sound waves composing the
words or the song be conveyed to the dia-

phragm, and it has, therefore, been proposed 130
to make mouth-pieces of such size and shape
as to admit within the opening both the mouth
and the nose of the speaker or singer, and to

fit against tbe face of the user around the
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mouth and nose. Mouth pieces of this char-

acter are necessarily large and clumsy, and do
not readily and comfortably fit different per-

sons, while with my construction the size of

5 the mouth-piece is reduced, and will comfort-
ably fit different speakers.

By means of the apparatus so far described,

a record of sound waves is made in the fol-

lowing manner: The spring catch 35, 36, is

io drawn back, which permits the spring 31, to

lift the block 30, from the screw 20, so that

the carriage 23, may be freely moved to the

left, whereby the stylus 62, is carried beyond
the edge of the rotary table 4. A record tab-

15 let prepared in the manner described in my
aforesaid Letters Patent is then placed upon
the table 4, and clamped to the same, as herein-

before described, and the carriage 23, is moved
toward the right until the point of the record-

jo ing stylus is above the tablet but within the

edge of the same. The casing 40, is then turned
in its bearing 38, until the point of the stylus

impinges upon the tablet and is unbent, as

shown in Fig. 4. In this position the casing

25 4.0, is clamped by means of the screw 41. The
stop-cock 55, is then opened and a thin stream
of alcohol is directed upon the clamping disk
46. The wheel 17, is now rotated by means
of the crank and handle 16, whereby, by

;o means of the gearing described, the record
tablet is rotated, while 4he stylus is carried

across the face of the tablet in a radial line,

removing from the tablet a fine spiral line of

the fatty etching ground with which it had
•5 been covered. Sound waves are now directed

against the diaphragm in any desired man-
ner, and if vocal sonuds are to be recorded,

the sound conveying tube 42, with the mouth
piece 43, will be used. The vibrations of the

40 diaphragm thus produced will cause the stylus

to make a tracing of an undnlatory line, cor-

responding to the sound waves directed
against the diaphragm; all as described in my
aforesaid Letters Patent. During this whole

45 time a thin stream of alcohol is delivered
upon the plate 46, and the alcohol spreading
out in all directions is maintained as a uni-

form and constantly renewed film upon the
tablet. In this manner every part of the rec-

jo ordis made under alcohol, and in this respect
my present invention differs from the pro-
cess set forth in my aforesaid Letters Patent.

In accordance with the said patent, alcohol
is poured once for all over the tablet, and is

55 allowed to evaporate during the process of
recording. I have found that in this manner
it often happens that the alcohol has entirely
evaporated before the record is completed, so
that a portion of the latter is made upon a

5o dry tablet; whereby the accumulation of fila-

mentary particles of dust on the point of the
stylus, which the alcohol is designed to avoid,
takes place during the production of a por-
tion of the record. With my present im-

65 piovement this defect is cured, since it main-
tains the record tablet moist with alcohol
from the beginning to the end of the operation.

After the tracing of the record has been
completed, the tablet is speedily removed and
before the record is fixed by etching as de- 70
scribed in my aforesaid patent, the alcohol

adhering to the record surface is quickly
washed off with water. This is an important
step iu my improved process and greatly im-

proves the definition of the record by etching. 75
The reason for this is, that the alcohol slightly

attacks and dissolves the fattyetchingground,
so that the thin film of alcohol remaining upon
the tablet, contains a slight quantity of that
ground in solution. If now, the film of alco- 80

hoi is allowed to evaporate an exceedingly
small quantity of the dissolved ground is de-

posited upon the metal which has been laid

bare by the stylus. This small deposit of

ground sufficiently resists the action of the 85
etching fluid to impair the definition of the
final record. By simply pouring water over
the record surface immediately after the tab-

let has been removed from the recording ap-
paratus the film of alcohol and the ground 90
held in solution by the same is removed, and
the tracings of the stylus present a clean me-
tallic surface, which is properly attacked by
the etching fluid.

The reproducing apparatus as a whole is 95
represented in Fig. 3.

Upon a base board 73, in standards 74, is

journaled a shaft 75, upon which are mounted
a driven pulley 76, a fly-wheel 77, and a fric-

tion disk 78. The latter is in frictional en- ic

gagement with a rotary table 79, which is

mounted upon a vertical shaft substantially
in the manner described with reference to the
rotary table 4, of the recording apparatus.
Fig. 3, being a perspective view, the mount- ic

ing of the table 79, is not visible, but is easily

understood from the foregoing description.

The upper surface of the table is preferably
covered with a sheet of felt or other elastic

and non-resonant material, as indicated by ri

appropriate shadingT
Upon the felt covered table 79, the record

tablet 44, is placed aud is clamped thereon
substantially in the manner in which this is

done in the transmitting apparatus, i. e., by n
means of a clamping plate 46, and a thumb-
nut 48. A driving wheel 80, mounted on a
shaft 81, which is journaled in standards 82,

is rotated by means of a crank S3, and handle
84, and gives motion to the table 79, by means 1

2

of a crossed belt or cord 85. The relation of
the table 79, to the friction disk 78, is the
same as the relation of the table 4, to the
friction disk 12; that is to say, the table rests

with the greater part of its weight upon the is

friction disk, so that the frictional gearing is

automatically maintained. A post 86, mount-
ed upon the base-board 73, has swivelod upon
its upper end a fork 87, between the prongs
of which is pivoted the swinging arm 88, 1

which extends over the table 79, and has at
its free end a clasp 89, which receives the
neck 90, which projects from the center on
one side of the casing 91, of the reproducing
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I
diaphragm 92. This casing with its dia-

I
phragm, stylus and appurtenances, which will

I presently be described, can be thus turned in

j

the clasp, and can be fixed in any adjusted

15
position by a clamp screw 93.

Upon the end of the neck 90, which pro-

jects beyond the clasp 89, is slipped a flexible

tube 94, which in turn receives the small end
of a sound conveying trumpet 95, the flaring

end 96 of which is turned toward the listener.

A bracket 97, secured to the swinging arm 88,

carries at its free end an elastic fork 98, which
receives and supports the trumpet, and the
parts are so proportioned that the free end of

5 the swinging a m preponderates, so that the
point of the i-eproducing stylus, which will

presently be described, presses rather firmly
upon the record tablet.

It will now be understood, that when a rec-

o ord tablet, having a record of sound waves
upon its surface, produced in accordance with
my invention, is mounted upon the table 79,
and when the point of the stylus is adjusted
in engagement with the record groove, and

5 the wheel 80, is rotated, the rotating record
groove will guide the stylus across the face of
the tablet, and will at the same time vibrate
the stylus and diaphragm in accordance with
the undulations of the record groove. The

o sound waves thus produced by the diaphragm
will issue from the flaring opening of the
trumpet, and the sounds will be heard by a lis-

tener in front of the trumpet, or in its vicinity.

The reproducing diaphragm is mounted in

S the casing 91, in the usual manner, being held
against a ledge by means of an annulus 99.

On this annulus is formed a swelling or block
100, and diametrically opposite to the same
the stylus carrying spring 101, is fastened to
the annulus, and extends across the face of
the diaphragm and beyond the edge of the
annulus. This spring 101, is a leaf spring
which faces with its flat side the face of the
diaphragm up to a point beyond the center

5 of the latter, and is then twisted at right
angles, as indicated at 102, and crosses the
annulus edgewise as shown at 103. The tend-
ency of the part 101, of the spring is to press
toward the diaphragm, whereby the edge of
the part 103, is made to bear with some force
upon the annulus 99; and the tendency of the
part 103, is to press against the swelling or
block 100. The spring is therefore elastic in

two directions at right angles to each other.

5 In order to prevent grinding of the spring
against the annulus and against the block
100, a U-shaped piece 104, of soft rubber em-
braces the outer portion 103, where it bears
upon the annulus and against the block. This

3 soft rubber cushion also serves as a dampener
for the spring. At the point where the spring
passes over the center of the diaphragm, it

has a perforation 105, and a screw pin 106,

secured to the center of the diaphragm by
5 two nuts 107, 108, extends loosely through the
perforation. A thumt)-nut 109, also placed
on the screw-pin 108, and a soft rubber washer

110 between the thumb-nut and the spring
serve to regulate the tension of the latter

and of the diaphragm, as will bo readily un- 70
derstood.
On the free end of the spring 101, 103, the.fe

is secured a binding post 111, in which the
stylus 112, is held by the set screw 113, and
may be adjusted to project to the required 75
distance beyond the end of the spring. This
stylus is preferably made of hard steel. It has
a slender poiut, but the point should not be
so sharp as to cut the bottom of the record
groove which it engages. 80

In the operation of reproducing the sounds
recorded on a tablet, the stylus is guided by
the walls of the record groove, and not by the
bottom of the same. Consequently it is not
essential that the point of the stylus be in 85
contact with the bottom of the groove. In
fact it is preferably not in contact with the
same, so that this point may be made rather
dull.

Thesoundsemittedby the reproducing dia- 90
phragm are very powerful and ordinarily too

loud to be received with comfort by a listener

in front of the trumpet or other receiving
tube. For this reason I have found it some-
times uecessary,to reduce the volume of the 95
emitted sound before it reaches the ear, and
this I accomplish by one or more perforated
and exchangeable diaphragms 114, placed in

the neck 90. These diaphragms should be
made of some nou-resonant material like soft 10c

rubber, or cork, as indicated by appropriate
shading.
Having now fully described my invention,

I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat-

ent— 105
1. The method of recording vocal and other

sounds which consists in removing from a rec-

ord tablet covered with a fatty film, undula-
tory lines of said film by, aud in accordance
with the sound waves and maintaining at the 1 10

same time a layer of a fluid over the film, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The method o£ recording vocal and othe;

sounds upon a rotating disk covered with a
fatty film which consists in spreading over 115
said film and continuously renewing over the
same a layer of a fluid and at the same time
removing from said tablet undulatory lines

of the fatty film by and in accordance with
the sound waves, substantially as described. 120

3. The improvement in the art of making a
gramophone record which consists in immers-
ing and maintaining the tablet and the point
of the recording stylus in alcohol during the
process of recording, substantially as de- 125
scribed.

4. The improvement in the art of making
and fixing a gramophone record which con-
sists in removing from a tablet covered with
a fatty film undulatory lines of said film by 130
and in accordance with sound waves while
said film is covered with a layer of alcohol;

then immediately removing the alcohol with
water and then subjecting the tablet to the
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action of an etching fluid, substantially as

described.

5. The method of reproducing sounds frcm
a record of the same which consists in vibrat-

5 ing a stylus and propelling the same along
flie'record by and in accordance with the said

record, substantially as described.

G. In a gramophone, a recording stylus

pressing by its own elasticity upon the rec-

io ord tablet at right angles to the plane of its

vibratory movements and consisting of a leaf

spring terminating in a point of harder ma-
terial than that of the body of the stylus, sub-

stantially as described.

/5 7. In a gramophone, the combination of a
sound receiving diaphragm and an elastic re-

cording stylus controlled by the diaphragm
and adjustable with reference to a record
tablet so as to press by its own elasticity upon

20 the same at right angles to the plane of its

vibratory movements, substantially as de-

scribed.

8. In a gramophone a recording stylus

pressing by its own elasticity upon the rec-

25 ord tablet at right angles to its plane of vi-

bratory movements, and consisting of a leaf

spring terminating in an iridium point, sub-
stantial^' as described.

9. In a gramophone, a recording stylus

30 composed of a leaf spring terminating in a
tracing point in combination with one or

more elastic non-sonorous dampers, substan-
tially as described.

10. In a gramophone a recording stylus
formed of a leaf spring terminating in a
tracing point in combination with one or

more sleeves of soft rubber upon the leaf

spring for damping the same, substantially
as described.

11. In a gramophone, the combination of a
sound receiving diaphragm, a lever and a re-

cording stylus carried by the same, both ex-
tending parallel but eccentrically over the
diaphragm; with a connection between the

45 center of the diaphragm and the lever, sub-
stantially as described.

12. In a gramophone, the combination of a
sound receiving diaphragm a lever and a re-

cording stylus carried by the same, both ex-

tending over the face of the diaphragm but
eccentrically thereto, with a rigid connection
between the center of the diaphragm and the
free end of the lever, substantially as de-
scribed.

13. In a gramophone, the combination of a
circular sound receiving diaphragm, a lever
and an elastic recording stylus both extendiug
parallel with the diaphragm on the line of a
chord, with a rigid connection between the
center of the diaphragm and the free end of
the lever, substantially as described.

14. In a gramophone, the combination of a
sound receiving diaphragm, a lever and an
elastic stylus ca'rried by the same, both ex-

65 tending parallel, but eccentrically thereto;
with a bracket rigidly connected with the
center of the diaphragm and removably ce-

35
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50
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mented to the lever, substantially as de-
scribed.

15. In a gramophone, the combination of a 70
sound receiving diaphragm mounted in a
suitablo frame, a bracket adjustably mounted
on said frame, a lever pivoted in said frame
extending parallel to and eccentrically with
reference to the center of the diaphragm, and 75
an elastic recording stylus carried by tho
lever; with a mechanical connection between
the center of the diaphragm and the free end
of the lever, substantially as described.

16. In a gramophone a sound receiving dia- 80
phragra and a tube for conveying sound
waves thereto in combination with a record-
ing stylus receiving motion from the dia-

phragm, aud a screw mounted in the sound
conveying tube bearing centrally upon the 85
diaphragm for adjusting the tension of the
latter, substantially as described.

17. In a gramophone, the combination of a
horizontal rotary table adapted to support a
record tablet, and a vertical shaft free to move 90
longitudinally, carrying the table; with a fric-

tion disk engaged by the under side of the ta-

ble for rotating the latter, substantially as de-
scribed.

18. In a gramophone the combination of a 95
horizontal rotary table mounted upan a verli

cal shaft and adapted to support a record tab-
let; with a friction disk engaging the under
side of the table and partly sustaining the
weight of the table, whereby the latter is au- 10
tomatically maintained in frictionalgear with
said disk, substantially as described.

19. In a gramophone, the combination of a
rotary horizontal table adapted to receive and
support a flat record tablet; with>a reservoir 10

ofasuitable fluid, such as alcohol, discharging
upou the center of the table and tablet, and
an annular pan disposed underneath the ta-

ble for receiving the overflow of alcohol, sub-
stantially as described. 1

1

20. In a gramophone the combination of a
horizontal rotatable table adapted to receive
and support a record tablet; with a reservoir
of alcohol discharging upon the center of the
table and tablet, an annular pan disposed uq- i i

der the edge of the table for receiving the
overflow of alcohol, and a friction disk bear-
ing upon the under side of the table between
the center of the same and the inner wall of

the pan, substantially as described. 12

21. In a gramophone, the combination of a
horizontal rotary table adapted to receive aud
support a record tablet, a recording dia-

phragm and stylus connected by gearing with
the table to move radially over and with the 1 1

stylus in operative relation to the same, sub-
stantially as described.

(

22. In a gramophone, the combination of a
horizontal rotating table adapted to receive
and sustain a flat record tablet, with a car- 11

riage movable in a line parallel to a radius of
the table, a recording diaphragm and stylus
carried by the carriage with the stylus in op-
erative contact with the record tablet, and
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geariug connecting; the table with said car-
riage, substantial!}' as described.

23. In ;i gramophone, a sound conveying
tube provided with a mouth piece having a

5 flaring opening for the application of the
mouth of the speaker and a perforation in the
side wall of the mouth piece separated from
and spaced with reference to the mouth open-
ing and shaped to correspond to the shape of

to the nostrils of the speaker, substantially as
described.

24. In a gramophone a sound reproducing
diaphragm in combination with a stylus lever
extending diametrically across the same, and

15 elastic in two directions at right angles to each
other, substantially as described.

25. In a gramophone, the combination of a
diaphragm and a stylus carrier composed of a
leaf spring twisted at one point so as to bring

20 the edge of one portion at right angles to the
face of the other portion, whereby it is elastic
in two directions, substantially as described.

2G. In a gramophone the combination of a
reproducing diaphragm and stylus; with a

25 stylus carrier composed of a leaf spring ex-
tending flat-wise over the face of the dia-
phragm and edgewise over the edge of the dia-
phragm, substantially as described.

27. In a gramophone the combination of a
30 reproducing diaphragm mounted in asuitable

frame the latter being provided at one point
with a boss or stop; with a double elastic sty-
lus carrier composed of a twisted leaf-spring
tending toward the diaphragm and against

35 the boss or stop, substantially as described.
28. Iu a gramophone, a reproducing dia-

phragm and stylus in combination with an
elastic stylus carrier extending over the face
of the diaphragm and tending toward the

40 same,ofanadjustableconnection between the
diaphragm and stylus carrier and adjustable
for varying the pressure between diaphragm
and style carrier, substantially as described.

29. In a gramophone the combination of a
15 reproducing diaphragm mounted in asuitable

frame provided with a boss or stop; with a

5°

55

double elastic stylus carrier tending toward
the diaphragm and toward the stop, and elas-
tic non-resonant dampers interposed between
the style carrier and the diaphragm and be-
tween the style carrier and the frame and
stop, substantially as described.

30. In a gramophone a sound reproducing
diaphragm and a sound conveying tube for
the same, with one or more non-resonant per-
forated diaphragms in the said tube for re-
ducing the volume of sound conveyed to the
ear substantially as described.

31. In a gramophone a recording stylus piv-
oted to move in response to the vibrations of 60
a diaphragm and elastic in a plane at right
angles to such motions, substantially as de-
scribed.

32. In a gramophone, a reproducing stylus
haviug a wedge-shaped point engaging the 65
walls of the record groove, substantially as
described.

33. In a gramophone reproducer, a stylus
carried or formed by a spring fixed at one end
to the diaphragm holder and freely extending
across and beyond the same and operatively
connected with the center of the diaphragm,
substantially as described.

34. In a gramophone reproducer, a spring
constituting or carrying a stylus, fixed at one 75
end to the diaphragm holder and extending
across and beyond the periphery of the same
and freely pressing against the diaphragm,
substantially as described.

35. In a sound reproducing apparatus con- 80
sisting of a traveling tablet having a sound
record formed thereon and a reproducing sty-
lus shaped for engagement with said record
and free to be vibrated and propelled by the
same, substantially as described.
In testimony whereof I have signed my

name to this specification iu the presence of
two subscribing witnesses.

EMILE BERLINER.
Witnesses:

Henry E. Cooper,
F. T. Chapman.

70
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, James Clayton, of the

city of New York, (Brooklyn,) in the county

of Kings and State of New York, have in-

5 vented a new and useful Improvement in Au-
diphones, of which the following is a specifica-

tion.

I will first describe my invention with ref-

erence to the accompanying drawings and af-

io terward point out its novelty in the claims.

Figure 1 in the accompanying drawings

represents a central sectional view of one ex-

ample of an audiphone embodying my inven-

tion and provided with a flexible ear-tube.

iS Fig. 2 is a face view of the same with the

-flexible ear-tube omitted.

A is a conical disk, opposite to the concave

face" of wnlcn ts concentrically arranged the

trumpet-mouth B of a sound-conducting tube

20 C, represented as a flexible ear-tube, the said

trumpet-mouth having its concavity in the

opposite direction to that of the disk and be-

ing so affixed to the disk, as by radial arms

a a, that an annular opening b is left between

25 the edges of said mouth and the face of the

disk. In front of the central portion of the

disk opposite the trumpet-mouth there is dis-

tended a diaphragm F of suitable material,

as very thin steel, the edges of the said dia-

30 phragm being united with the disk A, so that

the annular opening b, before mentioned, is

also between the diaphragm and the trumpet-

mouth.
The portion of the disk A which surrounds

35 the trumpet-mouth B is, in the example of

the invention represented by the drawings,

corrugated iri radial lines from the diaphragm

to its own circumference. The said disk has

a central opening, around which is a socket c,

40 and to this socket is fitted a cap D. Between

this cap and the back of the diaphragm is

placed a light coil-spring E, which is made to

press with more or less force on the diaphragm

,

according as the cap is adjusted on the socket

45 toward or from the diaphragm.

The operation is as follows: The instru-

ment is held by the listener with the concave

face of the disk A toward the speaker or

source of sound, and the end of the ear-tube

is placed in his ear. The sound-waves strik- 50

ing the disk are gathered therein toward the

center thereof and are thereby directed over

the diaphragm and into the trumpet-mouth

of the conducting or ear tube, the vibrations

of the diaphragm greatly assisting in the 55

sound transmission. The adjustment of the

cap D and the adjustment of the pressure of

the spring upon the diaphragm thereby pro-

duced give the diaphragm greater or less ten-

sion and a more or less active vibration, 60

which can be regulated as may be found de-

sirable by the person using the instrument.

It has been found by careful and repeated

experiments in the use of an instrument of this

kind that as compared with a smooth conical 65

diskthe radially-corrugated disk is very much
more effective.

What I claim as my invention is—
1." In an audiphone, the .combination of a

conical disk, a flexible diaphragm distended 70

in front of the central portion of the concave

face of and having its edges attached to said

disk, and an ear -tube having a trumpet-

mouth which is attached concentrically to said

disk with its concavity in the opposite direc- 75

tion to the concavity of the disk and with an

annular opening between its edges and the

disk and diaphragm, substantially as herein

described.
"

2. In an audiphone, the combination ot a 80

conical disk having a central opening, a flexi-

ble diaphragm distended in front of the con-

cave face of and having its edges attached

to said disk, an adjustable cap fitted to the

central opening of the said disk behind the 85

diaphragm , a spring located between the said

cap and d iaphragm lor varying the tension of

the diaphragm as the cap is adjusted, and an

ear-tubehaving a trumpet-mouth attached to

the said disk at the concave lace thereof op- 90

pofeite to and spaced from the diaphragm,

substantially as herein described.
JAMES CLAYTON.

Witnesses:
Fredk. Haynes,
Lida M. Egbert.
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fo all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, George L. IIocan, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Bal-

timore, in the State of Maryland, have invent-

5 ed certain new and useful Improvements in

Graphophones, of which the following is a

specification.

My invention relates to improvements in

graphophones or devices designed for repro-

io dacing articulate speech or other sounds re-

corded on phonograms or sound-writings.

The object of my invention is to provide a

device or mechanism of a simple, cheap, and
durable,construction by means of which such

15 phonograms or sound-writings may be accu-

rately and perfectly audibly produced with-

outany attendant disagreeable scraping, grat-

ing, or other interfering noise resulting from
the aotion of the mechanism.

to My invention consists of a sound-generator

in the form of a trumpet of conical shape
made of a tough quality of paper, vulcanized

fiber, or other material and having a rigidly-

attached small rod of hard material, the ex-

«S tremity of which is brought to a fine point

and bent; so as to fit in the spiral grooves of

the phonogram - writing and pivoting said

trumpet.
The invention is illustrated in the accom-

30 panying drawings, in which—
Figure 1 is a sectional view of a portiou of

the base on which the cylinder is mounted.

Fig. 2ls a top view of the machine complete.

Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the point end of

35 the trumpet on a somewhat larger scale.

Fig. 4 is a side elevation of the complete ma-

chine. Fig. 5 is a detail view of part of the

trumpet, showing the manner of joining its

edges. Fig. is a detail view of the adjust-

40 able cushion.
The large end of the trumpet A rests on a

stud by where it is pivoted loosely on a ver-

tical rod c, extending from the stud upward.

This gives the point end of the trumpet a free

45 lateral swinging movement. The trumpet
has on its lower side a hole c' and on its up-

persideaslot c2
, through which the rod passes.

The longitudinal slot c* affords a slight range

of up-and-down movement to the point end.

50 A hard downward-curved point d is attached

to the small end of the trumpet, and said

point rests on the phonogram-cylinder, and

55

Go

70

as the same is revolved the spiral groove of

the writing serves as the means to carry the

point d from one end to the other of the cyl-

inder, the trumpet swinging on its pivot c.

No other feeding or guiding device is required.

The hard point d may be attached to any
portion of the wall pf the sounding-trumpet
and yield good results. I have, however, pro-

vided a novel means of attachment that will

now be described. The hard point d is pref-

erably held in a socket e, from which it may
be' removed when desired. The socket is

fixed on the end of a rod f and has position 65

in front of the point end g of the trnmpet.

This rod extends along below the small end
of the trumpet, and its end/' is attached to

the side of the trumpet some distance back
from the said point end. This manner of lo-

cating the hard point d and connecting it

with the side wall Of the tinmpet, but back
from its pointend g, produces the best results.

The trumpet is made of a sheet of tough

paper or thin indurated fiber, and each of the 75

two edges of this material that come together

when the sheet is folded to the cone form are

first bordered by a thin sheet- metal strip

folded longitudinally, as shown at h in Fig. 5.

This metal strip incloses the sheet edge like 80

a clip and extends from the large end to th*

point end. The two metal strips are abutted

together and joined by solder. This metal

strip not only serves as a means of joining

the sheet edges, but also serves to augment 85

and improve the sounding qualities of the

trumpet.
It is a feature of improvement in this in-

vention to attach the end /' of the rod to

which the hard point is secured to the said 90

metal joint-strips h. Thereby the metal strips

become the conductor for the sound vibra-

tions, which latter are evenly distributed all

along the wall of the trumpet. The pivot-

hole c', heretofore referred to. is through this 95

metal strip.

The phonogram-cylinder I is hold in posi-

tion by two bearings.;',;' and a horizontal axis

h, The bearings- are slotted out instead of

being bored, so that the phonogram-cylinder 100

can easily be lifted out of these bearings,

Tho slots / V in the two bearings are .cut at

right angles to one another and are in such

a position that the force of elasticity of an
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india-rubber belt ///, connecting the pulloy

n, attached to the phonogram-cylinder, with

the pulley o of the driving device, will keep
the axis of the phonogram-cylinder always

5 pressed firmly in the bearings, and Ihus pro-

duce a steady movement. By this simple
means I have fouud that articulate speech,
songs, and instrumental or other music may
be reproduced from sound-writing very accu-

10 rately and With great loudness, clearness, and
distinctness.

It will be seen that this graphophoue has a
cylinder that may be rotated by any driving
mechanism and a sounding-trumpet whose

15 point end is movable along the cylinder, fol-

lowing the sound -writing. The point end
- automatically follows the spiral groove of the

sound-writing, and the vibrations are trans-

mitted to the trumpet, which generates and
20 largely increases the volume of sound.

As the hard point d is held in a socket, it

may be removed when worn and a new one
inserted.

Au adjustable cushion p is shown in Figs.

25 o aud G, as a ring, and is mounted on the rod
/and maybe shifted along said rod. This
cushion bears on the wall of the trumpet, and
its varying position alters the tone or pitch of

the sound.
30 A cylinder is shown carrying the sound-

writing; but it is obvious a disk may be used
instead or any shaped body to rotate.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters

35 Patent, is

—

1. A graphophone having in combination a
rotating sound- writing; a vibratory cone-
shaped sounding-trumpet pivoted to allow its

point end a free swinging movement, and also
a slight vortical movement; a hard point en- 40
gaging the surface of tho said sound-writing
in front of and in line with the point end of
the trumpet but not contacting therewith and
supported by a rod which extends along the
outer wall of the trumpetand attached to the 45
side thereof.

2. A sounding-trumpet for graphophones
comprising a sheet of fiber folded to form a
cone and the edges which come together bor-
dered by strips of metal folded over the edges 50
and the said metal strips united, and a hard
point at the point end of the trumpet.

3. A sounding-trumpet for graphophones
having a cone shape and made of fiber; a strip
of thin metal extending longitudinally of said 55
cone and secured to the trumpet; a hard point
in front of the trumpet's point end but not at-

tached thereto; and a rod supporting the said
hard point and extending along the outside
of the trumpet and attached to said metal 60
strip.

4. A graphophone having a base provided
with two bearings each having a slot inclining
in a different direction from the.other; a ro-

tary cylinder carrying thesOund-writingand 65
having journals resting in said slotted bear-

ings; a pulley on one journal; a drive-pulley;
aud a belt from the drive-pulley to the cylin-

der-pulley; as and for the purpose set forth.

In testimony whereof I affix my signaturo 7c

in the presence of two witnesses.

GEORGE L. HOGAN.

Witnesses:
George Koether,
Charles B. Mann, Jr.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Frederick Myers, a

j

citizen of the United States, residing at New
York city, in the county of New York and

|

S State of New York,have invented certain ne>w
and useful Improvements in Sound Trans-
mitters or Disseminators; and I do declare the
following to be a full, clear, and exact descrip-
tion of the invention, such as will enable oth-

to ers skilled in the art to which it appertains to
make and use the same, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, and to the fig-

ures of reference marked thereon, which form
a part of this specification.

IS My invention relates to sound transmitters
or disseminators for phonographs, mega-
phones, and similar devices; and the objects
of the same are to produce a device designed
to be attached to any ordinary sound-prod nc-

20 ing instrument and which will project or dis-

seminate the sound in all directions radially
from the instrument.
The defects heretofore existing in sound-

reproducing instruments of the class referred
25 to are to a great extent due to the fact that

the sound is usually projected in one direc-

tion only, and while the horn or tube through
which the sound is transmitted may be ad-
justed to project the sound in any one direc-

30 tion persons sitting outside the range of the
horn or tube do not get the full volume or
force of the music or other reproduction.
By my invention the defects referred to

are entirely remedied, as by its use an audi-

35 ence seated in a circle around the instrument
can hear equally well, the reproduction be-
ing of the same volume and scope at all

points from the instrument outward. I am
also enabled to produce a peculiar andpleas-

40 ing effect in certain classes of music to be re-
• produced, said effect consisting in giving a
vibratory swell or variable sound-wave char-
acter to the music, owing to the revolution
given to the transmitter horns or tubes. The

45 usual metallic or grating sounds in phono-
graphic reproductions are to a great extent
absorbed and obviated by my invention, and
certain classes of music are rendered in a
greatly-modulated tone and in well-measured

50 and uniform time, owing to the fact that the
revolving horns act as a speed-regulator for

the instrument and at the same time dis-

tribute the sound equally at all points around
the machine.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of agrapho- 55

phone having my attachment connected
thereto and showing four horns or transmit-
ter-tubes. Fig\ 2 is an end view of the same,
three horns or tubes being shown. Fig. 3 is

a plan view of a blank for one of the horns or 60
tubes which I may use. Fig. 4 is a perspec-
tive view of a horn or tube made from said
blank. Fig. is a detail perspective of a
modification in the means employed for actu-
ating or revolving the horns or tubes. 65
Like numerals designate like parts wher-

ever they occur in the different views.
Referring now to Figs. ! and 2, the nu-

meral 1 designates a graphophone of the well-

known type. Beyond placing a small pulley 70
J-upon the end of the record-shaft 3 no alter-

ations or changes are made in the structure
of instruments of this character. A small
upright bracket 4, having feet 5 attached by
screws G to a permanent part of the instru- 75
ment, serves as a support for two idlers 7,

journaled in hangers 8, pivoted at the oppo-
site ends of a cross-bar (

.) upon the ends of the
screws or bolts 10. To the usual short sec-

tion of tubing projecting out from the lower 80
portion of the reproducer 1 1 is a tubular elbow
12, having a flange 13 surrounding its verti-

cal portion. This flange serves as a support
for a ball-bearing 14 of suitable construction,
said ball-bearing being attached to a tabu- 85
lar section 15, having a pulley 1G rigidly con-
nected thereto. The upper end of the tubu-
lar section 15 has three or more radially-pro-

jecting tubular nipples 17, to which the horns
or tubes 18 are connected. An elastic or in- 90
dia-rubber band 19 passes under the pulley 2,

up and over the idlers 7, and around the pul-

ley 1G.

The operation of my invention as thus far

described is as follows: The reproducer 11 95
having been set or placed in position to start

at the beginning of the record-tube the start-

ing-lever is moved to actuate the record-shaft
3. Motion is thus imparted to the pulley 2,

around which the elastic band 19 passes,and 10:

from thence the revolution is communicated
to the idlers 7 and to the pulley 16, with which
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the horns or tubes 18 revolve. As the re-
producer 11 moves from one end of the rec-
ord-tube to the other to reproduce the piece
of music or other record the elastic band 19

5 is elongated to the extent required, and the
horns or tubes 18 are thus revolved during
the entire time the shaft 2 revolves. The
band 19 being small and quite elastic does
not absorb but little power, and as the idlers

io 7 are journaled in swiveled hangers they
turn to direct the elastic baud in a straight
line to the pulley 16 and create but little

friction.

As shown in Fig. 5, a rack and pinion may
15 be used for giving revolution to' the horns.

The rack 20 may be attached in any suitable
manner to the casing of the instrument and
supported at the required height to be en-
gaged by a pinion 21 on the tube 15. As

20 thus arranged when the reproducer moves
from end to end of the record-tube the pin-
ion 21 engages the rack 20 and the horns '8
are revolved.

It will be obvious from the foregoing that
25 my attachment is quite simple and inexpen-

sive, can be quickly applied to any sound-
producing instrument of the class referred
to, and will project the sound outward in all
directions from the instrument. The horns

30 or tubes being connected directly to the re-
producer and extending radially outward
have a tendency to give the entire force or
volume to the production, even though the
horns were permitted to remain stationary,

35 and for some classes of music it is deemed
equally as effective to permit the horns to
remain stationary by throwing the elastic
band 19 off the pulley 10. Again, for certain
productions I have found that a single horn

40 if revolved will give a peculiar combined
modulated and swelling effect. When sta-
tionary, I have found that at least three
horns are necessary to give good results and
to project the sound equally from the instru-

45 ment outward.
As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the horn or tube

which I may use is made of cardboard or
similar light and durable material, and such
tubes may be made to occupy but little space

50 in shipping and at the same time be inex-
pensive and very efficient in use. When thus
made, I take a piece of cardboard and score

- or crease it at intervals, or a sufficient num-
ber of strips 22 of cardboard or similar ma-

55 terial and lay them edge to edge and atnch
to one or both faces thereof a piece of textile
fabric 23, permitting one edge 24 of the fab-
ric to project beyond the outer strip of the
series. This edge may be ready gummed, so

60 that the tube can be readily finished by mois-
tening the gummed edge and attaching it to
the opposite edge to complete the tube, or I
may use other means for securing the edges.
These tubes may thus be shipped flat or

65 folded and can be easily made up by the pur-
~ make the tubes easily attach-chaser.

able to the reproducer-nipples any suitable
number of spring-fingers 25 may be connected
to the small end of the tube, and a wire ring
26 may be inserted into the large end of the
tube to give the necessary strength to the
device, or I may use a flat or flanged ring for
the end of the tube. Tubes made in this
way may have a coating of aluminium paint
or bronze to give them a metallic luster.

I have found that tubes or horns made of
a non-metallic material have a tendency to
obviate the screeching sound so common in
phonographs, and, besides, their lightness in
weight makes them particularly desirable for
uiy purpose.
Certain changes in the details of construe*

tion may be resorted to without departing
from the spirit and scope of my invention.
Hence I do not wish to be understood as be-
ing restricted to the details shown and de-
scribed.

I claim

—

1. In a sound-reproducing instrument, a
sound-producer, a horn or tube connected to
said producer, and means for revolving said
horn or tube during the operation of the in-
strument.

2. In a sound-reproducing instrument, a
sound-reproducer, a plurality of horns at-
tached thereto, and means for revolving said
horns during the operation of the instrument.

3. An attachment for sound-reproducing
instruments, comprising a plurality of horns
connected to a tubular section, and means for
revolving said tubular section.

4. In a sound-reproducing instrument, a
tubular section, a pulley secured thereto, a
plurality of horns attached to said tubular
section, a belt or band passing around the
pulley and around a pulley revolved from the
record-shaft.

5. In a sound-reproducing instrument, a
plurality of horns secured to a hollow tubu-
lar section and projecting outward and up-
ward from the upper end thereof, hollow con-
nections from said tubular section to the re-

producer, and means for revolving said tubu-
lar section.

6. In a sound-reproducing instrument, a
tubular section having a plurality of horns
projecting radially from its upper end, a pul-
ley on said tubular section, a rubber band
passing around said pulley and around idlers
revolved from the record-shaft, and means
for revolving the pulley, substantially as de-
scribed.

7. In a sound-reproducing instrument, a
reproducer, a tubular elbow attached to the
nipple of said reproducer, a tubular section
connected to said elbow, and a plurality of
horns extending radially outward from said
tubular section, and means for revolving the
tubular section during the operation of the
instrument.

8. In a sound-reproducing instrument, a
reproducer, a tubular olbow connected to

70
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said reproducer, said elbow having a verti-

cally-disposed member, a tubular section con-

nected to said vertical member, a plurality

of horns extending radially outward from

said tubular section, and means for revolving

said tubular section during the operation of

the instrument.

In testimony whereof I affix mysignatun

in presence of two witnesses.

FREDERICK MYERS.

Witnesses:
Francis C. Xye,
Jos. H. S. Thomas.
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To all whom it may concent:
Be it known that I, Major D. Porter, a

subject of the Queen of Great Britain, resid-
ing at New Haven, in the county of New

5 Haven and State of Connecticut, have invent-
ed a new and useful Collapsible Acoustic
Horn, of which the following is a full, clear,

and exact description.

The object of this invention is the construe-
to tion of a horn for general acoustic purposes,

such as what is usually termed a "mega-
phone," or for phonographs and other talking-
machines, which horn shall be capable of be-
ing folded into the smallest possible compass

5 for greater convenience in transportation and
storage, and yet can be immediately expand-
ed into its perfect and normal condition for
use. In accomplishing these results I form
the horn from moderately-thin press-board,

to celluloid, or other material capable of ready,
but not too easy, bending, and divide it lon-
gitudinally into two or more sections, with
certain edges hinged together and the others

.
provided with fastening devices easily en-

15 gaged or disengaged. *An ordinary hinged
connection will not do for this purpose, how-
ever, as I have found from experiment, for
the material being pliable only to a limited
degree the hinges will become the apex of a

;o somewhat-acute angle instead of an evenly-
rounded curve. To remedy this defect in a
simple and inexpensive manner, I form the
hinge of some fabric or other pliable material
and locate the same at some little distance

IS back from the edge of one of the sections.
By this means the outjutting edge serves as
a fulcrum, which compels the material itself

to bend instead of the hinge,and thereby gives
to the horn the circular line in cross-section

[o which is required.
Referring to the drawings forming part of

this specification, Figure 1 is a perspective
view of the horn embodying my invention.
Fig. 2 is a transverse section of the same with

[5 the two sections thereof unfastened at one
edge. Fig. 3 is a transverse section of said
sections folded back to back. Fig. 4 is a side

j

elevation of an improved form of my horn..

Fig, 5 is a plan view of this latter horn laid
>o flat. Fig. G is a perspective view of my pre-

ferred form <>f fastening for the edges of the

horn-sections, and Fig. 7 is a detail sectional
view showing the manner i n which the edges of

the horn-sections are held by said fastening.
Turning to Fig. 1, it will be seen that the 55

horn is composed of the two sections a and b,

held together at the edges a' l>' by a hinge e,

preferably formed of fabric or leather. As
shown,said edges overlap for a short distance,

usualty about half an inch, in order to pre- 6c

serve the true curve of the horn, as above set
forth. For the same purpose the section
edges a2 62 are made to overlap for a similar
distance and provided with fastenings d for
securing them together. Such fastenings may 65
be the common ball-and-socket devices used
for gloves and purses, as indicated iu the

.

drawings. The hinge c is adapted to permit
the two horn-sections to be folded back to

back, as in Fig. 3, and thereby enable the same 70
to lie perfectly flat-

In my preferred construction I divide the
horn into six sections, as shown in Fig. 5, in

order to enable the same to be folded into the
smallest possible compass. The lines of 75
severance for this purpose are three in num-
ber/, g, and h, /and g running parallel to each
other and h at right angles with the others.

The last of said lines of severance Ms adapt-
ed to be. folded 'in either direction, but the 80

lines/ g are hinged substantially lijjo that of

the construction illustrated inF'igs. 1, 2,and 3.

The fastening devices for the edges a2
1>

!

are formed, as shown in Figs. G and 7, where
the* thin base /.:' is provided with the thin flat- 85
tened hook &. Said base is affixed to the un-
der side of the edge 6*, preferably by being
stitched thereto, with the hook k reaching
through a slit therein to the upper surface
thereof. (See Fig. 7.) The mouth ot this 90
hook is arranged, as in Fig. 7, in order to re-

ceive the edge a' of the opposite section, and
the opening is slightly constricted to receive

said edge quite tightly, and thereby securely
retain it. 95

In knocking down this horn the edge a' is

first withdrawn from the grip of the fasten-

ings 7c, then the sections 1 and G are folded
over upon the sections 2 and 5, then the sec-

tions 3 and 4 are brought over upon the first- 100

named ones, and, fiuallj', the superposed sec-

tions 4, 5, and G are folded over upon the
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combined sections 1, 2, and 3. The entire
horn now occupies a space covering no more
area than the single section 2, with a thickness
equal to the six layers of the material compos-

5 ing the horn. Thus reduced in dimensions the
horn can be packed in a very small compass
and is hence capable of being carried from
place to place in a small grip, a coat-pocket, or
similarly-convenient receptacle. While this

io perfectly adapts the horn for use as a mega-
phone easy to be carried about and yet ready
for use at a moment's notice, my preferable
or most valued use for the same is in con-
nection with phonographs. By packing this

15 horn within the case arranged for the phono-
graph the entire talking-machine is complete,
and yet occupies substantially no more space
than the sounder mechanism alone. This is

a most convenient arrangement for those giv-
20 ing phonograph entertainments at private

parties or elsewhere necessitating the ma-
chine's being carried from place to place.
What I claim as my invention, and for

which I desire to secure Letters Patent, is as
25 follows, to wit:

1. In a collapsible horn, the combination of
the sections formed of resilient material and
hinged together along a substantially-longi-
tudinal line, said hinge being adapted toper-

30 mit said sections to be folded back to back
but will compel flexure of the material itself

when the free edges of jthe sections are
brought together to form the horn, and fas-

tening devices for said free edges, substan-
35 tially as set forth.

2. In a collapsible horn, the combination of
the sections formed of resilient material and
hinged together along a substantially-longi-
tudinal line, said hinge being formed of flexi-

40 ble material affixed to the edge of one section
and a short distance back of the correspond-
ing edge of the other section, whereby such
overlapping edge is adapted to compel flexure
of the material composing said sections when

45 they are brought into the desired conical

form, and fastening devices for trie free edges
of said sections, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. In a collapsible horn, thecombinatic lof
the sections formed of resilient material and 5

hinged together along a substantially-longi-
tudinal line, and the fastening devices for the
free edges of said sections, said fastening de-

vices comprising the thin flat hooks having
the lases affixed' to the edge of one of said 5
sections and adapted to receive and retain the
edge of the other section, substantially as set

forth.

4. In a collapsible horn, the combination of

the plurality of sections formed of resilient 6

material and shaped as shown, the flexible

hinges securing the same together, and the
fastening devices for the free edges of said sec-

tions, substantially as set forth.

5. In a collapsible horn, the combination of 6

the sections formed of material capable of

moderately-resistingilexure.the dividing-line

between said sections being substantially lon-

gitudinal,and means for securing together the
edges of said sections,such meansbeing adapt- 7

ed to compel flexure of the sections them-
selves and thereby preserve the true conical
shape of The horn, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

G. In a collapsible horn, the combination of 7

the sections formed of resilient material, the
flexible hinges uniting said sections, and the
fastening devices for securing together the

.

exposed edges of said sections, two of the di-

vision-lines of said sections being parallel and S

snbstantiallj' longitudinal therewith and the
other at right angles to said parallel lines,

substantially as set forth.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing in-

vention I have horennto set my hand this 14th 8

day of June, 1899.

MAJOR D. PORTER.
Witnesses:

Guy H. Holliday,
A. B. Upham.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, John Lanz, of Pitts-

burg, in the county of Allegheny and State of

Pennsylvania, have invented a new and use-

5 fnl Improvement in Composite Metal Beams
or Columns, of which the following isa full,

clear, and exact description, reference being

had to the accompanying drawings, forming

part of this specification, in which—
o Figure 1 shows in side elevation acomposite

metal bridge-beam constructed in accordance

with my invention. Fig. 2 la an end view of

the original form of one of the metal pieces

of which the column is composed. Figs. 3, 4,

5 and 5 are cross-sections, on a larger scale, on

the lines *II III, IV IV, and V V of Fig. 1,

respectively. The figures on Sheet 2 show a
modified construction. Fig. 6 is a side eleva-

tion of a composite column embodying my in-

o vention. Fig. 7 is an end view of one of the

pieces of the column in its original shape.

Figs. 8, 9, and 10 are horizontal cross-sections

on the lines VIII VIII, IX IX, and X X, re-

spectively, of Fig. 6, but on a larger scale.

15 The object of my invention is to provide a

composite metal beam, brace, or colnmn for

use in bridge construction, buildings, &c.,

which shall be tapering or of varying diame-

ter at different points of its length.

|o Referring to Sheet 1 of the drawings, in

making my improved beam or column I take

a number of metal plates or beams 2, 3, 4, and

5, which, may consist either of flanged strnc-

toral shapes or of unflanged metal plates, and

15 the same being in angle form they are set

with their angles in proximity and their

flanges B B abutted against each other, pref-

erably in line with radii of the beam or col-

umn and riveted together, as at C C, so as to

40 constitotethecompositebeamsshowninFrg.lo
In order to taper such colnmn or 'beam, its

elements 2 3 4 5 are shaped by pressing or

otherwise so that the portions of the flanges

B B which come in contact and through

45 which the rivets pass vary in width com-
formably to the taper desired. The conse-

quence is that the interior spaceD of the col-

umn or beam also varies in size, and the

greater this space the greater will be the di-

50 ameter of the composite colnmn or beam. I

am therefore enabled from metal pieces or

plates of uniform size to make beams or col-

umns having any desired taper or diameter

or variation of dimensions at different points.

They may be made tapering from the bottom 55

up, as in Fig. 6, or with a swell at the middle,

as in Fig. 1. Indeed it will readily be seen

that my improvement affords the greatest fa-

cility for shaping the column according to

the particular use for which it is intended 60

and for making it highly ornamental in ap-

pearance when desired.

In the figures on Sheet 2 of the drawings I

show a column made of six metal plates 2' 3'

4' 5' 6' 7', which, as shown in Fig. 7, are origi- 65

nally unflanged, bnt which are pressed into

angular form and are assembled with their

flanges B' B' in contact and connected by riv-

ets C C\ as above explained with reference

to the figures on Sheet 1, By varying the 70

width of the flanges B' the column is made of

tapering form.
Within the scope of my invention as de-

fined in the claims many changes may be

made by the skilled mechanic, since 75

What I claim is—
1. A composite column, brace, or beam*

made up of metal pieces of uniform width and

angular form, having meeting flanges which

are fastened together, said meeting flanges be- 80

ing varied in width at different points to vary

the diameter of the column; substantially as

described.
2. A composite metal beam or column made

up of four pieces, 2, 3, 4, 5, of uniform width 85

and angular form setwith thei r angles in prox-

imity to each other and with their flange por-

tions fastened together, said flange portions

being varied in width to impart to the beam or

column varying diameters at different points; 90

substantially as described.

3. Acompo8itecolumn,braceorbeammade
up of metal pieces of uniform width formed

with suitable angles, having riveted flanges

lying in a radius from the center of the col- 95

umn, said parallel flanges being varied in

width to conform to the taper or diameter of

the column desired at any point of its length

;

substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 100

my hand.

JOHN LANZ

Witnesses:
H. M. Corwin,
Geo. B. Bleming.
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WALTER C. RUNGE, OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

GRAPHOPHONE, PHONOGRAPH, OR THE LIKE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 692,363, dated February 4, 1902.

Application filed Jnne 3, 1901. Serial No. 62,991. (No model.)

To all whom it nmy concern:

Be it known that I, Walter 0. Ruxge, a

citizen of the United States of America, resid-

ing &t London, England, have invented cer-

tain new and useful Improvements in or Re-

lating to Graphophones, Phonographs, or the

Like (for which application has been made

in Great Britain under No. 9,727, dated May

10, 1001,) of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

This invention relates to graphophones,

phonographs, and other like instruments for

reproducing sounds from records, its object

being the construction of an instrument

which, while thoroughly efficient in operation,

is simple and cheap to manufacture.

The improvements are primarily applicable

to instruments which are not provided with

a diaphragm at the small end of the truin-

oet, but have a stylus of hardened material

attached to some part of the trumpet, the

point of this stylus following the channels or

grooves of the record in the well-known way.

It is, however, to be understood that the im-

provements are not necessarily restricted to

this particular type of instrument.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a perspective view of one construction of

graphophone embodying the improvements

according to this invention. Figs. 2, 3. and

4 are detailed views showing portions of the

instrument separately, and Figs. 5 and 6 are

perspective views showing alternative con-

structions of another portion of the instru-

ment.
Like letters indicate like parts throughout

the drawings.
With reference first to Fig. 1, A is a base-

plate, preferably of cast metal of considerable

> thickness, so that it may be heavy and rigid.

Upon this base is fixed a motor, comprising

in the example illustrated a train of wheels

B, mounted between two plates B', one mem-

ber B2 of the train being preferably of hard

S
fiber or other non-metallic material. From

this motor a record-carrying mandrel O is

driven by means of a belt D and a pulley C .

The train of wheels forming the motor is

driven from a spring coiled in a barrel B* and

o wound up when necessary, and the rate of ro-

tation of the record-mandrel C may be regu-

lated bv a lever E, controlled by a screwed

rod or other mechanism. (Not shown in the

drawings.) One end of this lever E is fur-

nished with a brake-block E'—say of leather— 55

which presses against a disk F', connected to

governors F, the action of the governors be-

in"- to draw the disk F' away from the plate

B'°along a rod F2
,
supported between that

plate and a standard F 3
, secured to the base Go

A. A lever G is provided, by means of which

the motor may be started and stopped.

Mounted free to turn between the outer

plate B' and a standard H is a fine-threaded

screw J, provided with a pinion J', which is 65

driven from one of the wheels B. Parallel to

this screw J and also held between the plate

B' and the standard H is a rod K, which forms

a guide upon which a sleeve K' can travel

ami turn/ This sleeve K' forms part of a piv- 70

oted guide-carrier comprising also a lever K ,

a headK3
, and a guide-fork K4

,
the arms of the

latter being covered with rubber tubing or

other soft or yielding material. Normally

the guide-carrier K2 K3 lies upon tne fine- 75

threaded screw J, as shown in Fig. 1, and it

is provided with a knife-edge K5 or otherwise

adapted to engage withe the thread of the

screw J, so that when the latter rotates the

guide-carrier may be caused to travel along 80

the bar K.
Upon the base- plate A is a socket L, hav-

ing a central vertical hole which accommo-

dates the end of a rod M,the pointed extremity

of which serves as a pivot to support the 85

larger end of a sound-trumpet N. Slots L

are provided in the socket L, and pins M
upon the rod M engage with these slots when

the rod M is in the socket, thus securing a

definite position for the pivot of the sound- 90

1

The sound-trumpet N may be made of any

suitable material, preferably non-metallic—

such, for instance, as tough paper, thin fiber,

or celluloid. When sheet material, such as 95

celluloid, is employed, the trumpet is con-

veniently made by providin&the edges ot the

sheet with metal strips or grips, as shown at

N' in Fig. 2, these strips being joined—say

by soldering. In some constructions only one ioo,

strip is used, its edges being turned over, so

as to grip the edges of the sheet material ot

which the trumpet is formed. To the strips

N' inside the larger end of the trumpet is at-
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glide for the trumpet, means for feeding said

fiide-carrier, and means for rocking it upon

ii pivot to lift the stylus from the record,

sbstantially as described.

5. In a graphophone, the combination with

t.e mandrel and record, of means for rotat-

jg the mandrel, a sound-trumpet, means for

•ipporting the smaller end of the trumpet,

jid means for pivotally supporting the larger

id of the trumpet, consisting of a vertical

ncket provided with vertical slots, a bent

>d supported in said socket and provided

ith pins engaging said slots and also pro-

ided with a pointed extremity entering a

olein the side of the larger end of the tru rel-

et, and a U-shaped piece over said hole

ithin the larger end of the trumpet and ar-

inged with a substantially horizontal longi-

idinal portion resting upon the point of the

lent rod, substantially as described.

6. In a graphophone, the combination with

tie mandrel and record, of means for rotat-

ng the mandrel, a sound-trumpet, and means
or supporting its larger end, consisting of a
rertical socket provided with slots, a bent

od supported in said socket and provided

vith pins engaging said slots, said rod being

ilso provided with a pointed extremity enter-

ng a hole in the side of the larger end of the

irnmpet, and a U -shaped piece over sai< I ole

within the larger end of the trumpet ai «' ar-

ranged with a substantially horizontal longi-

tudinal portion resting upon the point of the

*od, an adjustable socket attached to the

smaller end of the trumpet, a stylus secured

herein and adapted to rest upon the record

ind support the smaller end of the trumpet,

* screw rotatably mounted parallel to the axis

3f the record, means for rotating the same, a

pivoted guide-carrier slidably mounted upon 40

a rod and adapted to engage said screw, a fork
\ }

carried by said guide-carrier and arranged to

guide the smaller end of the trumpet, means
for rocking said guide-carrier on its pivot to

lift the smaller end of the trumpet and the 45

stylus clear of the record,and means for hold-

ing the stylus out of contact with adjacent

parts of the mechanism when the instrument

is out of operation,substantially as described.

7. In a graphophone, the combination with $0

the mandrel and record, or! means for rotat-

ing the mandrel, a sound-trumpet, means for

supporting the larger end thereof, consisting

of a socket provided with slots, a rod sup-

ported in said socket and engaging the slots $5
said rod being provided with a pointed ex-

tremity entering a hole in the side of the

larger portion of the trumpet, and a U -shaped

piece within the trumpet having an approxi-

mately horizontal longitudinal portion rest- 60

ing upon the point of the rod, a stylus con-

nected to the trumpet adapted to rest upon
the record and support the smaller end of the

trumpet, a screw, means for rotating the

same, a pivoted, slidably-mounted guide-car- 65

rier adapted to engage said screw and pro-

vided with a fork to guide the smaller end of

the trumpet, and means for rocking said car-

rier on its pivot to lift the stylus from the

record, substantially as described. 70
In testimony whereof I have signed my

name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

WALTER C. RUNGE.

Witnesses:
Harold Wade,
Harry B. Bridge.
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United States Patent Office.

CHARLES McVEETY AND JOHN P, FORD, OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.

SHIP'S VENTILATOR.

SPECIFICATION forming- part of Letters Patent No. 699,928, dated May 13, 1902.
Application filed July 10, 1901. Serial No. 67,714. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, Charles McVeety

and John F. Ford, citizens of the United
States, residing at Philadelphia, in the county

5 of Philadelphia and State of Pennsylvania,
have invented certain new and useful Im-
provements in Ships' Ventilators, of which
the following is a specification.
Referring to the accompanying drawings,

io forming part of this specification, Figure 1
illustrates a side elevation of a ventilator
constructed in accordance with our invention.
Fig. 2 represents a front elevation of the same.
Fig. 3 shows a horizontal section on the line

IS 3 3 of Fig. 2; and Fig. 4 represents a detached
perspective view of a portion of the ventila-
tor, showing the manner of uniting the parts.
The object of our invention is to construct

a ventilator of that ty do known as "ships'
20 ventilators" in the simplest and most eco-

nomical manner, the plates of which the ven-
tilator is made being stamped out in one op-
eration, requiring no delicate bending and
fitting, as is required in other types of ships'

25 ventilators.

Referring to the reference - letters of the
drawings, A A represent the plates, which are
of varying width and provided at the sides
with upturned portions a, forming grooves

30 for the reception of the ribs B, which are in
the form of split tubes, the inward-project-
ing portions being adapted to engage the
grooves of the plates A.
In Figs. 1, 2, and 3 of the drawings we have

35 shown the ventilator constructed of eight
plates or sections forming an octagonal figure
in cross-sections and at the base and month.
It will be understood, however, that any num- |

50

ber of plates, as A, may be employed without
departing from the scope of our invention. 40
As shown in Fig. 4, the plates A at the base

and mouth of the ventilator are covered with
headings C and D, having slots c and d to
receive the plates A and openings e and/ to
receive the ribs B. The headings C and Dare 45
firmly-secured by brazing metal to the platesA and ribs B.
Having described our invention, what we

claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent,
is

—

1. A ventilator comprising in combination
with a series of curved plates of gradually-
increasingwidth havingupturned edges form-
ing grooves, a series of split tubes or ribs
for engaging the grooves of said plates, and 55
ribs arranged at the base and mouih having
grooves engaging the plates and openings to
receive the ribs substantially as specified.

2. A ventilator comprising acurved tapered
pipe octagonal in cross-section composed of 60
plates A, having upturned end forming
grooves, ribs B in the form of split tubes for
engaging and holding, said plates in position,
and ribs C and D arranged respectively at
the base and mouth of the ventilator hav-
ing slotted openings to receive the plates and
openings for the ribs, substantially as speci
fied.

In testimony whereof we affix our signa-
tures in presence of two witnesses.

CHARLES McVEETY.
JOHN F. FORD.

Witnesses:
C. P. S. Garwood,
H. E. Coughlin.
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HORN FOR SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING APPARATUS.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 705,126, dated July 22, 1902.

Application filed June 27, 1901. 8erial No. 66,301. (No model/)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, George Osten and

William P. Spalding, residents of Denver,
Colorado, have invented a new and useful Ira-

5 provement in Horns for Sound Recording and
Reproducing Apparatus, which invention is

fully set forth in the following specification.

Our Patent No. 685,409, dated October 29,

1901, claims a multiple horn consisting of a
to plurality of small horns all communicating

at their smaller ends with one and the same
recorder or reproducer and a hood or bell

common to all of the small horns and -into

which said small horns discharge or from
15 which they receive the sounds at their larger

ends.
Although the apparatus of our present in-

vention, in its preferred form, includes the
features of construction above referred to, as

io Well as the transmitter described in said pat-
ent, the present invention is designed more
particularly as an improvement upon the pat-
ented invention.
We have discovered that a large horn, of

*5 any suitable material, partitioned into a plu-
rality of small horns by a partition or parti-

tions, preferably of wood, acting as a sound-
ing-board, gives improved results, and that
still better results are obtained by the use of

jo sound-posts in conjunction with the sound-
ing-board partition or partitions. The man-
ner in which we utilize these discoveries will

be best understood by reference to the accom-
panying drawings, illustrating several em-

35 bodiments of our invention, and wherein

—

Figure 1 is a plan view showing a recorder
or reproducer connected with the horn. Fig.

2 is a longitudinal sectional view of the horn.
Fig. 3 is a view looking into the large end of

40 the horn. Figs. 4 and 5 are views illustrat-

ing modifications of the elbow leading to the
recorder or reproducer. Fig. 6 is a view look-
ing into the larger end of a modified con-
struction of horn.
A is the body of the horn, which, as shown

,

is made of four tapering thin wooden sides
a a a' a', secured together along their edges,
thus forming a body part of rectangular
cross-section. The body part may, however,

50 be made of circular, oval, or any other suit-

able shape,in cross-section.
B is a distributing chamber or mouth at

45

the small end of the horn, bounded at one end
by a transverse partition or wall b. At its

smaller end mouth B communicates, through 55
an opening />', with a throat C, leading through
a wooden elbow or short tube c, which is se-

cured to the small end of the horn. Elbow
or short tube c may be bent, as shown, or
straight. At its outer end throat C commu- 60
nicates with a reproducer or recorder D, Fig. 1.

E is a sounding-board extending forward
from partition &, secured at its side edges to

the opposite sides a' a' of body A and longi-

tudinally dividing the interior of the latter 65
into two small horns F F, which communicate
with the distributing chamber or mouth B
through openings//in partition b on opposite
sides of the sounding-board E.

g g are two sound-posts interposed between 70
the sounding-board E and the sides a a. They
communicate vibrations from the sounding-
b.oard to the sides of the horn, and vice versa.

h h are outside strips or ribs extending
across sides a' a' in a direction practically 75
parallel to the sound -posts and acting to

strengthen the tone and vibrations, as well as
making the horn more durable. The sound-
posts and ribs Are of special importance, as

they act in practically the same manner as do 80

the sound-post and ribs of a violin. They
improve the tone quality by softening and
mellowing the same, at the same time increas-

ing the carrying properties and distinctness

of the sounds, particularly where the horn is 85
made completely of wood. The metallic sound
so common to sound recording and reproduc-
ing apparatus is effectually eliminated.

Any double effect that may otherwise be
produced by the sounds coming from the two go

small horns F F is avoided by the action of

the single bell or hood H, into which both of

said small horns discharge, said hood causing
the sounds coming from the separate small
horns to blend together before they are finally 95
discharged from the horn. As shown in the
drawings, hood H is also made of wood and
secured to the end edges of sides a a a' a'.

As shown in Fig. 4, the elbow c instead of

being made of wood, as in Figs. 1 and 2, is 10c

made of brass or other suitable metal and has
a flared or bell-shaped end c2 opening into the
distributing-chamber B. Fig. 5 illustrates a
Somewhat-similar arrangement, the flared or
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bell-shaped end c3 of the elbow in this casing
being of such length as to constitute a lining

for the chamber B.
In the form of horn shown in Fig. G two

5 sounding-boards E' E2
, disposed at right an-

gles to each other longitudinally, divide the
i ntefior of the horn into four small horns, each
communicating'with the distributing-cham-
ber, such as shown in Fig. 2, through an open-

io ing/'. As the sounding-boards bear against
all of the sides of the horn, no sound-posts
are necessary in this arrangement.
What we claijn is

—

1. In sound recording and reproducing in-

15 strnmentSjthe combination of a multiple horn
comprising a plurality of small horns sepa-
rated from each other by a sounding-board,
with a sound recorder or reproducer in com-
munication with said multiple horn.

20 2. A multiple horn comprising a plurality
of small horns separated from each other by
a sounding-board and a common distributing
chamber or m6uth with which the small horns
communicate at their smaller ends.

a5 3. A multiple horn comprising a wooden
body part divided interiorly into a plurality
of small horns by a wooden sounding-board.

4. A horn comprising a plurality of small
horns separated from each other by a sound-

30 iug-board, a common distributing chamber or
mouth with which the small horns communi-
cate at their small ends, and a hood or bell

common to all of the small horns and into
which said small horns discharge or from

35 which they receive the sounds at their larger
ends.

5. A horn comprising a body part adapted
to communicate at its small end with a re-

corder or reproducer, a lateral partition in

40 the body part forming a mouth or distribut-

ing-chamber at the smaller end of the horn,

and a longitudinally -extending sounding-
board dividing the interior of the body part
outside of the mouth into two small horns
communicating with the mouth through open- 45
ings in the lateral partition.

G. A horn comprising a body part adapted
to communicate at its small end with a re-

corder or reproducer, a lateral partition in

the body part forming a mouth or distribut- 50
ing-chamber at the smaller end of the horn,
a longitudinalljT-extending sounding-board
dividing the interior of the body part outside
of the mouth into two small horns communi-
cating with the mouth through openings in 55
the lateral partition, and a hood or bell com-
mon to all of the small horns and into which
said horns discharge or from which they re-

ceive the sounds at their larger ends.
7. A horn for use with apparatus for re-

cording and reproducing sounds having a
sounding - board longitudinally disposed
therein.

8. A horu for use with apparatus for re-

cording and reproducing sounds having a
sounding - board longitudinally disposed
therein and a sound-post interposed between
the sounding-board and side wall of the horn.

9. A wooden horn for use with apparatus
for recording and reproducing sounds having 70

a wooden sounding-board longitudiually dis-

posed therein and a sound -post interposed
between the sounding-board and side wall of

the horn.
In testimony whereof we have signed this 75

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

GEORGE OSTEN.
WILLIAM P. SPALDING.

Witnesses:
W. A. Rice,
L. Goldman.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Albert S. Marten, a

citizen of the United Stales, residing at East

Orange, in the county of Essex and State of

5 New Jersey, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Interchangeable

Sound - Amplifying Means for Talking or

Sound-Reproducing Machines; and I do here-

by declare the following to be a full, clear, and
io exact description of the invention, such as

will enable others skilled in the art to which it

appertains to make and use the same, refer-

ence being had to the accompanying draw-

ings, and to letters of reference marked there-

15 on, which form a part of this specification.

This invention relates to certain improve-

ments in that class of sound-amplifying con-

nections for phonospheres, phonographs,
graphophones, gramophones, and similar

20 sound recording and reproducing machines
illustrated in the application filed in the

United States Patent Office January 24, 1902,

Serial No. 91,032, the objects of the present

improvements being to increase the conven-

25 ience with which interchanges of the horn

and talking-machines can be effected to fa-

cilitate construction and secure a more effi-

cient operation ol the parts and to obtain

other advantages and results, some of which

30 may be more fully and specifically referred

. to hereinafter in connection with the descrip-

tion of the working parts.

The invention consists in the improved in-

terchangeable sound -amplifying means for

35 talking or sound-reproducing machines and

in the arrangements and combinations of

parts of the same, all substantially as will be

hereinafter set forth, and finally embraced in

the clauses of the claim.

40 Referring to the accompanying drawings,

in which like letters of reference indicate cor-

responding parts in each of the several fig-

ure's, Figure 1 is an elevation showing a horn

supported upon a stand, said horn being sop-

45 arabiy attached to the diaphragm - box or

speaker of a sound - reproducing machine.

Fig. 2 is a detail showing the small end of

the horn, on which is a tubular metallic con-

nection having a rubber or other elastic con-

50 nection inserted therein. Fig. 3 is an end
view of the same. Fig. 4 shows in detail an
upper extension of the stand; -And Figs. 5

and G are sectional views taken at lines x and

//, respectively. Fig. 7 is a detail view of a

certain elastic washer. 55

In said drawings,« indicates the horn,which

is of the construction described in my said

prior application, being provided at its small

end with a screw-thread and near its large end

with a socket/;, adapted to receive the ver- 60

tical center post of the stand d. Separably

attached to the said small end of the horn is a

short rigid metallic tube e, threaded in cor-

respondence with the threads on the horn,

and thus adapted to be screwed firmly and 65

tightly to the horn, so that there will be 110

looseness at the joint conducive to vibration

and an interference with proper sound re-

productions. Said metallic tube e is also sep-

arable and independent from the diaphragm- 70

box or speaker.
The stand (7 is preferably of the foldi ng type,

having legs <l\ braces d\ and the center-post

cZ
:,,the latter being in telescopic sections. The

contor-post is provided at the top with asocket 7 5

(V for a separable extension/, the latter com-
prising pieces/'/4,hinged together, thehinge-

pin being shown at/ :; in Figs. 1 and 4. At
the top of the upper section /' the same is

threaded, as at/4
, aiid provided with clamp- 80

plates g h, one to enter the socket and the

other to clamp the parts in rigid immovable
relation, the second being preferably a finger-

nut, threaded to properly engage the threads

f\ At the lower end of the extension section 85

or part/' the same is provided with a stop-

bearing /"' to engage the lower section or part,

/ 2 and limit the pivotal movement of the up-

per member/', so that it will stop when it ar-

rives at a position of vertical alinemont with 9c

the lower section J'
2 and the post d\ The said

lower end of the section or part/' is also pro-

vided at /'' with a socket to receive the pro-

jecting end of a latch - bolt i, arranged in a

spring-chamber formed in theseetion or part 95

fK I ielow said latch-bolt a spring./ is arranged

in said chamber to throw the hitch-bolt into

its locked position. The latch-bolt has a lat-

eral finger-piece I', by which it can be pressed

down against the spring j to release the sec- 100

tion or part /' to permit the turning of the

member or part /' to a horizontal position and
the horn to a vertical position, as hereinafter

described. At the lower end of the part or



section / 2 the same is reduced in diameter to

form a leg f" to euter the socket d\ where it

may be removably secured or allowed to rest

free to be withdrawn at will.

5 By uncoupling the small eud of the horn

and pressing down upon the finger-piece i the

horn will assume a vertical position because

of the arrangement of the socket described,

the small end of the horn overbalancing the

10 largeend and thelatterlying uppermost. The
vertical arrangement of the horn on the stand

permits the horn to bo set aside in a corner,

where it will not occupy much floor-space and

without detaching said horn from its stand,

15 the bell thus lying free from the floor away
from danger of injury.

Theconstruction described,taken in connec-

tion with separable coupling-tubes suited to

the machine with which the horn is to be used,

20 enables a rigid connection to be made with

the machine aud yet permits of a quick de-

tachment without removing the horn from the

stand. The tubular connection preferred for

the disk -machines and the phonosphere is

25 angularly formed and pressed in half-sections

from sheet metal,each section having a flange

e' extending around the angle from one end

of the tube to the other, one of the flanges

being wider than the other, and thus adapted

30 to be doubled over the other to hold the sec-

lions together, as shown in Fig. 5. Atone end

of each section of the tube e the metal is im-

pressed with screw-threads which correspond,

so that when the sections are joined the

35 threads will be continuousspirals suited to re-

ceive the threadsofthehorn. At the opposite

end of the tube the sections are indented or

impressed to form hollow outwardly-project-

ing bosses e2 . The cavities formed on the in-

^o side of the bent tube are adapted to receive

stay ribs or lugs s, cast or formed on the pe-

riphery of an elastic washer r. Said washer

fits closelv within the end of the tube e and is

held therein by the ribs or lugs s, which are

45 adapted to spring into place in the cavities

when the washer is forced into the tube. The
elastic washer at one eud is formed with an

outward annular rib t on its periphery, which

forms a shoulder against which the end of

^o the metallic tube abuts. By this construction

the tube e cau be fitted closely upon the tubu-

lar extension of the speaker or diaphragm-box

without danger of looseness due to variations

in diameter of said tubular extensions or the

55 interference with proper souud reproductions

because of such looseness.

To change the horn from a phonograph to

a phr.nosphere, for example, it becomes only

necessary to withdraw the tubular extension

60 suited to the phonograph from the speaker or

diaphragm-box of said phonograph, unscrew

the said tubular connection, the horn being

held at the desired horizontal position to fa-

cilitate the work, then apply the angular and
threaded connection e by screwing it upon 65

the horn, and finally pushing the cushion-like

or elastic washer thereof upon the speaker of

the phouosphere, thus enabling the one horn

to servo with either of the various talking-

machines. 7*
Having thus described the invention, what

I claim as new is

—

1. The combination with Hie horn and
speaker or diaphragm-box, of a tubular me-
tallic connection separable from the horn and 75

having at its end distant from the horn an
elastic washer having a detent holding said

washer within said connection when with-

drawing the same from the diaphragm-box,

and adapted to engage the said diaphragm- 80

box, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination with the horn having a

threaded small end, of a tubular connection

screwed at one end on said horn and thereby

removably fixed against movement in the di- 85

rection of the longitudinal axis of the said

horn and at the opposite end having an elas-

tic rubber washer fitted therein and adapted

to receive the speaker ordiaphragra-box, sub-

stantially as set forth. 9C

3. The combination with the horn having

a threaded small end, of a tubular connection

screwed on said small end, and having at its

eud opposite that receiving the horn, an elas-

tic washer, the connection being interiorly in- 9*

dented to form a hollowrecess and the washer

being provided with lugs to enter said hollow

recess, substantially as set forth.

4. Thecombination with the horn, speaker,

diaphragm-box and stand, of a rigid, angular, i<

metal 1 >c tube, interposed between said horn ;

aud box and separable from both said horn

and said box, said tube being in sections,

flanged and joined together at their edges,

substantially as set forth. "

5. The combination with the horn, dia-

phragm-box and stand, of a coupling -tube

adapted to be secured to the horn and pro-

vided with means to resist longitudinal move-

ment, or movement both inward and out- 1

ward in the direction of the longitudinal axis

of the horn from the said horn, and having an

india-rubber washer secured in the end there-

of opposite that having said means for resist-

ing said longitudinal movement and adapted 1

to closely fit speakers or diaphragm -boxes, of

varying diameters, substantially as set forth.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand this 29th day of

March, 1902.
ALBERT S. MARTEN. .

Witnesses:
Charles II. Pell,
C. B. Pitney.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 739,954, dated September 29, 19U3.

Application filed December 8, 1902. Serial No. 134,413. CNo tuoSel.':

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Gustave IIarm a x

Villv. a subject of the King of Great Britain

and Ireland, residing at 5 Longford Place,

Longsight, Manchester, in the county of Lan-

caster,"England, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Connection with

Horns for Phonographs, Ear Instruments,

and for Like Purposes, (for which I have

made application for Letters Patent in Great

Britain, Xo. 20,140, and dated 15th day of

September, 1902,) of which the following is a

specification.

This invention relates to improvements in

connection with horns or trumpet-like sound

distributers or collectors for use upon phono-

graphs, gramophones, and other like instru-

ments and also for ear-trumpets, fog-horns,

and other sound distributing and collecting

devices, the object being to provide a horn or

trumpet-like device which can be folded when
not in use, so as to be capable of ready trans-

portation and for placing within the case of

the phonograph or in the pocket of the user

when it is "to be applied to an ear instrument

or the like.

The accompanying drawings represent one

form of the invention.

Figure 1 is an elevation of the complete or

erected horn. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 are detail

views illustrating the manner in which the

horn can be collapsed or folded. Fig. 5 is a

perspective view illustrating one convenient

application of the improved horn to a phono-

graph. Fig. is a detail view on an enlarged

scale.

In carrying my invention into effect in one

coiwnient manner when making my folding

horn for use, particularly in connection with

I a phonograph or like instrument. I make the

end a of trumpet-like or curved configura-

tion with an enlarged outer end and a smaller

end at the interior of the conoidal-like form.

I make this enlarged and trumpet-like device

; by employing a series of strips b, of paper,

wood, linen, or other preferably flexible ma-

terial, the foundations of which I prefer to

make of linen or the like, so as to form a hinge-

like connection c between each of the strips,

> the members b of which I arrange so that

while lying close together when extended

there it a dividing-line between them about

which they can be folded upon the* base of

linen or the like connecting-web upon which

the paper or other material is mounted. The 55

longitudinal hinged edges c of the flexible

segments or sectors b are curved in such man-

ner that although the segments when opened

out cannot lie in the same plane they can

either be folded together in a zigzag manner, 60

so as to lie parallel to one another, as shown

in Figs. 2 to 4, or extended by springing or

buckling into the requisite trumpet or bell-

like form, as shown in Figs. 1 and 5. The

angles formed by the meeting .of the hinged 65

segments when extended form, as it were,

ribs, giving rigidity to the trumpet form.

The outer ends of the segmcntal-like strips I

prefer to protect by a bent or turned - over

edging d of metal, making the connection 70

rigid by pressing a portion of the strip of

metal or other binding material into the edge

of the paper or the like foundation.

U/poh the extreme member e of th > series of

strips b thus formed into one band . provide 75

eyelets/or other clip-like devices for enabling

snap projections h on the opposite end strip

g to be engaged therewith and whoa thus

engaged to form a completed trumpet -like

sound-distributer.

Instead of arranging eyelets or hook- like

clips upon the outer members of the series of

strips I may make one to engage with the

other by forming a bead -like connection or

flange k upon one member, into which the

corresponding projecting or engaging por-

tions of the other may enter, as shown in

Fig. 0. When providing for an extension

and a long funnel-like carrier for the built-

up trumpet-like end a to engage with, I some-

times make a conical tube ?, the enlarged end

of which engages with the inner end of the

trumpet-terminal a, while the smaller end of

the cone engages with the receiver m of the

phonograph or enters into the rubber or other

tubulaf or flexible connection which may be

employed for use upon any particular instru-

ment. I prefer to make this extended or

carrying member / for <he collapsible trum-

pet from paper or other suitable material 100

built up in a similar manner to that herein-

I
before described tomy collapsible end, or the

80
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cone may be made in a short length in one
piece, or it may be made telescopic when so
desired.

When providing for a flexible connection
5 at the extreme end of the cone Z, I attach a
length of rubber or the like tubing n, which
I bind with metal or other band at the end
for the purpose of inserting it upon the fun-
nel\o of the phonograph -reproducer, and I

10 stiffen the combination trumpet and funnel
with flexible end by providing one or more
bars p of metal or the like stiffeners which
support the funnel by means of elastic or
other connections q, arranged upon the cone

«5 end and suspended from the projecting stiff-
ening hook or members p, carried from the
metal.end or binder of the flexible tube n.
When constructinga funnel or tube foran

ear-trumpet or for a fog or speaking horn or
20 the like, I employ the same method of build-

ing up the segments to form the expanding-
surface, modifying the arrangement of the
inner end to suit the connection that is to be
made therewith, so that when the trumpet is

25 m use it can be extended and a large outer
area exposed for the collection of sound and
when not in use it can be folded, each segment
upon the other, so as to occupy but little
space—that is to say, a trumpetsuchasillus-

30 tratcd in Figs. 1 to 4 would be suitable as an
ear-trumpet.

I am aware that it has hitherto been pro-
posed to form conical or pyramidal horns from
cardboard provided with a linen foundation;

35 but such horns have been made up from a
single flat scored sheet or from a number of
flat triangular strips having straight edges.
Nuch horns could be developed or laid out
upon a flat surface. Owing to their forma-

40 tion if such horns were made collapsible they
would have to be sustained in their conical
form by additional sustaining means, or if
they were made self-sustaining they could not
be made collapsible. In contradistinction to

45 this my collapsible horn could not be made
up from a single flat sheet, as each strip has
to be made with curved edges, and when the
strips are flexibly secured together at such
curved edges the whole or complete surface

50 so formed cannot be laid out or developed on
a flat surface. My horn, owing to the curva-
ture of the edges of the strips, is self-sustain-
ing and requires no additional stiffening or
sustaining devices, alt ough when it is de-

55 sired to collapse the horn this maybe effected
by forcibly straightening and folding the
strips .one against the other in the 'manner
hereinbefore described with reference to Figs.
2, 3, and 4. The horn when erected offers a

60 decided resistance to such straightening or
folding sufficient to render it self-sustaining
against all ordinary shocks liable to be' en-
countered

;
but it is found that when one strip

has been forcibly straightened or folded

' against another the equilibrium of the trum-
pet is destroyed and the whole may be easily
collapsed.' *

r do not limit the application of my inven-
tion to any particular method of building up
the segments or to any special curve or con-
hgttration of the same, and I vary the method
of jointing and stiffening them to suit thema-
terial from which the strips are constructed
and the foundation or base fabric upon which
the flexible material forming the strips is se-
cured.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is

—

1. A collapsible but self-sustained phono-
graph-horn, ear-trum pet or the like comprised
of a number of flexible strips having curved
meeting edges substantially as set forth.

2. A collapsible but self-sustained phono-
graph-horn, ear-trumpet or the like compris-
ing a number of flexible strips having curved
meeting edges and mounted on a flexible
foundation, substantially as and for the pur-
poses hereinbefore set forth.

3. A collapsible but self-sustained phono-
graph-horn, ear-trumpet or the like compris-
ing a number of flexible strips having curved
meeting edges, a flexible foundation for said
strips and means for detachably securing the
two extreme strips together, substantially as
set forth.

4. A collapsible but self-sustained phono-
graph-horn, ear-trumpet or the like compris-
ing a number of flexible strips having curved
meeting edges, flexible connections between
such edges and protecting means on the outer
exposed edges, substantially as set forth.

5. A phonograph-horn, ear-trumpet or the
like comprising a rigid conical tube and a col-
lapsible trumpet-shaped mouth the latter be-
ing made up of a number of flexible strips
having curved meeting edges, and flexible
connections at such edges, substantially as
hereinbefore set forth.

6. A horn of the class described comprising
a rigid conical tube, and a collapsible trum-
pet-shaped mouth made up of a number of
flexible strips having curved meeting edges,
said mouth being connected to said rigid con-
ical tube, substantially as described.

7. A horn of the class described comprising
a rigid conical tube, and a collapsible trum-
pet-shaped mouth made up of a number of
flexible strips having curved meeting edges,
said month being telescopically connected to
said conical tube, substantially as described.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand in presence of two witnesses.

GIXSTAVE IIARMAN VILLY.
Witnesses

:

Dora Villy,
V. A. B. Hughes.
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No. 748,969. Patented January 5, 1904.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 748,969, dated January 5, 1904.

Application filed July 24, 1903. Serial No. 166,828. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Colin Melville, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of the
city of New York, (City Island, borough of

5 the Bronx,) in the county and State of New
York, have invented a new and Improved
Megaphone, of which the following is a full,

clear, and exact description.

My invention relates to improvements in
io megaphones; and the object that I have- in

view is to produce a collapsible. article which
may be folded compactly to facilitate storage
and transportation and at the same time may
be easily and quickly adjusted in a way which

IS prevents collapsing of its parts, so that the
device can be used like an ordinary rigid meg-
aphone.
Further objects and advantages of the in-

vention will appear in the course of the sub-
20 joined description and the novelty will be de-

fined by the annexed claims.
Reference is to be had to the accompanying

drawings, forming a part of this specification,

in which similar characters of reference indi-

«5 cate corresponding parts in all the figures.

Figure 1 is a perspective view of my col-

lapsible magaphone, showing the sections
thereof adjusted in position for service. Fig.

2isalongitudinal*8ectional elevation through
30 the megaphone in the position shown by Fig.

1; and Fig. 3 is a plan view, partly broken
away, showing the sections of the megaphone
adjusted one within the other aud collapsed
or folded compactly for storage and transpor-

35 tation.

As shown by the drawings, the megaphone
consists of a plurality of sections, as A B,
which are of collapsible construction in order
that the section B may fold compactly within

40 the section A. (See Fig. 3.) The section A
consists of two members or pieces a a', which
are united at their edges by pliable bindings
c, whereby the parts a a' are permitted to fold

laterally into a flat condition. The 01 her sec-

45 tion,B,consists of parts or members b b\ united
by pliable bindings d, so that the section B
may fold laterally into a compact form, as
shown by Fig. 3. The sections A B are of

conical or tapered form, aud the section B is

50 smaller tha n the section A, in which it is adapt-
ed to fit telescopically, as shown by Fig. 2.

70

75

Each sectiou may have its parts made of heavy
cardboard, linoleum, leather, or any similar
material, and the parts of each section are
held together by bindings cor d, of fabric or 55
suitable material. Each section has a tend-
ency to collapse or fold, and the seel ion B is

adapted to slide within the section A when it

is desired to pack or carry the article. The
displacement or relative movement of the sec- 60
tions is limited bytheemploymentof apliable
connection, which is represented in the draw-
ings in the form of a cord, tape, or the like

at C. One end of this limiting cord or tape
is attached to the section B, while it* other 65
end is fastened to the section A in a suitable
way, and this limiting-cord is of such length
as to permit the section B to have an end-
wise and turning movement within the sec-

tion A.
Assuming that the article is in its collapsed

condition, as in Fig. 3, the section B is drawn
outward and given a quarter-turn in order to

bring its joints in a position at right angles
to the joints of the sections A, the cord C
limiting the movement of the sections rela-

tively to one another. The turning move-
ment of the section B is advantageous, be-

cause it brings the two sections into such po-
sitions that the tendency of one to collapse 8c
is counteracted by the other section, whereby
the sections are held in their proper positions
when it is desired to use the article in the
ordinary way. To fold the megaphone, the
sections (or one of them) are turned so as to 85
bring the joints into the same plane, where-
upon the sections are free to collapse, and
the section B cau be slid into the section A
within the limit of the length of the cord or
tape C. 90

I do not doowo co strictly confine my self to

the employmentof auy particular number of
sections nor to the described means for lim-

iting the relative movement of the sections
nor to any particular material for making 95
the sections, because these details may be
varied within wide limits by a skilled con-
structor.

Having thus described my invention, I

claim* as new and desire to secure by Letters 100-

Patent—
1. A megaphone consisting of collapsible
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sections foldable one within the other and
fitted telescopically together.

2. In a megaphone, a tapering member
formed of sections of resilient material hinged

5 together longitudinally at diametrically op-
posite sides, and means for holding said ta-

pering member in circular form, said sections
being adapted to normally fold into flat en-
gagement with each other when released from

io said holding means.
3. A megaphone consisting of a plurality

of tapering members each formed of sections
longitudinally hinged together, each member
being collapsible, and one member being

is turnable with respect to the other, whereby
the tendency of the members to collapse is

counteracted by the engagement of one mem-
ber with the other.

4. A megaphone consisting of tapering tele-

to scopic sections each being provided with dia-

metrically opposite longitudinal joints and

collapsible, one section being turnable with
respect to the other.

5. A megaphone consisting of tapering sec-

tions hinged together longitudinally to fold 25
one upon the other, th« sections being fitted

telescopically one to the other, and means for

limiting the relative movement of said sec-

tions.

6. A megaphone,consistingof tapering tele- 30
scopic sections, each formed of two pieces of

resilient material provided with longitudinal
hinges diametrically opposite each other, the
hinges of two adjoining sections being in

planes at right angles to each other. 35
In testimony whereof I have signed my

name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

COLIN MELVILLE.
Witnesses:

J. P.. Davis,
Jno. M. Ritter.
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To all whom it may concern.

Be it known that I, Hollister Sturges, a
citizen of the United States, and a resident of

the city of New York, borough of Manhattan,
5 in the county and State of New York, have in-

vented a new and Improved Collapsible Mega-
phone, of which the following is a full, clear,

and exact description.

The object of the invention is to provide a
io new and improved megaphone adapted to be

collapsed and folded into comparatively little

space for convenient storing aboard ship or
other place and adapted to be quickly and
readily extended for use.

1 5 The invention consists of novel features and
parts and combinations of the same, as will be
more fully described hereinafter and then
pointed out in the claims.

A practical embodiment of the invention is

20 represented in the accompanying drawings,
forming a part of this specification, in which
similar characters of reference indicate corre-

sponding parts in all the views.

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the im-

25 provement in position for use. Fig. 2 is a
transverse section of the same on the line 2 2

of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is an enlarged end eleva-

tion of the improvement. Fig. 4 is an en-

larged longitudinal section of the collapsed

30 body, with the locking-slide and mouthpiece
shown in elevation; and Fig. 5 is an enlarged
longitudinal sectional elevation of the locking-

slide and the means for securing the free end
of the handle to the slide.

35 The body A of the collapsible magaphone
when extended for use (see Fig. 1) is approxi-
mately in the shape of a split truncated cone
or many-sided pyramid and is formed of slats

A', connected with each other by a fabric A2

,

4° such as canvas, which fabric forms a cover for

the slats and also hinges to hingedly connect
the sides of the slats with each other to allow
convenient folding of the slats when the body
is collapsed . (See Fig. 4.

)

45 The adjacent slats A3 and A4 along the split

of the bodyA are provided on the outside with
longitudinally-extending guideways B and B',

preferably made of metal and adapted to be
engaged by a locking-slide Cfor securely fas-

5° tening the adjacent edges of the slats A :i and A4

together to securely hold the body A in an ex-

tended position—that is, in the form of a trun-

cated cone or many-sided pyramid. As shown
in the drawings, the side edges of the slats are
somewhat beveled, so that when the bodyA is 55
extended for use the edges of adjacent slats

fit snugly together to produce a strong and
durable body A.
As shown in Fig. 1, the locking-slide C and

the guideways B and B' extend throughout the 60

length of the body A, and on the said slide C
is secured one end of a handle D, preferably
made of spring metal, adapted to be taken
hold of by the operator for using the mega-
phone for its legitimate purpose. The- free 65

end of the handle D is adapted to be engaged
by a sleeve E, slidably held on the slide (J to

firmly lock the free end of the handle in place

at the time the said free end abuts against a

projection or lug C\ formed integrally on the 7°

locking-slide C, as plainly indicated in Fig.

5. When the slide C is withdrawn from the

guideways B and B' and the body A is col-

lapsed and folded, then the handle D can also

be folded snugly against the side of the slide 75

C by the operator moving the sleeve E out-

wardly to release the free end of the handle
D and allow the latter to lie flat against the

slide C. In order to prevent the sleeve E
from accidental disengagement from the slide 80

C, a stop C2
is provided, against which the

sleeve E can abut when not in use.

The mouthpiece F for the megaphone is in

the form of a beveled ring F', fitting the in-

side surface of the body A at the apex end, 85

and the said ring F' is provided at its apex
end with an outwardly-extending flange F\
adapted to abut against the ends of the slats,

so as to prevent the mouth of the user of the

megaphone from coming in contact with the 9°

rough edges of the slats and the canvas. By
having the outer side of the ring beveled to

correspond to the conical shape of the body
A it is evident that the ring F' is securely

held in place on the megaphone when the lat- 95

ter is extended or set up; but the mouthpiece
can be turned in the apex end of the body A
to move a notch F3

in the flange F2
in or out

of register with the guideways B and B' and
the slide C. When the notch F3

is in regis- 100
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ter with the guideways B and B' and tho slide

C, then the latter can be placed in position

on the guideways or removed therefrom; but
when the slide C is in position in the guide-:

5 ways and the ring is turned so as to move the

notch F3 out of register with the end of the

slide and the guideways then the slide C is

held against accidental displacement on the

guideways B and B'. The slide is pro-

io vided with an inturned lug C3
(see Fig. 3) at

the apex end of the megaphone for the lugto

abut- against the ends of the guideways to

prevent the slide C from moving out of posi-

tion in an outward direction on the guideways
15 B^ and B\

When the megaphone is extended, as shown
in Fig. 1, and it is desired to collapse the

megaphone, then the operator first turns the

mouthpiece F until the notch Fs
is in register

20 with the guideways B and B' and the slide C,

and then the latter is withdrawn from the

guideways through the notch F3
to unlock

the body A to allow of folding the same, as

indicated in Fig. 4, at the same time allowing

25 removal of the mouthpiece F and storing the

same in the folded body A, as indicated in

Fig. 4. The slide C may also be placed with-

in the folded body A, as shown in Fig. 4, it

being understood that after the slide is re-

30 moved the handle D is unlocked and folded

to^take up little room on the slide C, as pre-

viously explained.

Having thus described my inventioc . I claim

as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent

—

35 1. A collapsible megaphone comprising a

body in the form of a split truncated cone, a

ring in the apex end of the body, and means
for locking and unlocking the sides of the cone

at its split, said means being adapted to bring
40 the edges of the cone at its split, into abutting

engagement with each other, as set forth.

2. A collapsible megaphone comprising a

body in the form of a split truncated cone and
made of slats, hingedly connected with each

45 other, the slats at the split being provided

with longitudinal guideways, and a locking-

slide for removably engaging the said guide-

ways, as set forth.

3. A collapsible megaphone comprising a

5° body in the form of a split truncated cone and

made of slats, hingedly connected with each

other, the slats at the split being provided

with longitudinal guideways, a locking-slide

for removably engaging the said guideways,
and a handle on the said locking-slide, as set .5

forth.

4. A collapsible megaphone comprising a I

body in the form of a split truncated cone and
made of slats, hingedly connected with each I

other, the slats at the split being provided a

with longitudinal guideways, a locking-slide

for removably engaging the said guideways,
a flexible handle attached at one end to the

said slide, and means on the slide for engag- ,

ing the free end of the said handle, as set forth.
]

5. A collapsible megaphone comprising a

body in the form of a split truncated cone and
made of slats, hingedly connected with each

other, the slats at the split being provided I

with longitudinal guideways, a locking-slide 5

for removably engaging the said guideways,

a flexible handle attached at one end to the

said slide, a lug on the said slide, for the free

end of the handle to abut against, and a sleeve

on the slide, for engaging the free end of the ;

handle, to lock the same in place
- against the

lug, as set forth.

6. A collapsible megaphone comprising a

body in the form of a split truncated cone,

made in foldable sections, a locking device

for locking the sides of the split together, and
a mouthpiece consisting of a ring provided

with beveled sides fitting the inside of the said

body at the apex and a flange on the said ring, I

fitting the apex edge of the body, as set forth. ;

7. A collapsible megaphone comprising a

body in the form of a split truncated cone,

made in foldable sections, a locking device for

locking the sides of the split together, and a<

mouthpiece consisting of a ring provided with

beveled sides fitting the inside of the said body
at the apex and a flange on the said ring, fit-

ting the apex edge of the body, the flange hav-

ing-a cut-out portion for the passage of the

movable member of the said locking device,

as set forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

HOLLISTER STURGES.

Witnesses;
Theo. G. Hoster,
Everard Bolton Marshall.
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To all whom it man concern:

Be it known that I, Edward A. Sciioettel,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident
of the borough of Brooklyn, county of Kings,

5 city and State of New York, have invented a
new and useful Process or Method for the
Manufacture of Megaphone and Similar
Horns, of which the following is a full, clear,
and exact description, reference being had to

io the accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 illustrates an elevation of the
former or block on which the horn is made,
showing some of the pieces or gores of paper
or similar material in position thereon which,

[5 with others, are to form the horn. Fig. 2
illustrates an end view of that which is shown
in Fig. 1 on the line 1 1 of that view. Fig. 3
illustrates an elevation similar to that shown
in Fig. 1, showing, however, all of the pieces

so or gores also of material which, with the
others shown, are to form the horn, in place
on the former, covering the spaces between
the longer gores. Fig. 4 illustrates an end
view of that which is shown in Fig. 3, taken

!5 on the line 3 3 of that figure. Fig. 5 illus-

trates a detail showing the notch in the lower
end of the gores, whereby they are held in
position on the former. Fig. 6 illustrates an
elevation of the apparatus whereby the gores

;o are all drawn forcibly down to position and
, held there until dried.

A represents the conical or tapering former
or block upon which the horn is made up from
a series of tapered or gore-shaped pieces D

IS 1) D' D' of paper or similar material. The
former may be and usually is made of wood,
although any other suitable material may be
used. Its exterior shape determines the shape
of the horn.
BB are a series of catches, which may be

like very large headed nails, driven into or
fastened to the former at stated intervals near
its larger end, as shown, in such positions that
a notch C (see Fig. 5) made in the lower edge

[5 of each of the gores will fit under the appro-
priate nail, and thereby that end of the gore
will be held against lateral movement during
the process of applying them upon the former.
The upper ends of the gores (see Figs. 1

and 2J are confined partly by glue or other 50
adhesive material applied to them where they
overlap and also by a cord E, which is tightly
tied about their upper ends, where they are
applied to the former.
F is a round bearing, preferably grooved, as 55

shown, fastened centrally on the base of the
former, and outside of the journal part is a
squared projecting part G, adapted to receive
a crank H. (See Fig. 6.)

I and I' are two vertical bars constituting a 60

j

frame, which is suitably braced and provided
with suitable tension devices, such as the
cross-bars K K. At the upper end of the bar
I there is an open-ended semicircular notch or
journal, adapted to receive the small end of 65
the former with the tied ends of the gores
thereon, and on the upper end of the other
bar, I', there is another open-ended journal,
adapted to receive the bearing F.
L is a small rope, which may be about the 70

size of an ordinary clothes-line or somewhat
larger, if preferred, and it is of such length as
to make successive coils, preferably touching
each other, the whole length of the gores and
preferably one or two additional coils. I pre- 75
fer that at the smaller end of the horn a few-

feet of material, such as pigskin or belt lacing
M, be substituted for the rope, but attached to
it, because such material, being more pliant
and self-adjusting than the rope, will more 80
satisfactorilydraw the small and relatively stiff

edges of the narrower part of the gores into
position than the rope will, and also some
part of the pigskin lacing necessarily, or at
least preferably, rests within the journal, be- $5
ing wound tightly thereon under the strain
of the crank in such manner that the former
revolves on it, and I have found that the
pressure of this operation on the pliant lac-

ing secures a better finish to the small end of 90
the horn than if the rope were used and
also that the lacing will not wear or fray out
as much as the rope will.

The operation is as follows: After the gores
have been applied to the former in the man- 95
ner stated the former is lifted from its pri-
mary support and placed in the winding-frame.
(Shown in Fig. 6.) Then the crank is applied
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to the squared boss ( i, and the end of the lac-

ing M is firmly attached to the small end of

the former, preferably just at the ends of the

gores or slightly beyond them. Then one

5 operative forcibly turns the crank which
another directs and applies tension upon the
rope and lacing. In this way the strain may
l>e uniform or varied, as circumstances re-

quire and as observed, during- the winding
jo operation to draw all the edges of the several

gores from their angular position (shown in

Figs. 2 and 4) into the requisite circular form
to make a handsomely-finished and uniformly-
shaped product. If the glue or other adhe-

15 sive material has at all set or chilled before
the forming pressure is applied to the gores,

then I subject the same to a blast of steam,
which will soften the adhesive material and
render all parts pliant, so that they will readily

20 respond to the pressure exerted by the lacing

and rope, or by the rope alone if the lacing is

not used.

Obviously lacing may be used throughout,
if preferred, and any equivalent material

other than the rope or lacing may be substi-

tuted therefor.

Alter the compression or forming of the

gores has been finished by winding the rope
or its equivalent on them, as shown, then the

end of the rope is suitably fastened and the
whole set aside to dry in its then condition.

Meantime other horns may be made on other

formers. When dry, the rope and lacing are

unwound and removed, and then the edges of

35 the gores are sandpapered down and the horn
is finished in the usual way.

It will be obvious to those who are familiar

with this art that many modifications may be
made in the details of const ruction and oper-

40 ation of the parts. The former may be turned
by machinery, and the flexible rope binder

maybe manipulated in a variety of ways, all,

however, within the spirit and embodyingthe
essentials of my process, which consistsin the

application upon the gores of the horn while

they are held in position and while the adhe-
sive material is yet soft of the pressure of a

flexible binding device adapted to apply equal
or varying pressures, as desired, upon each
and every part of the gores, irrespective of

the shape and size of the horn and of the ma-
terial of which it is composed.

I claim

—

1. The process described in the manufac-
ture of horns, consisting in cutting the mate-
rial of which the horn is to be made into gore-
shaped pieces,detachably attachingsaid pieces

to an interior former, whereby circumferen-
tial movement of one relative to the other is

prevented, the w\±>;(^ of said pieces overlap-
ping, applying adhesive material between the

overlapping edges, revolving the interior

former and the pieces with it while theadlie-

sive material is still soft and subjecting the I

(>5 parts composing the horn to the continuous '

45

5°

55

60

and forcible pressure of a single flexible and
elastic binding device which is wound upon
them under tension as the former revolves.

2. The process described in the manufac-
ture of horns, consisting in cutting the mate-
rial of which the horn is to be made into gore-
shaped pieces,detachably attaching said pieces

to an interior former, whereby circumferen-
tial movement of one relative to the other is

prevented, the edges of said pieces overlap-
ping, applying adhesive material between the
overlapping edges, revolving the interior

former and the pieces with it while the adhe-
sive material is still soft and subjecting the
parts composing the horn to the continuous
and forcible pressure of a single flexible and
elastic binding device, which is wound upon
them under tension as the former revolves,

the winding of the binding device upon the
gore-shaped pieces commencing at the small

end of the horn and progressing toward the

larger end thereof.

3. The process described in the manufac-
ture of horns, consisting in cutting the mate-
rial of which the horn is to be made into gore-

shaped pieces,detachably attachingsaid pieces

to an interior former, whereby circumferen-

tial movement of one relative to the other is

prevented, the edges of said pieces overlap*

ping, applying adhesive material between the

overlapping edges and winding under tension

continuously applied always in the same di-

rection upon the parts composing the body of

the horn, while they are supported in posi-

tion upon the former, a flexible and elastic

binding device, which is wound upon the said

pieces commencing at the small end and ex-

tending toward the larger end, said binding-

device being provided with means whereby its

tension may be varied at will.

4. The process described in the manufac-
ture of horns, consisting in cutting the mate-

rial of which the horn is to be made into gore-

shaped pieces,detachably attachingsaid pieces

to an interior former, whereby circumferen-

tial movement of one relative to the other is

prevented, the edges of said pieces overlap-

ping, softening adhesive material previously

applied between the overlappingedges by the

application of steam thereto, revoh ingthe in-

terior former and the pieces with it while the

adhesive material is plastic and adhesive and
subjecting the parts composing the horn to

the continuous and forcible pressure of a sin-

gle flexible and elastic binding-device which is

wound upon them under tension as the former
revolves.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

EDWAED A. SCHOETTEL.

Witnesses:
Floea M. Donsbach,
Alfred G. Schoettel.

70
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To all whom it may concern:
K

Be it known that we, Bartolo Ruggiero, a
citizen of the United States,and Gaetano Bon-
giorno, a subject of the King of Italy, both

5 residing in Brooklyn, in the county of Kings
and State of New York, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Horns for
Phonographic or Similar Machines, of which
the following is a specification, such as will

io enable those skilled in the art to which it ap-
pertains to make and use the same.

This invention relates to horns for phono-
graphic and similar machines; and the object
thereof is to provide a horn for machines pf this

15 class which will do away with the mechanical,
vibratory, and metallic sound usually pro-
duced in the operation of such machines and
also produce a full, even, and continuous vol-

ume of sound, in which the articulation will

20 be clear, full, and distinct.

The invention is fully disclosed in the follow-
ing specification, of which the accompanying
drawings form a part, in which the separate
parts of our improvement are designated by

25 suitable reference characters in each of the
views, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view of our im-
proved phonographic horn; Fig. 2, an end
view thereof, and Fig. 3 a longitudinal sec-

30 tion.

In the practice of our invention we provide
a horn a, composed of separate layers of lon-

gitudinally-arranged strips a\ said strips be-

ing preferably composed of wood or similar

35 fibrous material. In the construction shown
three of the separate layers are employed, as

shown at a
3
, and each of said layers is com-

posed of six of the separate and longitudi-

nally-arranged strips a2
. The separate layers

4° &\ which make up the horn a, may be secured
together at the edges by glue or in any suit-

able way, and in practice said layers are pref-

erably formed separately and inserted into

each other, or the outer layer is first formed
45 and the second and third layers inserted there-

into, and in this operation the outer surface

of the second and third layers are covered with
any suitable glue or adhesive material, and the

separate parts or layers of the horn are thus
securely held together and make up, in effect," 50
a single homogeneous construction. Instead
of forming the separate layers separately and
inserting one within another, as hereinbefore
described, the inner layer may first be formed
and the separate longitudinal strips of the sec- 55
ond layer secured thereon, after which the
separate longitudinal strips of the outer layer
may be secured in position, and in either event
the separate layers are so connected as to break
the joints thereof, as clearly shown in Figs. 1 60

and 2.

In the smaller end of the horn a is secured
a short tube b, which is larger at its outer than
its inner end, and this tube is also composed
of wood or similar fibrous material and is in- 65

tended to strengthen the smaller end of the
horn, and in practice I secure on 'the smaller
end of the horn a sleeve c, which is prefer-

ably composed of metal and which is also in-

tended to give strength to the smaller end of 7°

the horn and facilitate the attachment of the
horn to the machine without injury to the
smaller end of the horn.

It will be understood that the general form
of the horn may be the same as other devices 75
of this class, and the larger end thereof may
be bell-shaped, if desired, and the connections
of the horn with the machine is made in the
usual manner.
By means of our improvement we provide 80

a horn for the purpose specified which will

produce a constant and continuous volume of

sound, in which the articulation will be clear,

full, and distinct and which will not produce
the mechanical, vibratory, and metallic sound 85

usually produced by instruments of this class

as heretofore constructed.

Our invention is not limited to the exact
form of the horn, nor to the number of the
separate layers of material employed in the 9°
construction thereof, nor to the number of
longitudinal strips in each layer, and various
changes in and modifications of the construc-

j

tion herein described may be made without

I

departing from the spirit of our invention or 95
I sacrificing its advantages.
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Having fully described our invention, what

we claim as new, and desire to secure by Let-

ters Patent, is

—

1. A horn for phonographic and similar ma-

5 chines, composed of separate layers of fibrous

material, each of said layers being composed

of separate longitudinal strips arranged so as

to break joints, substantially as shown and

described. "

.

io 2. A horn for phonographic and similar ma-

chines, composed of separate layers of fibrous

material, each of said layers being composed

of separate longitudinal strips arranged so as

to break joints,and the smaller end of the horn

being provided with a tube of fibrous mate-

rial which is secured therein, substantially as

shown and described.

In testimony that we claim the foregoing as

our invention we have signed our names, in

presence of the subscribing witnesses, this 22d

day of June, 1904.

BARTOLO RUGGIERO.
GAETANO BONGIORNO.

Witnesses:
C. J. Klein,
C. E. Mulreany.

x 5
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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in Graphophones.

I, George L. Hogak, of 109, Equitable Building, Baltimore, in the State of
Maryland, United States of America, Gentleman, do hereby declare the nature
of this invention and in what manner the same is to be performed, to be parti-

cularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement:—
* My invention relates to improvements in graphophones or devices designed

for reproducing articulate speech or other sounds recorded on phonograms or
sound-writings.

The object of my invention is to provide 'a device or mechanism of a simple,

cheap, and durable construction by means of which such phonograms or sound-
•" writings may be accurately and perfectly audiblyproduced without any attendant

disagreeable scraping, grating, or other interfering noise resulting from tHe

action of the mechanism.
My invention consists of a sound-generator in che form of a trumpet of conical

shape made of a tough quality of paper, vulcanized fibre, or other material and
1«* having a rigidly attached small rod of hard material, the extremity of which is

brought to a fine point and bent so as to fit in the spiral grooves of the phono-
gram-writing and pivoting said trumpet.
The invention is illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a sectional view of a portion of the base on which the cylinder
20 is mounted. .

Figure 2 is a top view of the machine complete.
Figure 3 is a sectional view of the point end of the trumpet on a somewhat

larger scale.

Figure 4 is a side elevation of the complete machine.
25 Figure 5 is a detail view of part of the trumpet, showing the manner of

joining its edges.

Figure 6 is a detail view of the adjustable cushion.
The large end of the trumpet A rests on a stud b, where it is pivoted loosely on

a vertical rod c, extending from the stud upward. This gives the point end
30 of the trumpet a free lateral swinging movement. The trumpet has on its lower

side a hole c1 and on its upper side a slot c2 , through which the rod passes. The
longitudinal slot <? affords a slight range of up- and down movement to the
point end. A hard downward-curved point d is attached 4o the small end ol

[Price 8dJ
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the trumpet, and said point rests on the phonogram-cylinder., and as the same

is revolved the spiral groove of the writing serves as the means to carry the

point d from one end to the other of the cylinder, the trumpet swinging on its

pivot c. No other feeding or guiding device is required.

The hard point d may be attached to any portion of the wall of the .sound- 5

ing-trumpet and yield good results. I have, however, provided a novel means
of attachment that will now be described. The hard point d is preferably held

in a socket c, from which it may be removed when desired. The socket is

fixed on the end of a rod / and has position in front of the point end <f of

the trumpet. This rod extends along below the small end of the trumpet, and 10

its end f
l

is attached to' the side of the trumpet some distance back from the

said point end. This manner of locating the hard point d and connecting it

with the side wall of the trumpet, but back from its point end y, produces tho

best results.

The trumpet is made of a sheet of tough paper or thin indurated fibre, and 15

eaeh of the two edges of this material that come together when the sheet is

folded to the cone form are first bordered by a thin sheet-metal strip folded longi-

tudinally, as shown at h in Figure 5. This metal strip encloses the sheet edge
like a clip and extends from the large end to the point end. The two metal
strips are abutted together and joined by solder. This metal strip not only 20

serves as a means of joining the sheet edges, but also serves to augment and
improve the sounding qualities of the trumpet.

It is a feature of improvement in this invention to attach the end f
1 of the

rod to which the hard point is secured to the said metal joint-strips h. Thereby
the metal strips become the' conductor for the sound vibrations, which latter are 25

evenly distributed all along the wall of the trumpet. The pivot-hole c}
, hereto-

fore referred to is through this metal strip.

The phonogram-cylinder I is held in position by two bearings j j
1 and a

horizontal axis U. The bearings are slotted out instead of being bored, so

that the phonogram-cylinder can easily be lifted out of these bearings. The 30
slots I l

l in the two bearings are cut at right angles to one another and are
in such a position that the force of elasticity of an india-rubber belt m, con-
necting the pulley n, attached to the phonogram-cylinder, with the pulley o of

the driving device, will keep the axis of the phonogram-cylinder always pressed

firmly in the bearings, and thus produce a steady movement. By this simple 35

means I have found that articulate speech, songs, and instrumental or other
music may be reproduced from sound-writing very accurately, and with great

loudness, clearness and distinctness.

It will be seen that this graphophone has a cylinder that may be rotated by
any driving mechanism and a sounding-trumpet whose point end is movable 40
along the cylinder, following the sound-writing. The point end automatically
follows the spiral groove of the sound-writing, and the vibrations are trans-

mitted to the trumpet, which generates and largely increases the volume of
sound.

As the hard point d is held in a socket, it may be removed when worn and a 45
new one inserted.

An adjustable cushion p is shown in Figures 3 and 6, as a ring, and is mounted
on the rod and may be shifted along said rod. Thjs cushion bears on the
wall of the trumpet, and its varying position alters the tone or pitch of the
sound. 50
A cylinder is shown carrying the sound-writing; but it is obvious a disc may

be used instead or any shaped body to rotate.

Raving now particulaily described and ascertained the nature of my said

invention and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that what
I claim is :

— 55

1. A graphophone having in combination a rotating sound-writing ; a vibratory
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cone-shaped sounding-trumpet pivoted to allow its point end a free swinging
movement, and also a slight vertical movement; a hard point engaging the

surface of the said sound-writing in front of and in- line with the point end of

the trumpet but not contacting therewith and supported hy a rod which
5 extends along the outer wall of the trumpet and attached to the side tfiereof.

2. A sounding-trumpet for graphophones comprising a sheet of fibre folded

to form a cone and the edges which come together bordered by strips of metal
folded over the edges and the said metal strips united, and a hard point at

the point end of the trumpet.
10 3. A sounding-trumpet for graphophones having a cone shape and made of

fibre ; a strip of thin metal extending longitudinally of said cone and secured
to the trumpet ; a hard point in front of the trumpet's point end but not
attached thereto ; and a rod supporting the said hard point and extending along
the outside of the trumpet and attached to said metal strip.

15 4. A graphophone having a base provided with two bearings each having a
slot inclining in a different direction from the other; a rotary cylinder carrying
the sound-writing and having journals resting in said slotted bearings; a
pulley on one journal ; a drive-pulley ; and a belt from the drive-pulley to the
cylinder-pulley, as and for the purpose set forth.

20 Dated this 11th day of November 1899.

"W. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

Of G, Lord Street, Liverpool, Agents for the Applicant.

Redhill: Printed for His Majesty's Stationery Office, by Love k Malcomson, Ltd.

fWt. 3»—25/11/1909.1
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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in Graphophones or Phonographs.

A communication by George L. Hooan, of the City of Baltimore, State of

Maryland, United States of America, Electrical Engineer.

I, William Pkillii's Thompson, F.C.S.., M.I.M.E., Argent for Foreign Patent

Solicitors, G, Lord Street, Liverpool, and 6, Bank Street, Manchester, both in

the County of Lancaster, 118, New Street, Birmingham, in the County of

Warwick, & 322, High Holborn, in the County of Middlesex, Civil Engineer,
5 do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what manner the same is

to be performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the

following statement :
—

This present invention pertains to improvements in graphophones or phono-
graphs, the construction and advantages of which will be hereinafter set forth,

10 reference being had to the annexed drawings, wherein

—

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the machine as a whole

;

Fig. 2, a top plan view

;

Fig. 3, a perspective view ol a portion of the trumpet and the reproducing

point or stylus

;

1 5 Fig. 4, a perspective view of the trumpet and its supporting arm
;

Fig. 5, a transverse sectional view of a portion of the trumpet, showing the

means employed for connecting its edges

;

Fig. 6, a similar view illustrating a modified form thereof;

Fig. 7, a side elevation, partly in section, of a modified form of trumpet, and
20 Fig. 8, a side elevation of a record-supporting spool or holder, with the sound

record shown in section thereon.

The main object of this invention is to produce a simple, cheap, and yet

highly efficient phonograph.

With the construction hereinafter described, many advantages present them-
25 selves, more particularly in the method employed for imparting motion by

hand to the sound record, whereby an even application of power is obtained

;

and again, in the manner in which the trumpet is secured together, and further,

in the means employed for supporting the trumpet, all of which will be set

forth in detail.

30 Other objects and advantages will appear in the following description.

Keferring first to Figs. 1 and 2, A denotta the base or main frame of the

instrument, supported upon two fixed legs B, B, and an adjusting screw C by

means of which the Lase may be brought to its proper level position.

Rising from the base, preferably at one side thereof, is an upright arm or

35 member D in the rear upper portion of which there is formed an upwardly and

rearwardly extending slot E, while a similar slot is formed in a corresponding

arm upon the opposite side of the base. These slots constitute the supports or

bearings for the ends of the axle F of the record spool G. The axle may be

formed in one piece and extend from end to end of the 'spool, or it may com-
40 prise simply two short pins secured in the ends of the spool. •

{Price 8d.~[
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As will be noted upon reference to Figures 2 and 8, the spool or support G-

is provided at one end with a pulley H.
Mounted and fixed upon a suitable axle journalled in the forward portion of

the upright wall or member 1), is a band pulley I, while connected to the outer

end of said axle is a crank I 1 for imparting motion thereto. A second axle 5

is secured in the upright member D, and upon this is loosely mounted a small

pulley J, having formed integral therewith or connected thereto a fly-wheel K.
Suitable elastic bands L, such for instance as rubber, connect the pulleys I

and J, and pulley J with the pulley H of the record spool or support.

Where power is applied to the crank by hand, it is next to impossible to turn 10
the same with, that evenness which is necessary to the best results in a phono-
graph,—especially so where a musical record is being used. By reason of the
yielding of the elastic bands, which work in conjunction with the fly-wheel,

the motion which is imparted to the record support or spool is quite even. In
other words, should the operator give a sudden jerky motion to the crank, it 15
will not be imparted to the record, but will be taken up and absorbed in a great

measure by the yielding of the band or bands. By the use of elastic bands,

the record or record support may be easily withdrawn from its bearings, and a

new one introduced. The elastic band, working on the record support, serves to

hold said support to its proper place relative to the bearings or slots E. 20
For the sake of lightness and appearance, the central portion of the base is cut

away or left open in the process of manufacture ; and extending forwardly

from this open portion is a slot M, preferably closed at its forward end.

N denotes the trumpet support, which is preferably of the form illustrated in

Figures 1 and 4 ; that is to say, comprises a iong, tapering arm carrying at its 26
forward end an upwardly extending point or finger 0. The opposite end of

the support extends down and is broadened out somewhat, presenting a fiat

bearing surface which rests upon the base at each side of the slot when the parts

are assembled.

To maintain the parts in place, the support is piovided with a downwardly 30
extending T-shaped member P, the body of which passes through the slot,

while the laterally extending arms engage the under face of the base,—see

Fig. 1. To prevent any lateral or sidewise movement of the suppoit, a down-
wardly extending stud or lugQ is also provided, which projects into the slot,

as indicated in dotted lines in Figure 1. From this it will be seen that the 35
support is firmly held in its proper relation to the base, that it may be adjusted

back and forth in the slot, and may be readily detached and removed from the

base when it is desired so to do.

R denotes the trumpet, the body of which is made of relatively thin, tough

paper, papier-mache, indurated fibre, isinglass, gelatin, or preferably, celluloid, 40
formed of a single piece and having its edges joined together by a strip of

sheet-metal in the manner illustrated in Fig. 5, or that shown in Fig. 0. In
place of the sheet-metal binding strip a strip of celluloid, formed so as to embrace

"the adjacent edges of the sheet may be used, in which case the binding' strip

and the edges of the sheet will be held together by celluloid glue, or some 45

similar material.

In Fig. 5 it will be seen that the edges of the trumpet overlap one another

and are embraced between the folds of the reversely turned edges of a sheet-

metal strip or a strip of celluloid, said strip extending from end to end of the

trumpet, as is clearly indicated in Figs. 1 and 4. 50
In Fig. 6 two Dockets are formed in the binding strip by bending it as

shown, that is to say, by first bending the edges of the strip toward the centre

of the body, and then outwardly again upon the inturned portion, the edges of

the trumpet body being inserted into the spaces or pockets thus formed.

With both forms of connecting device, when the parts are assembled, a suit- 55

able cement is employed to ensure close contact and firm adhesion,—in the case

of the metal strips, said strips and the edges of the trumpet are of course squeezed
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together or otherwise brought into close and intimate contact, so that there
can be no independent vibration of the parts one relatively ta the other.

Celluloid is perhaps the best material which can be employed in the construc-
tion of a trumpet, particularly for the class of machines similar to that herein

5 shown and described. It is light, and when built up in the manner described,
is highly resonant, is durable, cheap, and also possesses many other advantage?
which are apparent to any one familiar with tins art.

While the trumpet has been shown in connection with a particular form of
phonograph, still it is apparent that it may be used with any type of machine

10 to great advantage.

Soldered or otherwise secured to the forward end of the binding strip S is

an arm T, the main body of which stands at a slight distance from and parallel
to said binding strip. It is provided throughout its length with inturned. or

locking edges U adapted and designed to engage with similar outwardly turned
15 edges of a U-shaped member Y. In the lower side of said member V there is

formed an opening W through which the finger of the supporting arm
extends, the upper pointed end of said arm bearing against the under face of the
arm T, as indicated in Fig. 1. The opening W is of such size as not to bind
upon the ami or finger 0, but to permit a slight free movement of the parts.

20 At or near the rear end of the binding strip S, there is secured by solder or

otherwise, a holding and clamping device for the point or stylus X of 1 lie

graphophone. Said clamping device comprises two spring aims Y and Z, the
armY being nearest to the strip, while the arm Z which is somewhat longer,

stands in a plane below the aim Y and has secured to it a rounded suppoit or
25 seat a.

The reproducing point or stylus X, in the form shown, comprises a short

section of glass tubing or rod, having one end closed, if a tube, and drawn down
to a point to form the working point, while the body thereof surrounds the arm Y

and rests upon the support a, as is most clearly shown in Fig. \i.

30 Interposed between the binding strip S and the upper face of the body of the
stylus or reproducing point, is a cushion b, preferably formed of leather or a

somewhat similar yielding substance.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the stylus may be moved back and
forth upon its support, so that its point may be projected beyond the end of

35 the trumpet, as indicated in Figs. .'5 and 4, or may be directly below the trumpet
as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2.

The record suppoit (shown in Fig. 8) is cut away throughout the major por-

tion of its length to render it light in weight, while at the same time it affords

a sufficient bearing at each end for the record or cylinder employed.
40 In Fig. 7 a modified form of the trumpet is shown, which, instead of being

a true cone or a frustum of a cone, consists of a main portion e, which may be

a true cone or a frustum of a cone having connected to it two or more sections d c

each of which is a frustum of a cone made upon a different angle from each other

and from the main body so as to produce a llaring-shaped trumpet. Tho various

45 sections of the trumpet will be made of the material before mentioned, and will

be connected throughout their length by fastenings similar to those shown in

Figs. 5 and 6. The adjacent or abutting ends of the various sections will have

secured upon them metal strips or bands f, which will embrace the ends and
which strips in turn will be soldered or brazed to each other entirely around

50 the trumpet. The outer end of the trumpet will also preferably be provided

with a sheet-metal strip or ring securely held thereon by some cementitious

substance and pressure, as above described in connection with the binding

strip S.

While my correspondent has shown and described this modified form of trumpet

55 as being made up of a series of cone frusta, it is of course possible to make it

up of a series of pyramid frusta, though, from many points pf view, the conica]

form is preferable.
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From (ln> foregoing description \i will be seen that when the parts are
assembled, the Iruinjpet will swing upon the finger and that the stylus or
point X will follow the sound writings upon the cylinder or other sound record
being used. By reason of the adjustability of the aim or trumpet support IN

the stylus or point can be brought to its proper position relative to the cylinder .S

so that (he best results may be obtained. It will be noted that the supporting
member V is also adjustable with relation to the arm U, and that a certain
degree of elasticity is present in said aim U. By these adjustments the proper
degree of pressure necessary to be had upon the reproducing point is secured,
and the parts may be adjusted with a nicety which is requisite to the best results. 10
A variation in the character of the sound reproduced may also be obtained

by adjusting the stylus back and forth with relation to the trumpet.
Awhile my correspondent has shown an apparatus designed to be driven by

hand, it is manifest that instead of the mechanism illustrated, a spring or other
motor may be employed for imparting the necessary rotation to the spool G 16
which supports the record.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of the said
invention and in what manner the same is to be performed, as communicated to

me by my foreign correspondent, I declare that what I claim is:—
1. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; arms extending 20

upwardly therefrom; a learwardly extending slot formed in each of said arms;
a record support provided with axles extending from its ends and adapted to rest

in said slots ; and means for imparting motion to said support.

2. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; arms extending up
therefrom; a reaiwardly extending slot formed in each of said arms; a record 25
support journaled in said slots ; a driving pulley ; and elastic connections in-

termediate said pulley and the support for imparting motion to the latter, sub-
stantially as described.

•'5. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base ; a record support
journaled thereon ; a power pulley ; and elastic connections intermediate said 30
pulley and the record support for imparting motion to the latter, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

4. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base ; a record support
journaled thereon ; a power pulley ; a fly-wheel ; and elastic connections inter-

mediate the record support, the fly-wheel, and the power pulley, substantially 35
as and for the purpose described.

5. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base ; means for holding

a sound record rotatably thereon ; a source of power ; 'a fly-wheel ; and elastic

driving bands connecting the record-holding means and the fly-wheel, and said

fly-wheel and the source of power. 40
G. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; arms or supports

extending up therefrom, each provided with an upwardly and rearwardly in-

clined slot; a record support having its bearings resting in said slots; a power
pulley I ; a pulley J located intermediate said pulley I and the record sup-

port ; a fly-wheel working with said pulley J; and elastic bands L connecting 45

the power pulley I and the record support with pulley J
7. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base ; a record support

carried thereby ; a trumpet ; and an adjustable support for the trumpet mounted
upon the base.

8. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; a record support 50
carried thereby; a trumpet; and a yielding support for the trumpet, substan-

tially as described.

9. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; a record support carried

thereby; a trumpet; and an adjustable and yielding support for the trumpet,

substantially as described. 55
10. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; a record support
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rallied thereby; a trumpet; an adjustable support for the trumpet mounted
on the base; and means for adjusting the level of the base.

11. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; a record support
carried thereby; a trumpet, an adjustable and yielding suppoit for the trumpet

;

5 and means for adjusting the level ot the base.

12. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; a record support
carried thereby; a trumpet pivotallv supported at its outer end and having its

inner end above the record support; and means for adjusting the level of the
base; substantially as and for the purpose described.

10 13. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; a record support
carried thereby; a trumpet; and means carried by the base for adjusting the

trumpet toward and from said suppoit, substantially as described.

14. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; a record support;
a trumpet; an arm adjustably connected to the forward end of said base and

15 extending out therefrom ; and pivotal connections . intermediate said arm and
the trumpet, whereby the rear end of the trumpet may be adjusted with relation

to the record, and is free to move both laterally and vertically, substantially

as described.

.15. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; a record support;

20 a trumpet ; an arm adjustably connected to the forward end of said base and
extending out therefrom; a finger extending up from said arm; and connec-

tions, substantially as described, between said finger and the trumpet.

16. In a phonograph, the combination of a suitable base; a record support

carried thereby ; a slot formed in the forward portion of the base ; an arm N
2h provided with means working in conjunction with the slot for adjustably attach-

ing said arm to the base; a finger extending up from the forward end of

arm N; a trumpet; an arm U connected to the underside of the trumpet; and
a member V connected to said arm and provided with an opening through

which the finger extends.

30 17. In combination with a phonographic trumpet, a point or stylus connected

thereto, said stylus comprising a section of glass tubing or rod drawn to a

point at one end.

18. In combination with a phonographic trumpet, a reproducing point or

stylus, said stylus comprising a section of glass tubing or rod drawn to a point

35 at one end ; means for holding the stylus in close contact with the trumpet

;

and a cushion interposed between the stylus and the trumpet.

19. In combination with a phonographic trumpet, a reproducing point or

stylus, comprising a section of glass tubing or rod drawn to a point at one end;,

a support for said stylus, consisting of two arms Y and Z attached to the trumpet;

40 and a cushion intermediate the tube and trumpet, substantially as described.

20. In combination with a phonographic trumpet, a reproducing point or

stylus, comprising a section of glass tubing or rod drawn to a point at one

end; a support for said stylus, comprising two arms Y and Z; a bearing a

attached to said arm Z; and a cushion interposed between said stvlus and the

45 trumpet.

21. In combination with a phonogiaphic trumpet, a reproducing poun or

stvlus, comprising a section of glass tubing or rod drawn to a point at one

end ; and means for adjustably connecting the stylus to the trumpet, substan-

tially as described.

50 22. A trumpet for phonographs, composed of a single sheet of resonant

material having its edges clamped and held together by a single strip of metal

or the like, substantially as described.

23. A trumpet for phonographs, composed of a single sheet of resonant

material bent "to form, and having its edges treated with a cemeutitious sub-

55 stance and held together by a single strip of metal or the like bent avound

them, substantially as described.

24. A trumpet for phonographs, comprising a single sheet of resonant
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material bent to form ; and a strip of metal shaped to form pockets adapted

and designer] to receive and hold the proximate edges of the sheet, substantially

as described.

25. A trumpet for phonographs, comprising a main body portion composed
of a single sheet of resonant material bent to form, and having its proximate 5
edges secured together ; and an additional flaring section secured to the outer

?nd of the main body, said flaring section being likewise formed of a single

sheet of resonant material havingr its proximate edges secured together, sub-

stantially as described.

2u\ A trumpet for -phonographs, comprising a main body portion and a series 10
of connected sections attached to the large end of the body portion, each succeed-

ing section having its walls more flaring than those of the preceding one,

substantially as described.

27. A trumpet for phonographs, comprising a main body portion and a series

of connected sections attached to the large end thereof, each succeeding section 15
having its walls more flaiing than those of the preceding, and the main body
and each of the sections being each formed from a single sheet of fibre having
its pioximate edges secured together by a strip of metal or the like, substan-

tially as described.

28. A trumpet for phonographs, comprising a main body portion conical in 20
foim and composed of a single sheet of resonant material having its proximate
edges secured together by a strip of metal or the like; and a series of connected

sections attached to the large end of the main body, each succeeding section

being in outline a frustum of a cone, having a larger base than the preceding

and each- formed of a single sheet of resonant material having its proximate 25
edges connected by a metal strip or the like, substantially as described.

29. A supporting spool for phonographic sound records having its central

portion cut away or reduced in diameter, and having a pulley formed at one

end thereof, substantially as described.

80. A trumpet for phonographs or the like, composed of celluloid or its 30
described equivalent.

31. A trumpet for phonographs composed of a sheet of celluloid bent to form
and having its proximate edges secured together in a manner substantially

<*.s herein set forth.

Dated this 23rd day of April 1900. 35

WM. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

Agents.

Redhill : Printed for His Majesty's Stationery Omoe, by Love & Malcomson, Ltd.

TG. 6789-50—9/1002.
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PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION.

" Improvements in or relating to Graphophones, Phonographs and
the like"

I, Walter C. Runge, Engineer of 49 Queen. Victoria Street, in the County
of London, do hereby declare the nature of this invention to be as follows:—

This invention relates to graphophones, phonograpns and other like instru-
ments for reproducing sounds from records, its object being the construction of

* an instrument which, while thoroughly efficient in operation, is simple and cheap
to manufacture.
The improvements are primarily applicable to instruments which are not

provided with a diaphragm at the small end of the trumpet, but have a styluu
of hard material attached to some part of the trumpet, the point of this stylus

'" following the channels of the record in the well-known way. It is, however,
to be understood that the improvements are not necessarily restricted to this

particular type of instrument.

One construction of graphophone or phonograph according to this invention

comprises a motor, which may, for example, be in the form of a train of wheels
15 driven from a spring, this motor driving a mandrel adapted to receive a

cylindrical record and also causing the rotation of a fine pitched screw, the

axis of which is approximately parallel with that of the mandrel. „

Held in suitable standards upon the base, which is preferably made heavy
say by forming it of cast, metal, is a guide-rod having free to slide and turn

20 upon it a carrier. This carrier normally lies over the fine-threaded screw and
"is formed with a knife edge which engages with the thread. At the end of

the carrier adjacent, to the record mandrel is a fork, which inay conveniently

consist of two wire arms covered with some soft or yielding material, such for

example as rubber tubing.
25 Upon the base of the instrument is a socket having a vertical hole which

accommodates the end of a rod, serving as the support upon which the larger end

of the sound trumpet is pivotted. . This socket is provided with one or more

slots with which engage pins upon the supporting rod, the object of this being

to ensure that the pivot about which the trumpet turns shall be truly centred

30 with regard to the record cylinder.

The sound trumpet may be made of any suitable material, celluloid being

found very convenient for the purpose. When sheet material such as celluknd

is employed the trumpet is joined down one side by metal strips or grips which

may be joined say by soldering. To this strip is attached inside the larger end

35 of the trumpet a small clip forming a slide, into which the edges of a U-shaped

piece of metal are inserted. A hole is made through this clip and through the

hole passes the pointed end of the trumpet support, its extreme point bearing

against the inside of the 'U-shaped piece of metal and forming a pivot about

which the trumpet may turn. The U-shaped piece is preferably formed so that

40 the portion which rests on the pivot is approximately horr/ontah thus obviating

the danger of anv binding action taking place.

Ill another construction of trumpet the pointed end of the support enters a

hole made to receive it in. a stem or rorl which is pivotally attached to the

trumpet.
45 "Near the smaller end of the trumpet a socket is nrovided to accommodate the

\Ffim 843
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stylus which may he of any hard material, say for instance giass roa or Cubing.
This socket may conveniently be attached to the metal strip which extends along
the Cone, and may be formed of spring metal and provided with a screw or
other clamping device so that the stylus may be securely gripped Preferably
the ends of the socket are turned inwards so that the stylus is gripped bv each 5
end of ,the socket, the clamping screw being in the middle.

In operation the larger end of the trumpet is pivotted as above described on
its supporting rod, the smaller end passes' between the arms of the fork on the
pivotted carrier, and the point of the stylus rests upon the cylinder.

In order that the point' of the stylus may be withdrawn from contact with the l0

record cylinder or any adjacent part of the mechanism when the instrument is
not in use, a small safety catch or bracket is provided which may be secured to
nar.t of the framework. By slightly lifting the pivotted carrier, the latter may
be caused to engage with the catch and the stylus is then placed out of contact
with any part of the mechanism. ' 15
A cheap and effective mandrel for cylindrical records may be formed of a

piece of light tubing, the diameter of which corresponds to that of the smaller
end of the coned interior of the record, the larger end of the record fitting over a
ring of larger diameter than the tube. This ring may conveniently form part
of a pulley by which the mandrel is driven. 20
When a elpck-work motor is employed, instead of having the usual winding

key which is screwed on to its stem, the stem may be provided with •projecting
pins and the crank or key formed with a socket which slips over the stem and
slots which accommodate the cross pins. These slots may be oblique and formedm such a directum that a slight turn of the handle brings it into connection ?5
with the pins so that the stem may be turned and a corresponding turn in the
other direction disengages the handle from the stem.

In order that the motor may run with a minimum amount of noise it is
preferred to make one or more of the gear wheels of vulcanized fibre ov some „nother suitable non-metallic material., 30
Although in the above description a cylindrical record is mentioned it •will

lie understood that the various improvements mnv be adapted to instruments
having records of Other form such for example as discs. Again the instruments',
may be adapted for nand or foot driving, or may be operated by means of an relectric motor. J ' v - 35
When the trumpets are made with detachable flared mouth-pieces, It is

preferred to secure the mouth-piece to the main portion of the trumpet by means
of screw clamps or the like Two clamps may be provided at opposite 'sides of
the trumpet which when tightened up grip the rim of the flared portion.

Dated this 10th day. of May, 1901. 40

WALTER C. PUNGE,
3oult, Wade & Kilburn,

Agents for the Applicant.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

" Improvement^ in or relating; to Graphophonee, Phonographs and
the like".

I, WALTER C. Kvnce, Engineer of 49 'Queen Victoria Street, in the County
of London, do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what manner
the same is to be performed, to he particularly described and ascertained in and
by the following statement:—

This invention relates to graphophones, phonographs and other like instru-ment* tor reproducing sounds from records, its object being the construction of

45

50
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an instrument which while thoroughly efficient in operation is simple and cheap

to manufacture.
The improvements are primarily applicable to instruments which are not

provided with a diaphragm at the small end of the trumpet, but have a stylus

5 of hardened material attached to some part of the trumpet, the point of this

stylus following the channels or grooves of the record in the wellknown way.
It is, however, to be understood that the improvements are not necessarily

restricted to this particular type of instrument.

In the accompanying drawings
10 Figure 1 is a perspective view of one construction of graphophone emi>odying

the improvements according to this invention;
Figures 2 and are detailed views showing portions of Uio instrument

separately ; and
Figures 4 and 5 are perspective views showing alternative constructions of

15 another portion of the instrument.
Like letters indicate like parts throughout the drawings.
"With reference first to Figure 1 A is a base plate preferably of cast metal of

considerable thickness, so that it may be heavy and rigid. Upon this base is

fixed a motor comprising in the example illustrated a train of wheels B mounted"
20 between two plates B 1

, one member B2 of the train being preferably of hard
fibre or other non-metallic material. From this motor a record carrying man-
drel C is driven by means of a belt D and a pulley C1

. The train of wheels form-
ing the motor is driven from a spring' coiled in a barrel B3 and wound up when
necessary and the rate of rotation of the record mandrel C may be regulated by

25 a lever E controlled by a screwed rod or other mechanism not shown in the
drawings. One end of this lever E is furnished with a brake block E1 say of

leather, which presses against a disc F 1 connected to governors F; the action of

the governors being to draw the disc F 1 awav from the plate B 1 along a rod F2

supported between that plate and a standard F3 secured to the base A. A lever

G

30 is provided by means of which the motor may be started and stopped.

Mounted free to turn between the outer plate B 1 and a standard H is a fine

threaded screw J provided with a pinion J 1 which is driven from one of the

wheels B. Parallel to this screw J and also held between the plate B 1 and the

standard H is a rod K which forms a guide upon which a sleeve K1 can travel
35 nnd turn. This sleeve K 1 forms part of a pivotted carrier comprising also a

lever K2
, a head K?'and a fork K4

, the arms of the latter being covered with

rubber tubing or other soft or yielding material. Normally the carrier K2 K4

lies upon the fine threaded screw J as shown in Figure 1, and it is provided with

a knife edge K5 or otherwise adapted to engage with the thread of the screw J
40 so that when the latter rotates the carrier mav be caused to travel along the

bar K.
Upon the base plate A is a socket L having a central vertical hole which

accommodates the end of a rod M, the pointed extremity of which serves as a

pivot to support the larger end of a sound trumpet N. Slots L1 are provided

4g in the socket L and pins M 1 upon the rod M engage with these slots when the

rod M is in the socket, thus securing a definite position for the pivot of the

sound trumpet,

The sound trumpet N may be made of anv suitable material preferably non-
metallic such for instance as tough paper, thin fibre or celluloid. When sheet

50 material such as celluloid is employed the trumpet is conveniently made by
providing the edges of the sheet with metal strips or grips as shown at N 1 in

Figure 2, these strips being joined say by soldering. In some constructions

only one strip is used its edges being turned over so as to grip the edges of

the sheet material .of which the trumpet is formed. To the strips N1 inside the

55 larger end of the trumpet is attached a small clip N8 forming a slide into which
the edges of a U-shaped piece of metal N3 are inserted. The pointed end of the

rod M passes through a hole N* and rests against +he inside of the curved portion
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of the U-shape«l piece N3
. This U-shaped member is preferably formed so that

the portion which rests upon the point of the rod M is approximately horizontal,

thus obviating the danger of any binding action taking place.

Near the smaller end of the trumpet N a socket O is provided to accommodate
the stylus P which may be of any hard material, say for instance glass rod or 5

tubing. The socket O is preferably formed of spring jnetal and provided with a

screw O 1 so that the stylus may lie securely gripped. In the construction

shown in detail in Figure 3 the ends of the socket are turned in as at O2 so -that

the stylus is gripped by each end of the socket, the clamping screw O 1 b*»ing

in the middle. « 10

In operation the larger end of the trumpet is pivotted as above described on

it<s supporting rod M, the smaller end passes between the arms of the fork K*
of the pivotted carrier and the point of the stylus P rests upon a record cylinder P
w>hi<'h is mounted friction tight upon the mandrel C.

It is to be understood that the apparatus is so constructed that the point of 15

the stylus P rests with a. slight amount of pressure upon the record P. The
carrier K2 K* is not intended to take the weight of the trumpet, its function being
primarily to act as a guide for the smaller end of the trumpet and prevent anv
danger of the point of the stylus quitting the grooves or channels in the record.

In order that the point of the stylus P may be withdrawn from contact with 20

the record P or any adjacent part of the mechanism when the instrument is not

in use, a small safety catch or bracket S is provided attached to one of the

plates B1
. Py depressing the back end of the carrier lever Ka

, the knife edge K5

is disengaged from the screw J and the lower end of the trumpet with the

stylus P is lifted in the fork K4 and the head K3 is then allowed to rest in the 25
catch S>, in. which position the stvlus is out of contact with adjacent portions of

the instrument.

Figures 4 and 5 show portions of sound trumpets made according to an
alternative construction of this invention. In each of these forms a pivotted

socket N5 is provided which accommodates the pointed end of the rod M. In 30
Figure 4 this socket is shown provided with a cross arm N° which is journalled in

thedownturned ends of a plate N 7 attached to the trumpet. In the form shown
in Figure 5 the socket N"J is slotted as at N8 and in this slot is a lug N' 1 secured
to the trumnet, the. lug and the slotted socket being pivotolly connected by a
pin N10

. . 35
When a clockwork motor is employed instead of having the usual winding

key which is screwed on to its stem, the stem uiay be provided with projecting
pins and the crank or key formed with a socket which slips over the stem and
slots which accommodate the cross pins. These slots may be oblique and formed
in such a direction that a slight turn of the handle brings it into connection 40
with the pins so that the stem may lie turned and a corresponding turn in the
other direction disengages the handle from the stem.

Although in the above description a cylindrical record is mentioned it will
l>e understood that the various improvements may be adapted to instruments
having records of other form such for example as discs. Again the instruments 45
may be adapted for hand or foot, driving, or may be operated bv means of an
electric motor.

When the trumpets are ma.de with detachable flared mouth-pieces, it is

preferred to secure the mouth-piece, to the main portion of the trumpet by means
of screw clamps or the like. Two clamps, may be provided at opposite sides of 50
the frompet which when tightened up grip the rim of the flarod portion.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of this inven-
tion and in wha + manner the same is to be performed, I declare that what I
claim is :-

1. In a graphophone or the like the combination with a sound trumpet of a 55
pivotted forked carrier substantiallv as described.
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2. In a graphophone or the like the combination with u pivotted earner for

the sound trumpet, of a catch or rest to hold the carrier and sound trumpet so

that the point of the stylus is out of contact with the mechauism when the

instrument is out of operation substantially as described.

3. In a graphophone or the like a pivotal support for the sound trumpet com-

Arising a bent rod such as M M 1 and a slotted socket L L1 with or without a

[-shaped member such as W having a horizontal portion which vests upon the

pointed extremity of the rod.

4. In a graphophone or the like the combination with the sound trumpet of

a pivotted socket such as N5 substantially as described and illustrated in Figure 4

described and illustrated in

10 a p
or in Figure 5 of the accompanying drawing

5. The complete graphophone substantially

Figure 1 of the accompanying drawings.

Dated this 4th day of October, 1901.

15 WALTER C RUNGE,
Boult, Wade & Kilbnrn,
Agents for the Applicant.

Redhill: Printed for His Majesty's Stationery Office, by Love & Malcoinson, Ltd.
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N° 22,273 '& A.D. 1901

Date of Application, 5th Nov., 1901

Complete Specification Left, 25th July, 1902—Accepted, 5th Nov., 1902

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION.

" Improvements in or relating to the Sound Trumpets of

Graphophones, Phonographs and the like ".

I, Walter C. BuiVge, Engineer, of 49 Queen Victoria Street, in the County
of London, do hereby declare the nature of this invention to be as follows:—

This invention relates to the sound trumpets of graphophones, phonograph*
and the like, its object being the construction of a sound trumpet which shall

o have improved sound producing qualities and at the same time be simple to
manufacture.
Sound trumpets according to this invention are made of sheet material say for

example celluloid or the like, the edges being joined in any convenient way,
but preferably by means of a metal clip running along the entire length of the

10 sound trumpet and provided at one end with a clip or other accommodation for

a stylus.

Instead of being circular in cross section throughout its length the improved
sound trumpet is approximately elliptical and is provided with means for stiffen-

ing it at its periphery at points near the ends of the longer axis of the ellipse.

16 Preferably the metal clip before mentioned serves to strengthen one side of the

sound trumpet and opposite to it a fold or crease is made in the material forming
the sound trumpet, this crease serving to stiffen the other side of the trumpet
and cause it to retain its elliptical shape. If desired, however, a second strip

or clip or a series of clips may be attached to the sound trumpet instead of or in

*" addition to the fold or crease.

In order that sound trumpets according to this invention may be used with

circular flared metal ends of the usual type it is preferred to make the crease or

other strengthening device stop short just before it reaches the larger end of the

trumpet which can then be easily placed within the circular end. When thii

25 is done the complete sound trumpet is of course circular in cross section at the

point adjacent to the end piece, but throughout the other portion of its length it

is, as before mentioned, of elliptical or approximately elliptical shape.

Dated this 5th. day of "November. 1901. «„„„„
• * WALTEE C BUNGE

30 Boult Wade & Kilburn

Agents for the Applicant

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

" Improvements in or relating to the Sound Trumpets of

Graphophones, Phonographs and the like "

35 I, Walter C. Rtwge. Engineer, of 49 Queen Victoria Street, in the County

[Price W.l
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of London, do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what manner
the same is to be performed to be particularly described and ascertained in and
by the following statement

—

This invention relates to the sound trumpets of graphophones, phonographs
and the like, its object being the construction of a- sound trumpet which shall 5
have improved sound producing qualities and at .the same time He simnle to

manufacture.
Sound trumpets according to this invention are made of sheet material, say for

example celluloid or the like, the edges being joined ,in any convenient way,
but preferably by means of a metal clip running along the entire length of the 10
sound trumpet ami provided at one end with a clip or other accommodation for

a stylus.

Instead of being circular in cross section thrdugh-out its length the improved
sound trumpet is approximately elliptical and is provided with means for stiffen-

ing it at its periphery at points near the ends of the longer axis of the ellipse. J 5
Preferably the metal clip before mentioned serves to stiffen one side of the

sound trumpet and opposite to it a fold or crease is made in the material forming
the sound trumpet, this crease serving to stiffen the other side of the trumpet
and cause it to retain its elliptical shape. If desired, however, a second strip

or clip or a series of them may be attached to tlie sound trumpet instead of or in 20
addition to the fold or crease.

In order that sound trumpets according to this invention may be used with
circular flared metal ends of the usual type it is preferred* to make the crease or

other strengthening or stiffening device stop short just before it reaches the

larger end of the trumpet which can then be easily placed within the circular 25
end. When this is done the complete sound trumpet is of course circular in cross

section at the point adjacent to the end piece, but throughout the other portion of

its length it is, as before mentioned, of elliptical or approximately elliptical shape.

In the accompanying drawings which illustrate one construction of sound
trumpet according to this invention— 30

Figure 1 is a perspective view,

Figure 2 is a transverse section on the line 2—2 of Figure 1 and
Figure 3 is a similar section on the line 3—3 of Figure 1

Like letters indicate like parts throughout the drawings.

The sound" trumpet A is made of flexible sheet material such as celluloid, its 35
edges being joined by a metal clip B which forms a longitudinal stiffener along

one side of it and is attached at the smaller end of the trumpet to a band B 1

encircling the trumpet and carrying a stylus B3 in a socket B3
. Another stiffener

is 'provided preferably at or near the opposite side of the trumpet and this second

stiffener in the example illustrated takes the form of a crease or bend C, which 40
as well as stiffening the trumpet imparts to it a shape in cross section somewhat
similar to that shown in Figure 2.

In order that the imprbved sound trumpet may be used with a flaTed mouth

piece of the usual circular shape, the crease or fold is not carried quite to the

larger end of the sound trumpet but stops short of that point as shown in 45
Figure 1. The larger end bf the trumpet is thus adapted to fit the mouth piece

as its shape in cross section, as shown in Figure 3, is approximately circular.

The second stiffener instead of being in the form of a fold or crease may be

constituted by a metal clip or strip attp"hed to the outside or inside of the tmmpet.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of this invention $q
and in what manner the same is to 'be performed, I declare that what I claim is

—

1. In a graphophone or the like a sound trumpet having two or more longi-

tudinal stiffeners substantially as described.

2 Tn a craphophone or the like a sound trumpet of flexible material fastened
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by a longitudinal clip B and provided with a stiffening fold or crease C sub-

stantially as described.

3. The sound trumpet for a graphophone or the like substantially as described

and illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

Dated this 24th day of July 1902
WALTER C. RUNGE.

Boult Wade & Kilburn
Agents for the Applicant.

Bedhill: Printed for His Majesty's Stationery Office, by Love «t Malcoinson, Ltd.

[Wt. 25-25/4/196-)
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N° 17,786 Jhgg A.D. V.t

Date of Application, 13th Aug., 1902-Acceoted, 25th Sept., 1902

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in Phonographs and other Talking Machines.

I. Henry Faikbrotheu of 49 Kestrel Avenue, Heme Hill London S.E. Metal
Trades' Valuer, do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what manner
the same is to be performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and
by the following statement :

—

r
> My invention relates to that class of talking machine in which the reproduction

of sound is produced by attaching a stylus to a trumpet, said trumpet being
vibrated direct by the stylus from the record which carries the sound writing.
The principal features of the invention are the method of attaching the said stylus
to the trumpet, the material of which the trumpet is formed the formation of a

10 longitudinal rib on the trumpet practically normal to the side thereof, the method
of supporting the trumpet and of forming* the joints therein and also the addition
to the said trumpet of an internal tongue to increase the vibration.
My trumpet may be of any suitable form but is preferably cone or funnel

shaped and is provided with a flanged or bell shaped mouth. 1 form the trumpet
15 chiefly or entirely of sonorous material such as gelatine, indurated fibre, celluloid,

paper or the like and compose it of one or more sheets of the same. By preference
I make it of two or three sheets and of different materials, said sheets being in

the form of layers or folds which are stuck together by any suitable adhesive sub-
stance. For instance, I may use a sheet of gelatine or cellulose material, backed

20 up with a sheet of fibrous material such as paper, or of a sheet of cellulose material
and a sheet of gelatine material stuck together. The object in using more than
one sheet is for cheapness of manufacture as well as to improve the tone, as a

certain thickness is required to obtain good results. I therefore use a thin sheet

of the more expensive material and get the required thickness of Hie trumpet by
26 backing it up with cheaper material.

I employ several methods of forming the rib on the trumpet as well as several

methods of attaching the stylus to the trumpet and also several methods of form-
ing the trumpet from the sheet or sheets of material.

T will now describe mv invention with reference to the accompanying drawings
30 in which:—

Fig. 1 shows an elevation of a cone-shaped trumpet partly in section, provided
with a bell mouth which trumpet is constructed mainly of gelatine, indurated
fibre, celluloid, paper or any other suitable sonorous material. By preference 1

form it from one sheet of material with a lap joint or turnover scam, longi-

35 tudinally and glued or cemented together.

This trumpet is fitted at its smaller end with a plug of suitable material such

as wood, the end of which, projects outside and in which a hole -is cut to receive

a stylus which is preferably made of glass. The wood plug is preferably formed
with a saw cut or split in order to give it a springy grip of the stylus. The wood

40 plug is extended inside the trumpet in the shape of a thin flat tongue wider at

its outer end to conform to the shape of the trumpet, to the walls of which it may
be fastened if desired. This tongue greatly improves the reproductions but is

not essential. If desired a small piece of cloth, leather or rubber may be held

between the fongue and the wall of the trumpet where it is fastened or in contact

45 to still further improve the reproduction. The tongue is shown split as this

further increases its usefulness and allows it to vibrate more freely with the walls

\ Price &/.1
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of the trumpet. Instead of having- a hole for the stylus, the plug may he pro-

vided with a point or pin over which a hollow stylus is fitted.

This drawing- also shows one method which I adopt for supporting the trumpet

from close under the bell shaped mouth.
Fig. 2. is a plan view of Fig. 1, the hell month and wide end ot the trumpet not 5

being shown.
Fig. 3 is a side elevation of another form of trumpet and shows a different

method of attaching the stylus to the same. In this cas* a block of suitable

material, such as wood, is inserted in the end of the trumpet and is centrally

bored to receive the stylus which may be permanently or removably fixed therein. 10

The drawing shows the stylus resting on a record of the usual cylindrical shape.

Fig. 4 shows a side elevation of a trumpet provided with a rib on its under side

to which is attached the support of the trumpet and also a clip to hold the stylus.

Fig. 5 is an enlarged sectional view on the line .?• of the end of the trumpet and
of the clip and stylus shown in Fig. 4. 15

Fig. G is a sectional view on the line y of the trumpet shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. T is a sectional view on the line z of the trumpet shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 8 shows a perspective view of a grooved block which I use by preference
for the formation of the folded or pressed rib such as that shown in Fig. G

Fig. 9 is a sectional view of a part of the body of the trumpet and shows how 20

I arrange the various sheets, in this case three in number, forming the same so

that their joints overlap and do not come directly underneath or next to each
other.

Fig. 10 is n view similar to Fig. 9 showing two sheets only.
Fig. 11 is a side elevation of a complete phonograph or talking machine show- 25

ing the relative position of the parts, the means I adopt of supporting the trumpet
from its smaller end ami the method of attaching the stylus to the rib at about
half way up the same.

Fig. 12 is a sectional view of the rib of a trumpet, such for instance as that
shown in Fig. 11 and shows a [j shaped cap which is clamped over vhe rib to 30
strengthen it.

Fig. 1-'! is a plan view of the talking machine shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 14 is a side elevation of a trumpet formed from one piece or strip of
sonorous material which has been wound round a cone-shaped form to produce the
desired shape, the edges ot the said strip overlap each other so as to break joints. 35
A. double thimble or cap like clip is fitted to the end of the trumpet and also
carries the stylus. The larger end of the trumpet rests on a double or universal
joint to give free lateral and vertical movement and is supported by a swing rod.

Fig. 15 is a front view of the larger end of the trumpet shown in Fig. 14 and
more clearly shows the joint by which the trumpet has free lateral or vertical 40
movement.

Fig. 1G is a side elevation of a trumpet made from two strips of material which
are wound round each other the joints overlapping so as to break the same. Tin's
trumpet is provided with a rib on its under side and is fitted with a cap at its
smaller end to which the stylus is attached. 45

Fig. 17 is a section of the trumpet shown in Fig. 1G and shows a form of rib
which is attached after the trumpet is made.

Fig. 18 represents a method of forming the trumpet with a rib which mav be
rivetted or cemented.

Fig. 19 is an end view of the same. 50
Eeferring to Figs. 1 and 2 a is the trumpet fitted with bell mouth a1 and at

its smaller end with plug h, to plug h is fitted or .fixed the tongue h l which is split
as showTi and as rubber or other suitable material c at its ends The other or
outer end of the plug is formed in the shape of a ball and holds the stylus .«, said
ball being split or cut at h to improve the grip. 55
To the wider end of the trumpet is fitted a band d provided with lugs carrying

joint t to which is attached an inverted beoring g for the bracket or swing rod /
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tliU8 making a universal joint and giving free lateral and vertical movement to

the trumpet.

Referring to Fig. 3. a is a trumpet of which the lower or narrower end only is

shown, this end is fitted with plug h which is bored with a central hole t to which

5 the stylus s is fitted. The stylus s is shown resting on the record w.

Keferring to Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7 a is the trumpet fitted with bell mouth a 1 and
rib k the upper part of which, V has been folded or turned back agains. the
trumpet a to allow the bell shaped mouth «* to pass over it. To the lower end of

rib i is fitted clip / made of any suitable material which carries the stylus .«. The

10 stylus is preferably removable being pushed into a slot /' in the clip /. The stylus

rests on the record or sound writing by gravity or spring tension.

Referring to Fig. 8. The block <p is grooved as shown at p
1
, this is use<l to hold

the folded or turned edges forming the rib k when made until "the adhesive sul>-

stance used in them has become hard or set.

5 In Figs. 9 ami 10, the separate layers of material a, a1
, and a2 may be formed

of different material, for instance a may be gelatine «' may be paper and a2, may
be of gelatine or any other suitable material. The ends or edges j of these

separate materials do not lie directly over one another or in the same line.

Referring to Figs. 11 and 10, the trumpet <i is formed with a joint or rib i

2o shown in cross-section in Fig. 12, which joint is covered with a U shaped cap q
which fits closely over the rib and holds the joint securely. This trumpet is hung
from the small end and fhe stylus s is attached to the rib at a point 1 some distance

from the smaller end of the trumpet. The rod o is fastened to the trumpet at o 1

which is hinged at <>
2 to allow a free vertical movement about ir as a centre, the

25 vertical rod o9 is also pivotted at o2 and rests loosely in the standard o* so as to

allow a free lateral movement about o* as a centre. This standard is fixed to the

base of the machine. The stylus s rests in the record by gravity and traverses

the spiral sound writing of the record as it rotates. The record ir may be turned

by a suitable handle such as ir
1 or it may be turned by clockwork or other suit-

30 able means.
Referring to Figs. 14 and 15 a is the trumpet formed spirally from a strip of

material. At the lower end of the trumpet is fitted the double cap or thimble r

one end of which embraces the trumpet and the other holds the stylus .«.

To the wider end of the trumpet is attached a plate ( formed with a lug m to

35 which is jointed an inverted bearing g in which the spring rod o is free to work.

Referring to Fig. 10 the trumpet is formed from two strips a> and a2 of material

wound one over the other so as to break joints, the rib k may be attached after-

wards as shown at h in Fig. 17.

Figs. 18 and 19 show another form in which 1 may make my trumpet, in this

40 case the edges of the material are turned out and rivetted together as shown at v

and a clip 1 is attached thereto to hold the stylus s.

I do not confine myself to any particular form or shape of the plug or of tJic

tongue and the trumpet may be round, oval or any other suitable cross section.

In any of the above trumpets a single sheet or a sheet composed of more than

45 one sheet of different materials stuck together may be used.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said

invention and in what manner the same is to be performed I declare that what

I claim is;

—

1. A trumpet for phonographs or talking machines formed mainly of a sheet

50 of sonorous material of a conical or pyramidal shape with a plug for attaching

stylus fitted in its smaller end, said plug terminating in a vibratory tongue or

plate, fitted to the inside of the trumpet, substantially as herein described and
set forth.

2. A trumpet for phonographs or talking machines formed mainly oi a sheet of

55 sonorous material of conical or pyramidal shape with a plug for attaching stylus

fitted in iis smaller end, said plug terminating in a vibratory tongue or plate
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fitted to the inside of the trumpet said tongue having a longitudinal slit to

increase vibration, substantially as
1

h(fcLn described and set fort J j.

.

3. A trumpet for phonographs or talking machines constructed mainly of o

sheet, of sonorous material and means for attaching the stylus by a plug in small

end of trumpet with a lode in outer end of said plug for Receiving the styles, 5

substantially as herein described and set forth.

4. A trumpet for phonographs or talking machines constructed mainly of n

sheet of sonorous material and means for attaching the stylus by a plug in small

end of trumpet with hole in outer end of said plug for receiving the said stylus,

said plug being slitted Or cut as shown at Kig. 2 for the ourpose of gripping' said 10

stylus, substantially as herein described and set forth.

5. A trumpet for phonographs or talking machines constructed mainly of a
sheet of sonorous material joined together by lap folded joints, eemented or glued
and means for attaching stylus, thereto substantially as herein described and
set forth. 15

G. A trumpet for phonographs or talking machines fitted with a stylus said

trumpet being formed of layers or sheets of different sonorous material stuek
together substantially as herein described and set forth.

7. A trumpet for phonographs or talking machines fitted with a stylus, said

trumpet being formed of one or more sheets of sonorous or resonant material with ^0

a seam or longitudinal joint, such as described in various figures of drawings
hereto annexed and substantially as herein of drawings hereto annexed and sub-
stantially as herein described and set forth.

8. A trumpet for phonographs or talking machines with a normal projecting

rib and a stylus attached thereto, substantially as herein described and set forth. 2fi

9. The methods of attaching the stylus to the trumpet substantially as herein
described.

10. A trumpet formed by winding two layers of strip material, as shown in

Fig. 15 herein and a stylus attached thereto substantially as herein described.

11. A trumpet formed by winding one strip of material with the edges over- 30

kipping into a cone or funnel shape substantially as herein described and as
shown in Fig. 1.4 of the annexed drawings.

Dated this 13th. day of August 1902.

HY. FAIRBRQTHEIt,
33 Cannon St London. E.C, 35

Redhill: Printed for His Majesty's Stationery Office, by Love A Malcoiason. Ltd.

[Wt. 42—25/ 7/1911.;
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PEOVISIONAL specification.

Improvements in connection with Horns for Phonographs, Ear
Instruments and for like purposes.

I, Gtjstave Harman Villy, of 5, Longford Place, Longsight, Manchester,
Bookbinder, do hereby declare the nature of this invention to be as follows:—

This invention relates to improvements in connection with horns or trumpet
like sound distributors or collectors, for use upon phonographs, gramophones,

5 and other like instruments and also for ear trumpets, fog horns, and
other sound distributing and collecting devices ; the object being to

orovide a horn or trumpet like device which can be folded when not in

use so as to be capable of ready transportation and for placing within the case

of the phonograph, or in the pocket of the user when it is to be applied to an
10 ear instrument or the like. -*

In carrying my invention into effect in one convenient manner when making
my folding horn for use particularly in connection with a phonograph or like

instrument, I make the end preferably of trumpet like or curved configuration

with an enlarged outer end and a smaller end at the interior of the conoidal

15 like form. I make this enlarged and trumpet like device by employing a series

of strips of paper, wood, linen, or other preferably flexible material, the inner

foundations of which I prefer to make of linen or the like so as to form a hinge
like connection between each of the strips the members of which I arrange so

that while lying close together Avhen extended, there is a dividing line between

SO them about which they can be folded upon the base of linen or the like con-

necting web upon which the paper or other material is mounted. The longi-

tudinal hinged edges of the flexible segments or sectors are curved in such
manner that, although the segments when opened out cannot lie in the same
plane, they can either be folded together in a zig zag manner so as to lie

25 parallel to one another, or extended by springing or buckling into tlie requisite

trumpet or bell like form. The angles formed by the meeting of the hinged
segments when extended form vas it were ribs giving rigidity to the trumpet
form. The outer ends of the segmental like strips I prefer to protect by a

bent or turned over edging of metal, making the connection rigid by pressing

30 a portion of the .strip of metal or other binding material into the edge of the

paper or the like foundation.

Upon" the extreme member of the series of strips thus formed into one band
I provide eyelets or other clip like devices for enabling the opposite end strip

to be engaged therewith and when thus engaged to form a completed trumpet

85 like sound distributor.

Instead of arranging eyelets or hook like clips upon the outer members of

the scries of strips I may make one to engage with the other by forming a

bead like connection or flange upon one member into which the corresponding

projecting or engaging portions of the other may enter. When providing for

.40 an extension and a long funnel like carrier for the built up trumpet like end

to engage with I sometimes make a conical tube the enlarged end of which

engages with the inner end of the trumpet terminal while the smaller end of

the cone engages with the receiver of the phonograph or enters into the rubber

or other tubular or flexible connection which may be employed for use upon

45 any particular instrument. I prefer to make this extended or carrying member

\Priet Sd.]
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for the collapsible trumpet from paper or other suitable material built up in

a similar manner to that hereinbefore described, to my collapsible end, or the

cone may be made in a short length in one piece or it may be made telescopic

when so desired.

When providing for a flexible connection at the extreme end of the cone I 5
attach a length of rubber or the like tubing which I bind with metal or other

band at the end for the purpose of inserting it upon the funnel of the phono-
graph reproducer, and I stiffen the combination trumpet and funnel with flexible

end by providing one or more bars of metal or the like stiffeners which support

the funnel b}r means of elastic or other connections arranged upon the cone and 10
suspended from the projecting stiffening hook or members carried from the

metal end or binder of the flexible tube-

When constructing a funnel or tube for an ear trumpet or for a fog or speaking

horn or the like, I employ the same method of building up the segments to

form the expanding surface, modifying the arrangement of the inner end to 15
suit the connection that is to be made therewith, so that when the trumpet is

in use it can be extended and a large outer area exposed for the collection of

sound and when not in use it can be folded each segment upon the other so

as to occupy but little space.

I do not limit the application ot my invention to any particular method of 20
building up the segments or to any special curve or configuration of the same,

and I vary the method of jointing and stiffening them to suit the materia 1

from which the strips are constructed and the foundation or base fabric upon
which the flexible material forming the strips is secured.

Dated this 15th day of September 1902. 26

MARKS & CLERK
18, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C

L'3, Temple Street, Birmingham, and
30, Gross Street, Manchester, Agents.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION. 30.

Improvements in connection with Horns for Phonographs, Ear
Instruments and for like purposes.

I, Gustave Harman Yilly, of 5 Longford Place, Longsight, Manchester,
Bookbinder, do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what manner
the same is to be performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and 35
by the following statement:—

This invention relates to improvements in connection with horns or trumpet-

like sound distributors or collectors, for use upon phonographs, gramophones,

and other like instruments and also for ear trumpets, fog horns, and

other sound distributing and collecting devices; the object being to 40

provide a horn or trumpet-like device which can be folded when not in

use so as to l>e capable of ready transportation and for placing within the case

of the phonograph, or in the pocket of the user when it is to be applied to an

ear instrument or the like.

The accompanying drawings represent one form of the invention. 45

Figure 1 being an elevation of the complete or erected horn.

Figures 2, •'{ and 4, are detail views illustrating the manner in which the horn

can be collapsed or folded.

Figure 5 is a perspective view illustrating one convenient application of the

improved horn to a phonograph. 50
Figure (i is a detail view on an enlarged scale.

Figures 7 and 8 are views illustrating an alternative method of folding a

horn constructed according to one form of the invention.
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In carrying niy invention into effect in one convenient manner when making
my folding horn for use particularly in connection with a phonograph or like

instrument, I make the end a of trumpet-like or curved configuration with an
enlarged outer end and a smaller end at the interior of couoidal like form. I

make this enlarged and trumpet like device by employing a series of strips <>

of paper, wood, linen, or other prefera'bly flexible material, the foundations of
which I prefer to make of linen or the like so as to form a hinge-like con-
nection c between each of the strips, the members b of which I arrange so that
while lying close together when extended, there is a dividing line between

10 (hem about which they can be folded upon the base of linen or the like con-
necting web upon which the paper or other material is mounted. The longi-
tudinal hinged edges c of the flexible segments or sectors b are curved in such a

manner that, although the segments when opened out cannot lie in the same
pluue, they can either be folded together in a zigzag manner so as to lie parallel

15 to one another as shown in Figures 2 to 4 or extended by springing or buckling
into the requisite trumpet or bell like form as shown in Figures 1 and 5. The
angles formed by the meeting of the hinged segments when, extended form as

it were ribs giving rigidity to the trumpet form. The outer ends of the seg-

mental like strips I prefer to protect by a bent or turned over edging d of
20 metal, making the connection rigid by pressing a portion of the strip of metal

or other binding material into the edge of the paper or the like foundation.

Upon the extreme member e of the series of strips b thus formed into one
hand I provide eyelets / or other clip-like devices for enabling snap projec-

tions h on the opposite end strip g to be engaged therewith and when thus
26 engaged to form a completed trumpet-like sound distributor.

Instead of arranging eyelets or hook-like clips upon the outer members of

the series of strips I may make one to engage with the other by forming a
bead-like connection or flange k upon- one member into which the corresponding
projecting or engaging portions of the other may enter as shewn in Figure 6.

30 Instead of temporarily joining the edges of the extreme members as above
described, I may permanently secure them by flexible connections. The flexible

covering or foundation of the horn may be made to pass right round or over

all the segments. In such a case, however, the horn cannot be collapsed or

folded into such a compact form as in Figure 4, but can be folded into a com-
35 paratively small and compact form as shown in Figures 7 and 8. When pro-

Tiding for an extension and a long funnel-like carrier for the built up trumpet-
like end a to engage with I sometimes make a conical tube / the enlarged
end of which engages with the inner end of the trumpet terminal a while
the smaller end of the cone engages with the receiver m of the phonograph or

40 enters into the rubber or other tubular or flexible connection which may he
employed for use upon any particular instrument. I prefer to make this extended

or carrying member / for the collapsible trumpet from paper or other suitable

material built up in a similar manner to that hereinbefore described to my
collapsible end, or the cone may be made in a short length in one piece or it

45 may oe made telscopic wheu so desired.

When providing for a flexible connection at the extreme end of the cone /,

I attach a length of rubber or like tubing n which I bind with metal or other

bond at the end for the purpose of inserting it upon the funnel o of the phono-

Sraph reproducer, and I stiffen the combination trumpet and funnel with

exible end by providing one or more bars p of metal or the like stiffeners

which support the funnel by means of elastic or other connections q arranged

upon the cone end and suspended from the projecting stiffening hook or

members p carried from the metal end or binder of the flexible tube n.

When constructing a funnel or tube for an ear trumpet or for a fog or speaking

65 horn or the like. I employ the same method of building up the segments to

form the expanding surface, modifying the arrangement of the inner end to

guit the connection fhat is to be made therewith, so that when the trumpet
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is in use it can be extended and a large outer area exposed for the collection

of sound and when not in use it can be folded each segment upon the otheT

so as to occupy but little space, that is to say a trumpet such as illustrated in

Figures 1 to 4 would be suitable as an ear trumpet.

I am aware that it has hitherto been proposed to form conical or pyramidal 5

horns from cardboard provided with a linen foundation, but such horns have
been made up from a single flat scored sheet or from a number of flat triangular

strips having straight edges. Such horns could be developed or laid out upon
a flat surface. Owing to their formation, if such horns were made collapsible

they would have to 'be sustained in their corneal form by additional sustaining 10

means, or if they were made self-sustaining they could not be made collapsible.

In contradistinction to this my collapsible horn could not be made up from a

single flat sheet, as each strip has to be made with curved edges, and when
the strips are flexibly -secured together at such curved edges the whole or

complete surface so formed cannot be laid out or developed on a flat surface.

My horn, owing to the curvature of the edges of the strips is self-sustaining 15

and requires no additional stiffening or sustaining devices, all bough when it is

desired to collapse the horn this may be effected by forcibly straightening and
folding the strips one against the other in the manner hereinbefore described

with reference to Figures 2, 3, and 4, or to Figures 7 and 8. The horn when
erected offers a decided resistance to such straightening or folding sufficient to 20
render it self-sustaining against all ordinary shocks liable to be encountered,

but it is found that when one strip has been forcibly straightened or folded

against another the equilibrium of the trumpet is destroyed and the whole
may be easily collapsed.

I do not limit the application of my invention to any particular method of 25

building up the segments or to any special curve or configuration of the same,

and I vary the method of jointing and stiffening them to suit the material

from which the strips are constructed and the foundation or base fabric upon
which the flexible material forming the strips is secured.

Having now particularly described .and ascertained the nature of my said 30
invention and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that what
I claim is :

—
1. A collapsible but self-sustained phonograph horn, ear trumpet or the like,

comprised of a number of flexible strips ' having curved meeting edges, sub-

stantially as hereinbefore described. 35
2. A collapsible but self-sustained phonopraph horn, ear trumpet or the like

comprised of a number of flexible strips having curved meeting edges, a flexible

foundation for said strips and means for detachably securing the two extreme
.

strips together, substantially as hereinbefore described.

3. A phonograph horn, ear trumpet or the like comprising a rigid conical 40
tube and a collapsible trumpet-shaped mouth telescoped thereon or otherwise

secured thereto, such mouth being made up of a number of flexible strips

having curved meeting edges and flexible connections at such edges, substantially

as hereinbefore described.

4. An improved phonograph horn, ear trumpet or the like substantially as 45
hereinbefore described with reference to Figures 1 to G of the drawings.

5. An improved phonograph horn, ear trumpet or the like substantially as

hereinbefore described with reference to Figures 7 and 8 of the drawings.

Dated this 9th day of June, 1903.

MARKS & CLERK 50

Redhill: Printed for His Majesty's Stationery Office, by Love & Malcomson, Ltd.

[Wt. 25-50/7/1908.]
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PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION.

" Improvements in Phonographs "

I, John Mesny Tourtel ol 146a Oueen Victoria Street, London E.C. Con-
sulting Engineer, do hereby declare the nature of this invention to be as

follows :

—

My invention relates to improvements iu or relating to phonographs. These

5 improvements are primarily devised to render more efficient and satisfactory

that type of apparatus in which a horizontal cylinder revolved by suitable

apparatus, forms the support for the hollow cylindrical record, and the horn
rests upon the surface of the said record by means of a stylus attached to its

small end, which stylus follows the helical line traced by the recording point

10 upon the surface of the record cylinder and thus reproduces the sounds in-

scribed thereon.

My improvements in this apparatus relate to the following points of the

construction.

The Cover.

15 In place of the exposed cylinder and partially exposed driving mechanism
hitherto employed, I have devised a cover so arranged that alP the working
parts of the mechanism are enclosed without hindrance to their satisfactory

operation. My cover which is of any convenient shape and preferably of sheet

metal, is attached to the base plate of the mechanism by means of a long pin

2o or bolt passing vertically upwards and provided with a milled nut, which nut

is screwed upon the threaded end of the bolt which passes through the hole

in the top of the casing. Similar apertures at the sides enable the insertion

of the key and of the check screw, which prevents the revolution of the driving

shaft. The end of the casing surrounding one end of the revolving cylinder is

25 open and the record can be slipped into its place or removed therefrom without

disturbing the cover. The cover is moreover slotted at the top, above the

record, the said slot being of sufficient width to allow for the travel of the

stylus from one end to the other of the record. By means of this cover, the

working parts are efficiently enclosed, and the appearance of the apparatus is

30 greatly improved.
The Horx.

The horn may be made of sonorous material in the well known manner. At

the small end thereof, the stylus is cemented in or fastened to a {dug fitted

in the point of the said horn. I find that the preferable method of attach-

35 nient is to cement the said stylus by means of a fabric and gelatine, or the

like cement, to the material of which the horn is composed. But any other

suitable cement may be employed whereby the stylus can be securely attached

to the aforesaid plug, and this in turn intimately secured to the end of the

horn. A further improvement relating to the horn consists in the means of

40 supporting the same and imparting to it a sufficient pressure to cause the stylus

to rest firmly upon the record. The horn itself being extremely light in pro-

portion to its bulk, does not afford sufficient pressure by its weight alone.. I

therefore secure to the preferably metallic mouthpiece of the horn, a socket

[Price M.}
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working in pivots and adapted to tit over ;i bent wire or the like support which
is arranged to fit in a hollow socket formed by perforating one of the support-
ing feet of the base plate. The socket attached to the horn by its pivots is also

attached to it by means of a spiral spring fixed in such a position that when
the apparatus is in position with the socket upon the wire support and the 5
stylus upon the record, the said spiral spring will be extended to the required
degree to give the necessary downward pressure to the horn and thereby ensure
the close contact of the stylus with the record.

The Stylus.

This portion of the invention is improved as follows. I provide a long stylus lo
of suitable material. This stylus may be a solid one or it may be more conical

in shape than that hitherto in use, and hollow internally. In either case,

the length of the stylus is considerably increased over the ordinary construction,

and the top of it is formed in the shape of a disc or ring, intimately attached

to the diaphragm of the horn. 15

The Supports.

In my improved construction, I provide firstly a support for the point of the

stylus when the apparatus is out of operation.' By this means, 1 can withou!

dismounting the machine or leaving the stylus resting upon the record, -or

without providing another support for the horn, place the instrument instan- 20
taneously out of operation and return it to the working position iigain, equally

quickly. The support for the stylus, consists of a little cup or box of any
convenient shape, preferably secured to the top of the cover at one end of the

slot for the stylus, already described. The bottom of this cup or receptacle is

formed of some soft material, such as soft rubber, and upon this the. point 25

of the stylus can rest without injury. The supports of the base plate are

formed in the shape of legs, preferably cast in one piece with the said plate,

and three in number. On one of these legs is a hollow socket provided with a

milled ridge on the outside, and internally threaded to fit the threaded foot

cast in one piece with the plate. This socket serves to adjust the level of the 80

apparatus. The front foot is formed hollow and serves as the socket for the end

of the bar or wire supporting the horn. The upper edge of this socket is pre-

ferably notched to receive the cross pin in said support thereby holding the

same rigidly in one position. The third leg may be adjustable .or not, as

desired. 85

Although in the foregoing, I have set forth the construction as found pre-

ferable at the present time, I do not limit myself to the details therein set

forth; thus for instance, I may have more than three supporting legs, or I

may attach my cover otherwise than by the long bolt described, and other

alterations of design may be made, which are within the capacity of an exper- 40

ienced mechanic. But such alterations of the detail of the apparatvfs will re-

main within the scope of my invention herein set forth.

Dated the 20th day of September 1902.

W. P. THOMPSON &Co
322, High Holborn, London, W.C, 45

Patent Agents.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION

.

" Improvements in Phonographs ".

I, John MeSny Tbr/RTEt of 140a Queen Victoria Street, London E.C. Con-

sulting Engineer, do hereby declare the nature of this invention and in what 60
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manner the same is to be performed to be particularly described and ascertained

in and by the following statement:

—

My inTentiou relates to improvements in or relating to phonographs. These
improvements are primarily devised to render more efficient and satisfactory

5 that type of apparatus in which a horizontal cylinder revolved by suitable

apparatus, forms the support for the hollow cylindrical record, and the trumpet
rests upon the surface of the said record by means of a stylus attached to its

small fend, which stylus follows the helical line traced by the recording point

upon the surface of the record cylinder and thus reproduces the sounds in-

10 scribed thereon.

In order to make my invention more clear, I have illustrated it in the

accompanying drawings in which
Figure 1 shews a side elevation of the apparatus in the operative position.

Figure 2 shews a plan view of the same.

15 Figure 3 shews an isometric view on a reduced scale of the cover.

Figure 4 illustrates a section of the trumpet on the line X—Y of Figure 1.

Figure 5 shews the stylus on an enlarged scale in section.

Figure b" shews another construction of stylus, in section through the stylus

and the resonator drum to which it is attached.

20 In these drawings, A indicates the base plate, B the detachable cover, C the

cylindrical record, D the trumpet, E the trumpet support. The base plate A
may be of cast metal and supports a mechanism for giving rotary motion to

the cylinder 1, on which the cylindrical record C can be slipped; the aforesaid

mechanism forming in itself no part of my invention, is not specifically illus-

25 trated in the drawings, it may be of any suitable or known type. The base

plate A has preferably two rear legs and one front leg arranged as shewn in

dotted lines in Figure 2. One of the rear legs 2 is an ordinary cast iron leg.

The other one is preferably a threaded bolt and somewhat shorter than its

corresponding leg, but covered with a hollow socket 3 provided with a milled

30 ridge or other convenient means for readily revolving it, and threaded in-

ternally to screw upon the threaded leg 2. By this means, an easy adjustment

. for levelling the apparatus is provided. The front leg 4 is hollow and forms a

socket for the trumpet support E. This trumpet support is preferably con-

structed (as shewn in Figure 1 of the drawings) with a little cross pin 5 adapted

35 to engage in a corresponding notch in the top of the hollow socket 4, thereby

holding the rod or wire E firmly in place. Over the upper end of the rod E
the socket (> is arranged to fit! This socket is attached to a rim 7 of the

trumpet D by means of the pivots 8. The socket G is attached to the trumpet B
by means of the sprial spring 9 for the purpose hereinafter described.

40 The novelty of the construction of the trumpet resides in the arrangement

for strengthening the same by the reinforcement of its lower part in the

manner especially illustrated in' Figure 4. The material of the trumpet which

may be conveniently celluloid, or any other sufficiently light and resonant

material, is curved to join at the edges" into the form required, said join being

45 in the shape of a V- Shaped ridge running the entire length of the trumpet

from the lower edge of the rim to the junction with the stylus. By this con-

struction, the need of any special strengthening bars or reinforcement of

other materials is obviated.

The stylus shewn in Figure 1 and sectionally in Figure 5 is formed of a

50 curved tube terminating in a point and fitting in a wooden plug in the apex

of the trumpet. Another form of stylus is shewn in section in Figure G. It is

preferably of a hard material such as glass or metal. It is formed of greater

length than the stylus hitherto in use. To diminish its weight and render it

more sensitive, it is formed hollow and*is attached to the drum 12 by means of

55 the annular or disc-shaped head 11. The junction of the drum or resonator 12

to the trumpet D is preferably by means of a fabric soaked in gelatine, cement

or glue, but any other suitable cement may be employed.
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The cover B is so contrived that it can be removed from the apparatus or

replaced without interfering with any of the working parts. Its general con-
struction is illustrated in Figure 3.

The end of the cylinder 1 is arranged to project slightly through the circular

aperture 13 leaving a convenient space for the manipulation of the cylindrical 5
record which can then be inserted or exchanged without moving the cover.

Above the record, there is provided the slot 14 which accords access to the sur-

face of the record for the stylus. At one side of the cover is provided the recep-

tacle 15 having a soft pad or plug of rubber or the like at the bottom thereof,

and adapted to receive the point of the stylus when the instrument is out of 10
operation. By means of this holder, the ordinary supporting fork and other

more complicated devices are rendered unnecessary. The casing is formed prefer-

ably in one piece and is secured to the base plate A by means of a single bolt 16

having a threaded end and a milled nut 17 thereon. Other apertures are pro-

vided for the insertion of the winding key 18 on the one side, and of the 15
check screw 20 on the other.

The general operation of the phonograph is well known and need not be

here described.

The record having been placed in position upon the cylinder 1, the cover B
being in place and the driving mechanism started, the stylus 10 is lifted out 20
of its receptacle 15 and put in place through the slot 14 of the cover. In

addition to the weight of the trumpet D, the stylus is further impelled against

the surface of the record by the action of the spiral spring 9, according to the

strength of which the stylus will be more or less pressed upon the revolving

record. The sounds caused by the inscriptions on the record are thus trans- 25

mitted through the resonator to the trumpet and given forth. The apparatus

can be easily taken to pieces for packing or removal and as easily reinstated,

the cover which entirely protects the moving parts being attached to the base

by only one screw.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said 30

invention and in what manner the same is to be performed. I declare that what

I claim is:

—

1. In a phonograph: a casing covering the mechanism and record having

an aperture corresponding to the end of the record through which the said

record can be removed or replaced without disturbing the casing, substantially 35

as set forth.

2. In a phonograph : a casing adapted to cover the mechanism and the record

whilst allowing the record to be interchanged without disturbing the casing,

said casing secured to the base of the mechauism by a single long bolt and

provided with a pad or support for the stylus of the trumpet when out of con- 40

tact with the record, substantially as set forth.

3. In a phonograph: the adjustable support E for the trumpet socketteel m
he hollow front leg of the base, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination and arrangement of parts forming the improved phono-

graph constructed and operating substantially as described and illustrated in 45

the accompanying drawings

Dated the 18th day of June, 1903,

W. P. THOMPSON & Co.,

388, High Holborn, London, W.C., and
fi Lord Street, Liverpool 50

Patent Agents for the Applicant.

ftedhill: Printed for His Mnjesty'a Stationary Office, by Love & Makoinaon. Ltd.

[Wt. 42—26/ 7/ 1911.
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PBOVISIONAL SPECIFICATION.

"Improvements in Trumpets for Gramophones, Phonographs and
the like".

I, Frederick Charles Cockman, of 5 Curzon Road, Muswell Hill, in the
County of London, Journalist, do hereby declare the nature of this invention
to be as follows:—
My invention relates to trumpets for gramophones, phonographs, and the

• like. Heretofore such trumpets have usually been made of sheet metal and they
have consequently possessed very inferior resonant qualities and fn most cases

a very objectionable metallic sound which obscures the qualities and character-
istics of the sound of the instrument or voice whose tones are being reproduced.
Sometimes papier mache trumpets have been employed, but these are dull and

•0 otherwise objectionable. I have found that by making the trumpet of wood,
the qualities of the tone are greatly improved, metallic noises are avoided.,

distinct articulation is obtained, and minute vibrations are brought out, be-

sides which a trumpet is obtained whose qualities improve with age.

I. preferably make the trumpet from pine wood such as is used for violins,

lfi mandolins, and the like, and I find it very advantageous to cut the wood in

what is technically known as " on the quarter " so that the age rings form the

grain. I prefer also to reduce the thickness of the trumpet towards the large

end in order to more powerfully re-inforce the vibrations of the air in the*

vicinity of the large end. A suitable mode of construction is to make the
20 trumpet in sections or longitudinal taper strips glued together at their edges.

Dated this 5th day of March 1903.

D. YOUNG & Co.,

11 & 12 Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.,
Agents for the Applicant.

26 COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

" Improvements in Trumpets for Gramophones, Phonographs and
the like."

I, Frederick Charles Cockman, of 5 Curzon Road, Muswell Hill, in the

County of London, Journalist, do hereby declare the nature of this invention

80 and in what manner the same is to be performed, to be particularly described

and ascertained in and by the following statement:—
My invention relates to trumpets primarily intended for use in connection

with phonographs, and gramophones, but applicable also to other sound pro-

ducing instruments. Heretofore such trumpets have usually been made of sheet

36 metal and they have consequently possessed very inferior resonant qualities

and in most cases a very objectionable metallic sound which obscures the quali-

ties and characteristics of the sound of the instrument or voice whose tones are

being reproduced. Sometimes papier mache trumpets have been employed,

but these are dull and otherwise objectionable. Wooden trumpets have also

40 been used, but no attention has been paid to the construction of such trumpets

[Price Sd.-}_
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Cockman'8 Imjyrovements in Trumpets for Gramophones, Phonographs and the like,

to bring out the musical qualities thereof, and hence the result has not hitherto
been satisfactory. I have found that' by making the trumpet of wood, cut as it

is technically called " on the, quarter ", the qualities of the tones are greatly
improved, metallic noises are avoided, distinct articulation is obtained, and
minute vibrations are brought out, besides which a trumpet is obtained whose 6

qualities improve with age. This construction constitutes the novel feature of
my invention.

I preferably make the trumpet from pine wood such as is used for violins,

mandolins, and the like. In wood cut " on the quarter" that is to say, so cut
that each sheet or strip radiates from the centre of the tree or log, a straight 10

grain or reed obtains formed by the age rings which ensure perfect vibration.

1 prefer to reduce the thickness of the trumpet towards the large end in order
to more powerfully re-inforce the vibrations of the air in the vicinity of

the large end. A suitable mode of construction is to make the trumpet in

sections or longitudinal taper strips glued together at their edges. 15

Referring to the accompanying drawing, Figure 1 is a longitudinal central

section of a conical trumpet constructed according to my invention, and Figure
2 is a transverse section taken on the line x, x of Figure 1.

The trumpet A is made from a number of tapering strips or sections of

wood a, a glued together at their edges. I have shown six such strips but 20

there may be fewer or more than six. Moreover I have shown curved strips to

produce a trumpet of circular section, but they may be flat, thereby producing
a trumpet with any desired number of sides. The trumpet when completed

is varnished with a suitable varnish which does not set too hard and so inter-

fere with the vibrations of the wood. I prefer that the material of the trumpet 25

shall have gradually decreasing thickness from the neck towards the large end

or mouth, in order that it may act by its own vibrations to re-inforce the

vibrations of the air in the vicinity of the large end. The strips of wood form-

ing the trumpet are as before stated cut " on the quarter " and in this way the

trumpet is treated like a musical instrument. 30

I -do not confine myself to the use of strips of wood haying straight edges

as shown, as in some cases the edges may be arranged spirally or circularly

around the trumpet.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said

invention and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that what 35

I claim is:

1. A trumpet built up of strips of wood cut " on the quarter " so as to obtain

a straight grain, for the purpose specified.

2. A phonograph, gramophone or like trumpet constructed substantially as

described and shown, for the purpose specified. 40

Dated this 17th day of November, 1903.

D. YOUNG & Co.,

11 & 12 Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.,

Agents for the Applicant.

Eedhill: Printed for Hi8 Majesty's Stationery Office, by Love k Malcomson, Ltd

[Wt. 39—50/12/1909.]
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N° 14,730 ZSmlmm: A.D. 1903

Date of Application, 2nd July, 1903

Complete Specification Left, 24th Mar., 1904 -Accepted, 28th Apr., 1904

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in Phonographs and the like.

We, John Mksny Tourtkl, of Wanirooe Chambers, 14ri.\, Queen Victoria
Street, in the City of London, and (rKOttCK Lkwis Hih;i.\, of ?T, Chancery Lime,
in the City of London, Engineers, do hereby declare the usitnre of this inven-
tion to be as follows:—

5 Our invention relates more particularly to that class of phonographs in which
the sound writing' is recorded m the sides or walls of n groove which may be
on a disc or cylinder of suitable uraturia! such as vulcanite, celluloid or w;ix,

and from which such sound writings may he reproduced by transmitting vibra-

tions corresponding to them through a stylus to a diaphragm or trumpet of a

10 sonorous nature by causing the groove to move or rotate in such ;i manner that

the sound writings will be traversed by the stylus wliich may rest in the groove,

the point of the stylus resting on thp bottom of the groove of the sound writing.

The difficulty arising in former typ*>s of 'machines of this sort is the manifesta-

tion of a grating noise due to the bottom of this groove not being perfectly

15 polished and smooth which necessarily imparts n vibration to the stylus. One
object of our iuA'ention is to utilize the vibrations from the sound writings, and
at the same time prevent the foreign or other vibrations from affecting the

reproducer or sonorous mechanism. This we accomplish by providing a free

flexible motion or movement of the stylus in the direction of the foreign or

20 objectionable vibrations such as would result from the bottom of the groove

of the sound writing on an ordinary disc record, and at the same time maintain-

ing a rigidity hetween the stylus point and the reproducer with respect to the

sound writings or vibrations from the sides of the groove. We have obtained

excellent results by forming a trumpet of celluloid provided at its larger end
25 with a flange and means of support wo as to allow the trumpet a free lateral

and vertical motion about its support, and providing the apex of the trumpet

with an inner plug tapped and threaded so as to engage

a threaded rod, to which rod is attached one end of a

Hat flexible spring, the other end of this spring is provided with

30 an enlargement tapped and fitted with a set screw to receive and hold the stylus,

which may he a pointed steel pin, the plane of the stylus through the axis of

the conical trumpet being approximately normal' to the flat side of the spring,

The rod of the stylus holder that screws into the trumpet is provided with, a

jamb nut tor tightening against the block or plug in the apex, of the trumpet.

The apex of (he trumpet is provided with a short metal strengthening cap. on

the outside. The trumpet is so fixed that the seam of its joint will be on the

side of the trumpet when mounted; this offers rigidity in the direction of the

vibrations from the sound writings. This joint may be a crease folded joint

or other suitable reinforcement,

[Pn,r JW.J
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roria

While we have described this mechanism for transmitting vibration from
sound writings to a vibrating trumpet, it is obvious that it is equallv applicable
tor use with a 'diaphragm and sound box, as the same flexibility can *be provided
in the stylus support in such a manner that onlv the sound, ifritina vibrations
will be reproduced. This may also be accomplished by the use»df%' »yluS made 5
of a needle-shaped piece of metal of the ordinary t,vpe of steel stylus, and flat-
tened out in its central portion until it acts as a flexible spring to motion from
the bottom of the groove of the sound writing and otters rigidity to the motions
of the sound writings when the stylus is fixed so^thaUts nat portion covers the
groove of the sound writings. It is also obvious that other means besides a io
flexible flat spring may be provided to effect the pftrpbstte .Herein set forth, and
in accordance with our invention we may construct in other ways than those
previously described a stylus or stylus support,; f% hpfa flexible in" one direction
to a sufficient extent tp render it useless as a conductor of sound vibrations
from motion in that direction,' and 'effect*res |as^a gon^ictor. of vibrations corre- 15spondmg to. sound writings from motions in another' ap*pr6ximagery normal
direction. -u ». ( ,, < . ,

Dated thiB Second day 0&fo^}$$($! ' - •'• ' h> u\ ,,; t iu

JOHN'ME&NY* SOURTEL.
„. GEOKGE fcBWIS.HOGAN. 20

- I .-; ,4 „ v '
'""W *'tM ' r

**jh.-i •»•.*.,,. :,/'
n

' ni '• W -1
'

' « I «GQMRJ
f
E.T.K ^ECtFICATlOft. «•.,-•• ,.

"""*"' ••"
"'«li«fi!iift|i»iS) ,. „,. „.

*;*'Hijv i».iti,tt ,;

" Irriptov&mcntR.iw ^phcifeMplis add the like.

J >** --: «* WiU „,*. rp S« M"'
.

We, 7hm Wj^t'Ssnmtd., jot U'aroiobe Chambers, 146a, Queen Victc,
Street^Tn Hie (?ity of<Uont)pUv and, Oi;oi«>k Lkwis'Hogax, of 27, Chancery Lar..

,

in l^jj^'^ifj&ndanf! Engine®RS,.,(tp-l3^)ew declare the nature of this inven- 25
tjoij and in what manner, the same is 'to be ; performed, to be particularly
described/ h'nd' ascertained in and by the folloVing statement :—
Our invention relates more particularlyi'to that class of phonographs in wnich

the sound writing is recorded in the 'side or walls of a groove which may be
on a disc *or cylinder of suitable material such as vulcanite, celluloid or wax, 30
and from which such sound writings may be reproduced by transmitting vibra-
tions corresponding to them through a stylus to a diaphragm Or trumpet of

sonorous nature by causing the groove to move or rotate in such a manner that
the sound writings will be traversed by the stylus which may rest in the groove,
the point of the stylus rafting on the bottom of the groove of the sound writing. 35
The difficulty arising in former types of machines of this sort is the manifesta-
tion of a grating noise due to the bottom of this groove not being perfectly
polished and smooth which necessarily imparts a vibration to the stylus. One
object of our invention is to utilise the vibrations from the sound writings, and
at the same time prevent the foreign or other vibrations from affecting the 40
reproducer or sonorous mechanism. This we accomplish by providing a. free

flexible motion or movement of the stylus in the direction of the*' foreign .or

objectionable vibrations such as would result from the bottom of' the groove
of the sound writing on an ordinary disc record, and at the same time maintain-
ing a rigidity between the stylus point and the reproducer with respect -to the 45
sound writings or vibrations from the sides of the groove. With reference to

the accompanying drawings:—
Figure 1 shows the application of our invention to a resonant trumpet,

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate its application'' to a reproducing needle;

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate its application *o the stylus support of a gramo- 50
phone sound-box,
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Figures 6, 7 and 8 illustrate various details nf the stylus holder shown in

Figure 1.

Similar letters are used throughout to denominate similar parts in the various
figures.

•* A is a trumpet of celluloid or other suitable resonant material provided at its

larger end with a flange B having a socket C hinged at P. The trumpet has a
free lateral and vertical motion about its support E. The apex of the trumpet
is provided with an inner plug F tapped and threaded so as to engage a threaded
rod G to which rod is attached one end of a flat flexible spring H. The other

*" end of the spring H is provided with an enlargement J tapped and fitted with'

a set screw K to receive and hold the stylus L, which may be a pointed steel

pin, the plane of the stylus through the axis of the conical trumpet being
approximately normal to the flat side of the spring. H1 is a piece of rubber or

Bimilar material secured above the spring H. The rod G of the stylus holder
M that screws into the trumpet is provided with a jamb nut M for tightening

against the block or plug F in the apex of the trumpet. The apex of the
trumpet is provided with a short metal strengthening cap N on the outside.

The trumpet is preferably so arranged that the seam of its joint will be on the
side of the trumpet when mounted : this offers rigidity in the direction of the

20 vibrations from the sound writing. This joint may be a crease folded joint or

other suitable reinforcement.

While we have described this mechanism for Transmitting vibrations from
sound writings to a vibrating trumpet, it is obvious that it is equally applicable

for use with a diaphragm and sound box as the same flexibility can be provided
** in the stylus support P (Figures 4 and 5) bv thinning it at P1 in such a manner

that only the sound writing vibrations will be reproduced. This mav also be
accomplished by the use of a stylos ft (Figures 2 and 3) made of a needle-shaped
piece of metal of the ordinarv type of steel stylus and flattened out in its central

portion Q until it acts as a flexible spring to motion from the bottom of the
3" groove of the sound writing and otters rigidity to the motions of the sound

writings when the stylus is fixed so that its, flat portion covers the groove of the

sound writings. It ib also obvious that other means besides a flexible flat spring

may be provided to effect the purposes herein set forth, and in accordance with'

our invention we may construct in other ways than those previouslv described
3° a stylus or stylus support, or both flexible in one direction to a sufficient extent

to render it useless as a conductor of sound vibrations from motion in that

direction and effective as a conductor of vibrations corresponding to sound

writings from motions in another approximately normal direction.

Having now particularly described and ascertained
t

the nature of our said

*0 invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, we declare that what

we claim is:—
1. The improvements in phonographs substantially as described.

2. The combination with a phonograph of a stylus or stylus holder which is

flexible in one direction to a sufficient extent to render it useless as a conductor
*& of sound vibrations from motion in that direction and effective as a conductor

of vibrations corresponding bo sound "writings from motion in another and

approximately normal direction substantially as described and illustrated.

Dated this 24th dav of March, 1904.

JOHN MESNY TOTTftTEL.
60 GEORGE LEWIS HOGAN.

JMhill: Printed for His Majesty's Stationery Office, by Love A Maleomson, Ltd.

rWt. 15—26/6/1013]
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MEMOIRE BESCRIPTIF
annexe au Brevet d 'Invention de quinze ans

pris le 23 Juin 1900

par

GUERRERO (Jose)

pour

"'CORNET EN BOIS POUR ACOROITRE LA
VOIS ET LES SONS BES PHONO-
GRAPHES"

delivre le 9 Octobre, 1900.

No. 301583.

Notre cornet ou porte-voix phonographique est

construit par des feuilles ou lames en bois tres mince

(un millimetre environ) decoupees sous une forme
convenable, juxtaposees lateralement et placees au
long du cornet, des la partie la plus etroite, ou soit

l'origine du, coude N F (fig. 1), vers la partie plus

large, soit la bouclie ou cloche N' du cornet.

Bans la fig. 1 A montre les lames en bois placees

en spirale et collees par leurs cotes avec de la colle

forte qui forment la premiere couche du cornet.

O, O, montrent les lames en bois mises en sens

contraire aux feuilles precedentes A, lesquelles con-

stituent la seconde couche du cornet. Ces lames

sont collees comme les autres par leurs cotes et

collees aussi avec celles-ci, c'est-a-dire, les deux
couches sont collees ensemble, mais en se croisant les

fibres de leurs respectives feuilles, tel que l'indique

la fig. 5.

Les figs. 2 et 3 representent respectivement la vue

laterale et la vue de face du cornet deja fini, per-

mettant de voir la disposition exterieure et interieure
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des plaques minces en bois qui forment notre systeme

de cornet phonographique.

La fig. 4 montre le mode de construction du couche

du cornet. S en est la vue de face ; D la vue laterale,

et R R , le developpement des pieces minces

en bois qui constituent le coude. On commence pour

coller par ses champs les bagues ou anneaux circu-

lates P, P, qui constituent la premiere

couche
;
puis on place cette premiere couche avec les

lames en bois R decoupees dans la forme convenable,

c'est-a dire, on place et on colle ces feuilles R sur

les anneaux P, mais en recouvrant la jonction des

dits anneaux et collant aussi les lames R par son

champ dont la jonction se trouvera dans l'emplace-

ment indique par les fleches. II va sans dire que ce

coude est raccorde et colle aussi au corps du cornet,

tel qu'il le montre la fig. 2 du dessin ci-annexe.

EN RESUME, je revendique comme de mon ex-

clusive propriete : un nouveau systeme de cornet ou

porte-voix phonographique en bois pour accroitre la

voix et les sons des phonographes ; esentiellement

caracterise

:

1°. Par la construction speciale du cornet forme

par deux ou plusieurs couches de lames en bois

dument collees et qui donnent l'epaisseur voulu.

2°. Par le croisement des fibres du bois que

chaque couche forme avec celles de la couche prece-

dents.

3°. Par le collage par leur champ avec de la colle-

forte des lames qui constituent le corps du cornet,

ainsi que celui des feuilles qui en forme d'anneaux

constituent le coude du dit cornet.
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Je me reserve le droit de construire mon cornet

en bois dans la forme et dimensions necessaires pour

son application aux phonographes de tout genre, de

toute grandeur et de tout systeme.
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Descriptive memoir annexed to patent of invention

for 15 years, taken June 23, 1900, by Jose

Guerrero, for "Horn of Wood to Increase the

Voice and Sounds of Phonographs," delivered

October 9, 1900.

No. 301,583.

Our horn or phonographic sound-carrier is con-

structed of sheets or strips of wood, very thin (about

1 millimeter), cut in a suitable form, laterally dis-

posed and placed along the horn, from the part the

most narrow, or the beginning of the elbow NF
(fig. 1), towards the largest part, either the mouth

or bell N of the horn.

In fig. 1, A shows strips of wood, placed spirally

and glued along their sides with a strong glue, which

form the first layer of the horn.

O, O, show strips of wood placed in a contrary

manner upon the preceding strips A, which consti-

tute the second layer of the horn. These strips are

glued, like the others, along their sides and glued

also with the latter, that is to say, the two layers are

glued together, but the fibres of their respective

strips cross as indicated in fig. 5.

Figs. 2 and 3 show respectively a lateral view and

a front view of the finished horn, permitting to be

seen the exterior and interior dispositions of the thin

plates of wood forming our design of phonographic

horn.

Fig. 4 shows the mode of construction of the layer

of the horn. S' is a front view ; D a lateral view, and

H, R, the unfolding of the thin pieces of wood which

constitute the elbow. One commences by gluing on
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their surfaces the circular or annular rings P, P,

which constitute the first layer; then one assembles

this first layer with the strips of wood R cut in a suit-

able form, that is to say, one assembles and glues

these strips R upon the rings P, but in joining the

said) rings and gluing also the strips R upon their

surface the place of union will be as indicated by the

arrows. It goes without saying that this elbow is

made even with and glued also to the body of the

horn, as shown in fig. 2 of the drawing hereto an-

nexed.

Summing up, I claim as my exclusive property : a

new design of horn or phonographic sound-carrier of

wood to increase the voice and the sounds of phono-

graphs, characterized essentially:

1st. By the special construction of the horn

formed by two or more layers of strips of wood duly

glued! which give the desired thickness.

2d. By the intersection of the fibres of the wood

which each layer makes with those of the preceding

layer.

3d. By the gluing with strong glue, upon their

surface, of the strips which constitute the body of the

horn, as well as that of the sheets which in the form

of rings constitute the elbow of the said horn.

I reserve to myself the right to construct my horn

of wood in the manner and dimensions necessary for

its application to phonographs of every kind, of

every size and of every design.
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BREVET D'INVENTION
du 47 fevrier 1902.

XII. — Instruments de precision.

2. — Appareils de physique ET ])E cuimie.
N° 318742

Brevet demande le 17 fevrier igoa par M. TURPIN, pour un systemc de comet en bois

pour phonographe. (Delivre le h juillet 1902 ;
publie le a5 oclobre 1902.)

PRINCIPE :

Jusqu'ici les cornets des pbonographes ser-

vant, soit a 1'enregistrement, soit a la repro-

duction . sont de quatre especes :

5 i° En carton;

a En celluloid

;

3° En verre ou en crista!

;

It" En m&al : cuivrc, fer-blanc, nickel,

aluminium, maillcchort , etc.

10 Le carton , le celluloid ou libroine , ne

donnent quo de tres mauvaises vibrations. Le

crislal n'a pas eu de succes parce que les vibra-

tions sont trop aigues et que les cornets sont

trop lourds et trop fragiles.

i5 Les cornets en metal sont, en somine, les

seuls employes.

Ces cornets donnent, quoi que Ton fasso,

des sons metalliques nasillards qui cnlevent

tout 1'inter^t que pourrait avoir le pbono-

5»o grapbe en lui-meme, car il est impossible de

rcconnaitre les voix enregistrees, parce que

les sons sont denatures. C'est ainsi que le vio-

lon ne pout etre rendu convenablement par un

pbonographe
;

que les notes elevees d'une

a 5 bonne cbanleuse legere sont denaturees et

accompagnees d'un sifllement metallique qui

trouble 1'ensemble, que les morceaux d'or-

cbestre sont confus, etc.

Tous ces inconvenienls q.n nuisent absolu-

So ment a la pbonograpbie et qui ont emp^che

que le pbonograpbe, remarquable a plus d'un

point de vue, ne prennc le caractere sericux et

scieritifiquc qu'il devrait avoir, sont dus k la

nature metallique des cornets qui transforment

en une voix metallique la voix la plus pure, 35

d'abord a renrogistrement et, ensuite, a la

reproduction, d'011, finalement, une voix de

policbincllc sur tous les tons et pour toutes les

voix.

(loinmc consequences de cet etat de choses, 4o

le pbonograpbe restant un simple et souvent

desagreable joujou, au lieu d'etre un appareil

reproduisant fidelement les sons tels qu'il les

aurait reens, e'est-a-dire un instrument parfait

permetlant de reconnaitre facilement les voix 45

enregistrees.

En recbercbant les causes de cette grave et

perliirbaiite defecluosite
,

j'ai ele frapp^, des

[c debut de mes recbercbes, que Ton se soit

ingenie', en efiFet, a faire passer une magnifique 5o

voix de canlalrice ou de tenor, dans un cor de

cbasse 011 dans une trompette, pour enregistrer,

d'aboi'd et, ensuite, pour reproduire les mor-

ceaux de chant. L'efl'et obtenu, d'une maniere

continue et sans desemparer, e'est-a-dire sans 55

y avoir remedie depuis 1'invention du phono-

grapbe, ne pouvaitrien avoir de surprenant si

on eludie scientifiquemcnt le sujet.

II est bicn evident qu'un solo de violon, do

violoncello, de bautbois ou de voix humaine, 60

etant emis dans une trompette et reproduit a

l'aide d'une trompette metallique, sera com-
pletemenl perdu et denature par la discordance

des vibrations et la cacopbonie qui resultent

des vibrations asynchrones qui se produisent. 65

Cc fait etant etabli, par mes experiences,

Prix du fascicule : 1 franc.
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j'ai recherche comment on pourroit obvicr a

Cos defauts, et apres avoir essaye differents

systemes j'ai.rcconnu que lc hois convenable-

ment travaille et choisi ponvait remedier a la

5 defeetuositc dee phonographes actuels et rendre

ces appareils parfails. Le bois, en effet, doiinc

des vibrations si nalui'elles qn'il s'necorde avee

tous les instruments et surtout avec la \oix

bumaine qu'il pcrmet d'enrcgistrer et de rendre

10 avec une douceur, une neltcte et line (idclilc

extremes el les nuances les plus delicate*. On
sait, en effet, que les instruments en bois, soft

a cordes, soit a vent, sont ceux qui se rappro-

chent le plus de la voix bumaine, tels sont le

1 5 violon, le viokncelle, le hautbois, etc. Le bois

est done de toutes les matieres celle qui con-

vient le mieux a la confection d'un cornet pbo-

nographique, comme je l'ai reconnu.

D'ailleurs, je ferai remarquer ici, ei . est

a o tres important, au point de vue du p'rincipe,

que dans 1'industrie des phonographes on n'a

pas 1'air de se preoccuper d'obtenir des sons

purs et melodicux, mais seulement beaucoup

de bruit. Du bruit, e'est a quoi visent tous les

a 5 cornets en fer-blanc, en aluminium, etc. On
ne s'est occupe de leur forme en trompette ou

en cor de chasse qu'en vue d'obtenir plus de

force. Seulement au fur et a mesurc que lc

bruit augmente, les sons nasi Hards et nietal-

3o liques augmentent aussi et a tel point que dans

in morceau d'orchcslre on distingue seulement

les gros instruments de cuivre tandis que tous

les instruments delicals, violons, harpes,

violonccllcs, hautbois, etc., se confondent en

35 un sifflement desagreablc et comparable a une

machine qui grippe, a tel point que Ton croit,

Idrsquc 1'oreille n'y est pas faite, que e'est

le mecanisme du phonographe qui en est

cause.

ho Un appareil, m$me Ires ordinaire, mum
d'un cornet en bois de mon systcmc, donnc

un enrcgistrement et une reproduction tres

superieurs a ceux obtenus avec des cornets

mtftalliques.

h 5 Les sons e"mis par lies instruments de cuivre

,

au lieu d'etre exalte* comme avec un cornet

metallique» sont rendus fidclemcnt, plutot

un pen adoucis on laissant dominer le chant.

Tels sorit Its principes, etudes et observa-

5o lions qtii m'ont amenc a. nppliquer le bois do

la. mariierc suivante, a 1'industrie des phono-

graphes.

PROCEDliS DE CONSTRUCTION :

Pour que les cornets en bois donnent satis-

faction iLfaut qu'ils soient en bois tres minces 55
et Ires sees, convenablement cboisis et tra-

vailles. Les formes convenables ainsi que la

legerete de 1'appareil presentent de grandes

difficulty que j ai tournees de la maniere sui-

vante: Go

i * Cornels en bois lourne".

Ce genre de cornets, le premier qui se pre-

sente a 1'esprit, est Ires dilficultueux a obtcnir

a cause des grandes dimensions et du peu

d'<5patsseur necessaires" qu'il faut atteindrc. En 65
outre tous les bois ne permettent pas d'arriver

au resultat. L'acajou, le palissandre, l'acacia,

le rioyer sont chers, on les trouve difficilement

en gros blocs et ils sont cassants. Le bois blanc

se desagrege, le hetre ou lejulipier d'Amerique 70
donnent les meilleurs resultats.

Pour obtenir un cornet tourne, on com-

mence par tourner I'ext&ieur du bloc de bois

a la forme voulue, puis on ebauche I'intericur

suivant le profil exteriour desire. Ensuito on 7 5

fixe la piece ainsi preparee u 1'cxteVieur et

^bauchee a 1'interieur, B , dans un mandrin en

bois ou en metal ad hoc M (fig. 1), destine
-

a

maintenir les parois du comet, pendant que

1'oA finit, au tour, 1'interieur, afin d'evitcr qu'il 80

se deforme et se brise sou* l'effort de I'outil.

Malgre ces precautions on en perd beaucoup

et il y a une grande depense de bois perdu.

Ces difficulty m'ont engage dans une autre

voie , celle d'employer du bois de placage en 8

feuilles tranchees ou sciees. Les bois ainsi pre-

pares m'ont pcrmis d'etablir des types d'etudes

tres pratiques a l'aide des modes et moycr\s de

Construction que j'ai combines. Les bois quo

j'emploie sont le palissandre, l'acajou, l'acacia, 90

le tufipier a violon, guitare, mandoline, etc.,

le noyer, le heHre. Ces bois peuvent elre em-

ployes seuls bu melanges, soit par contre-

placage a fils crois^s, soil par assemblage de

lames. Les epaisseurs peuvent varier de un 95

demi-millimetre a cinq millimetres, exception-

hellement pour les grandes dimensions.

a " Cornets en bois deplacage d'une scule piece

(fig. 2,3,6,5, Get 7).

Si on vcut un cornet d'une scule piece, on 100

trace suivant le cone desire une ddveloppante

dudit cdne (fig. a en reduction) pour en tirer

un calibre ou gabarit en mdtal ; einc, cuivre,
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etc., (|iii sort ensuite ;V tracer les feuilles dc

piacagc que Ton superpose en grand npmbre,

a5, 3o ou 5o, suivant 1'epaisseur, ct que Ton

dcooupo a la scie a ruban ou autre.

5 Les pieces ainsi decoupees sont plongeos

dans 1'eau houillanlc ou nipux dans une ftuve

a vapour tres humido et a basse pression, 1 ki-

logramme et demi tout au plus, pendunt une

heurc environ. Dans ce temps ie bois est dc-

10 venu exlre'mement mou et souplc. Vivement,

alors, on saisit cliaque piece decoupec et

ramollie, B, que Ton enroule sur elle-m£me,

dans lo sens voulu , et on 1'enfilc sur un moule

ou forme F, analogue aux formes a pains de

10 sucre, et sur cette feuille de bois B, on ap-

pliipie, de suite, une autre forme F pour

maintenir B, jusqu'a complct refroidissertient.

On superpose a^nsi un plus ou moins grand

nombre de feuilles de bois ramolli et de formes,

ao ii volonte. Los formes doivent $tre chfluffees

dans 1'eau bouillante prc'alablement', elles sont

en metal tourno sur les deux faces qui servent

toutes doux. On les prend a la main par une

traverse reservee ou rivee dans le metal (fig. 3

:i5 et 4). Lorsque tout est refroidi on demoule les

pieces et on proeede au collage lateral C , par

recouvrement a l'aide d'une colle forte de

bonne qualite. On maintient le collage soit a

la presse, soit sous des formes analogues aux

3o formes F, mais en toile metallique pour laisscr

Pair circuler et facililer le sechage. Ensuite,

apres sechage on fixe le c6ne creux*en bois

ainsi obtenu dans 1'cmbouchure metallique E,

soit dc preference par collage , soit par clouure

35 (fig. 5, 6 et 7, vucs en bout et en coupe dc

1'embouchure). Enlin on polit la piece et on la

vernit a na gommc laque , a la maniere des

lutbiers. Le vernis augmente la sonorite et

preserve le bois. On a ainsi un cornet instru-

4o menial et non pas un simple cornet conducteur

du son.

3° Cornets en bois de placage

en plusieurs pieces.

La figure 8 represente un cornet en bois,

45 de forme polygonalc (octogone) qui est

construit par lames B, clouees ct colhies, ou

Pun ou Pautre, sur des baguettes de bois A
(fig. 9 et 12, vue en bout) servant d'armaturc

ou de carcasse. La pyramide tronquee ainsi

5o obtonue est ensuite collee en G dans une em-

boucbure E en metal quclconque. On tormine

ensuite 1'objet, comme il a eHeMil plus haut.

En place d'armaluros on bois on peut faire

usage d'armalures melalliques A (fig. 10, 11

et i3) pour recevoir ct maintenir les feuilles 55

ou lames de bois B. Ges armatures peuvent

Aire a I'interieur ou a Pexterjour du cornet,

lequel peut varior do formes, depuis la forme

circulaire (cone) jusqu'ftu carre en passant par

toutes les formes pyramidales a coles mul- 60
tiplos.

Les figures 1 4 , 1 5 ct 16 represenhmt utt

cornet, tronconique, a courbure en pavilion

avec armature metallique. Une couronne re-

pliee A forme Parmature du pavilion dans 65

laquclle s'engagent les lames de bois B ; fem-

bouchurc E porte une onveloppe isolee concen-

Irique, mais soudee a sa base. Dans 1'espace

reserve enlre les parois doubles ainsi formees

(fig. 16), on engage et on colle le sommet du 70
cone en bois B, la base etant fixee dans ia.

couronne (Ie pavilion. Pour maintenir la rnur-

bure, on peut engager a I'exterieur un anneall

metallique ou autre, 0, relic a Pembouchure E
par des tiges T soudees, collees ou rivers, en S 7

5

et en 0. Les feuilles dc placage ainsi main-

tenues peuvent affecter les formes desii'ees, el*

faisant varier la forme des carcasses et arms

lures et le trace des lames de bois. Les joints,

si besoin en est, sont fermes avec des bandeS 80

lo placage extremement minces et collees.

h° Cornets en bois combines.

Pour obtenir une concordance des sons plus

complete par synchronisme et isochronisme

,

on peut composer ayantageuscmeht les cornets, 85

do lames dc bois d'essences diverses et memc

y ajoutor une ou deux lames de metal et meme
de verre, de maniere quo lorsque 1'on enre-

gistrcrait un morceau d'orchestre, tous les

instruments trouvassent leurs harmoniques et 90
que le cornet puisse vibrer a l'unisson. Si, p£r

oxemple , le cornet est une pyramide duod^ca-

gonale , soit a 1 2 lames , on pourrait mettre en

opposition

:

2 lames en palissandre

;

95
2 lames de metal qui peuvent eVe composers

de bandes de mtHaux divers

;

2 lames de verre

;

2 lames de tulipier;

2 lames d'acajou rouge ;
*oo

2 lames de noyer.

On obliendrait ainsi un cornet orchestral

ideal.
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Pour la voix et le chani , le violon , les in-

struments de bois; ii ne faut niettre que du

bois, mais varier les especes, ce que permet la

forme polygonale de mes cornets.

5 On concoit, en effet, (me tous les bois ne

vibrent pas egalement. Ainsi le noycr et le

b4tre rendent tres bien les sons "graves; le

tulipier et les bois blanes, les mediums, et

1'acajou et le palissandre les notes elevees. Ces

10 differents bois se soutiennent entre eux et

renforcent les sons en vibrant a 1'unisson de

leurs harmoniques comme les cordes d'un

piano ou d'une harpe.

Tels sont les perfectionnements et proceaes

l b que j'entends breveter par les pr^sentes.

HEVENDICATIONS.

En consequence, je revendique pour unc

peViode de quinze annees :

i° L'application industrielle des bois divers

ao ata confection speciale des cornets pour pho-

nographes, en consequence des principes,

Etudes et observations et avantages particulicrs

que j'ai fait connaitre ci-dessus et dans le but

specific.

.8742]

de 3 5Notammont, la conservation du timbr

la voix ou de {'instrument

;

9° Les moyens de construction desdits cor-

nets, a 1'aide du tour et maudlins, comme
ci-dessus dlcrit et dans le but specifie

;

3° Les proced^s de construction et facon- 3o
nement de cornels d'vnV seule piece a l'aide de

bois de placage ramolli a la vapour d'eau et de

moulage et appareils et lesdits appareils,

comme ci-dessus deceit et dans le but specifie

;

It" Les procedes de confection desdits cor- 35

nets a l'aide de bois de placage debites en

lames et fixees sur des armatures en bois ou

en metal quelconque, internes ou cxternes,

quclles qu'en soient les formes et dimensions,

comme ci-dessus decrit et dans le but specifie; lio

5° Les process de construction et de com-

binaison des cornets combines, ces cornets

oux-mSm'es, a plusieurs bois differents, avec

ou sans verre ou metaux a vibrations, comme
ci-dessus decrit et dans le but specifie. 45

Fev yo:

Eug. Ti

Jmprime et vendu a PIh i-mu kiiik nationale, rue VieiUe-do-Temple, n° 87, Paris- 3*.
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FRENCH REPUBLIC.

NATIONAL OFFICE OF INDUSTRIAL PROP-
ERTY.

PATENT OF INVENTION
of February 17, 1902.

XII.—Instruments of Precision. No. 318,742

2.—Physical and chemical apparatus.

Patent applied for February 17, 1902 by M. TUR-
PIN for a design for a horn of wood for a phono-

graph. (Delivered July 4, 1902; published Oc-

tober 25, 1902,)

PRINCIPLE.
Heretofore horns for phonographs serving either

for recording or for reproduction have been of four

kinds

:

1st. Of pasteboard;

2nd. Of celluloid;

3d. Of glass or of crystal

;

4th. Of metal ; copper, tin, nickel, aluminum, ger-

man silver, etc.
| ||p

Pasteboard, celluloid or fibre give only very bad

vibrations. Crystal has not been successful because

the vibrations are too sharp, and the horns are too

heavy and too fragile.

Horns of metal are, in short, the only ones em-

ployed.

These horns give, whatever one may do, metallic,

nasal sounds which take away all interest which the

phonograph might have in itself, for it is impossible

to recognize the recorded sounds, because the sounds

are unnatural. It is thus that the violin cannot be
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suitably reproduced by a phonograph ; that the high

notes of a good light singer are unnatural and ac-

companied by a metallic hissing which disturbs the

ensemble that orchestral pieces are confused, etc.

All these disadvantages which absolutely harm the

phonograph and which have prevented the phono-

graph, which is remarkable from more than one

point of view, from acquiring the serious and

scientific character which it ought to have, are due

to the metallic nature of the horns which transform

into a metallic sound a sound the most pure, first

in the recording and then in the reproduction, whence

finally into a sound of mockery for all tones and

for all sounds.

As a consequence of this state of things, the phono-

graph remains a simple and often disagreeable toy,

instead of being an apparatus faithfully reproducing

sounds such as it may have received, that is to say

a perfect instrument permitting easy recognition of

the recorded sounds.

In searching for the causes of this serious and dis-

turbing defectiveness, I have been surprised from

the beginning of my researches, that one may try in

vain, to cause a magnificent voice of a singer or tenor

to pass to a hunting horn or in a trumpet first for

the recording and then for the reproducing of the

pieces of song. The effect obtained, in a manner

continued and without change, that is to say with-

out having remedied it since the invention of the

phonograph can have nothing of surprise if one

studies the subject scientifically.

It is very evident that a solo of a violin, of a violon-
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cello, of an oboe or of the human voice, being emitted

into a trumpet and reproduced by the aid of a me-

tallic trumpet, will be completely lost and rendered

unnatural by the discord of the vibrations and want

of harmony which result from the asynchronous

vibrations which are produced.

This fact being established by my experiences, I

have sought how one could obviate these defects, and

after having tried different plans I have observed

that wood suitably worked and 1 selected can remedy

the defectiveness of the present phonographs and

render these instruments perfect. Wood, indeed,

gives vibrations so natural that it accords with all

instruments and above all with the human voice

which it permits to be recorded and to be reproduced

with a softness, a clearness and an extreme fidelity

and the most delicate shades. One knows, indeed,

that instruments of wood, whether string instru-

ments or wind instruments, are those which ap-

proach the most to the human voice. Such are the

violin, the violoncello, the oboe, etc. Wood is then

of all materials that which conforms the best to the

composition of a phonographic horn, as I have ob-

served.

In addition, I would remark here, and it is very

important, from the point of view of the principle,

that in the phonograph industry one does not pretend

to attempt to obtain sounds pure and melodious, but

only much noise. Noise, that is what all horns of

tin, of aluminum, etc., aim at. One is concerned with

their form, as a trumpet or hunting horn, only with

a view of obtaining more force. Only in proportion
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as the noise increases do the nasal and) metallic

sound's also increase and to such a point that in an

orchestral piece one distinguishes only the large in-

struments of copper while all the delicate instru-

ments, violins, harps, violoncellos, oboes, etc., are con-

fused in a hissing that is disagreeable and compara-

ble to a machine that catches, to such a point that one

thinks, when the ear is not accustomed to it, that

it is the mechanism of the phonograph which is the

cause of it.

An apparatus, even very ordinary, provided with

a horn of wood of my design, gives a recording and

a reproduction very superior to those obtained with

metallic horns.

The sounds emitted by instruments of copper, in-

stead of being elevated as with a metallic horn, are

rendered faithfully, rather a little softened, per-

mitting the song to dominate.

Such are the principles, studies and observations

which have led me to apply wood in the following

manner to the phonograph industry.

PRO-CESS OF CONSTRUCTION.
In order that horns of wood may give satisfaction

it is necessary that they be of wood very thin and

very dry, suitably selected and worked. The suitable

forms as well as the lightness of the apparatus present

great difficulties which I have resolved in the fol-

lowing manner

;

1st. Horns turned in wood.

This kind of horns, the first which presents itself

to the mind is very difficult to obtain because of the

large dimensions and of the small thickness which
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it is necessary to attain. Besides all woods do not

permit of obtaining the result. Mahogany, rose-

wood, acacia and walnut are dear, one finds them

difficult in large blocks and they are fragile. White

wood disintegrates, the beech or the tulip of America

gives the best results.

In order to obtain a turned horn, one begins by

turning the exterior of the block of wood to the form

desired, then one fashions the interior following the

exterior outline desired. Then one fixes the piece

B, thus prepared on the exterior and fashioned on

the interior, in a mandrel M (fig. 1) of wood or of

metal for this purpose, intended to maintain the

walls of the horn while one finishes it in turn on the

interior, in order to avoid deformation and breaking

under the effort of the tools. Notwithstanding these

precautions one loses many of them and there is a

great expense for wood lost.

These difficulties engaged me in another way, that

of employing wood for veneering cut or sawed into

sheets. Woods thus prepared have permitted me to

construct types for study very practical by the aid

of methods and means of construction which I have

combined. The wood's which I employ are rosewood,

mahogany, acacia, tulip used for the violin, guitar,

mandolin, etc., walnut and beech. These woods can

be employed alone or mixed either by counter-veneer-

ing in cross order or by the assemblage of strips.

The thickness may vary from a one-half mm. to 5mm.

used exceptionally for large dimensions.

2nd. Horns of wood for veneering in a single piece

(fig. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7).
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If one wishes a horn of one piece, one spreads out

according to the cone desired, an unfolded pattern

of the cone (fig. 2 on a small scale) in order to obtain

therefrom a caliber or model in metal, zinc, copper,

etc., which then serves for outlining the sheets for

veneering which one superimposes in great number,

25, 30 or 50, according to the thickness, and which

one cuts out with a ribbon or other saw.

The pieces thus cut out are immersed in boiling

water or rather in a steam-oven very humid and of

low pressure, one kilogram and a half in all at the

most, for about an hour. During this time the wood

becomes extremely soft and supple. Quickly then

one takes each cut and softened piece, B, which one

folds upon itself, in the manner desired, and one

places it on a mold or form F similar to forms for

sugar-bread, and upon this sheet of wood B one ap-

plies then another form F in order to maintain B
until complete cooling. One super-imposes thus a

more or less large number of sheets of softened wood

and of forms as desired. The forms should be heated

in boiling water, preferably ; they are of metal turned

upon the two faces both of which are used. One

takes them in the hand by a cross piece left or riveted

in the metal (fig. 3 and 4). When all is cold one

takes the pieces from the molds and proceeds to the

lateral joint securing it by means of a strong glue

of good quality. One maintains the joint either by

pressure or under forms similar to forms F, but of

metal cloth in order to let the air circulate and to

facilitate the drying. Then after the drying one se-

cures the hollow cone of wood thus obtained in the
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metallic mouth-piece E, either preferably by gluing

or by nailing (fig. 5, 6 and 7, end and fore-shortened

views of the mouth-piece). Finally one polishes the

piece and varnishes it with a shellac, in the manner

employed by instrument makers. The varnish in-

creases the sonorousness and preserves the wood.

One has then an instrumental horn and not a simple

horn, that is a conductor of sound.

3rd. Horns of wood for veneering in several pieces.

Figure 8 represents a horn of wood, of polygonal

form (octagonal) which is constructed of strips B,

nailed and glued, or one or the other, upon ribs of

wood A (figs. 9 and 12, end views) serving as bracers

or as a skeleton. The truncated pyramid thus ob-

tained is then glued at C in a mouth-piece E of any

metal. One then finishes the matter in the manner

which has been set forth above.

In place of ribs of wood one can make use of

metallic ribs (figs. 10, 11 and 13) to receive and main-

tain the sheets or strips of wood B. These ribs may
be on the interior or on the exterior of the horn,

which may vary in form, from the circular form

(cone) to that of a square, passing through all the

pyramidal forms having a plurality of sides.

Figures 14, 15 and 16 show a truncated bell-shaped

horn, with metallic bracing. A folded ring A forms

the bracing of the bell in which the strips of wood B
are engaged; the mouth-piece E carries a concentric

envelope, detached but soldered at its base. In the

space reserved between the double walls thus formed

(fig. 16), the top of the cone of wood B is engaged

and glued, the base being secured in the bell ring.
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To maintain the curvature, one may secure to the

exterior a metallic or other ring O, connected to the

mouthpiece E by rods T, soldered, glued or riveted

at S and at O. The sheets of veneering, thus main-

tained, can effect the forms desired, by varying the

form of the skeleton and ribs and shape of the sheets

of wood. The joints, if there is need of it, are se-

cured by bandls of veneering wood very thin and

glued.

4th. Horns of woods combined.

In order to obtain a more complete concordance of

the sounds by synchronism or isochronysm, one may
advantageously construct the horns of strips of wood

of different kinds and also add thereto one or two

strips of metal and also of glass, so that when one

records an orchestral piece, all the instruments find

their harmonics and that the horn can vibrate in

unison. If, for example, the horn is a duo-decagonal

pyramid, that is with 12 strips, one may put in op-

position :

2 strips of rosewood;

2 strips of metal which may be composed of bands

of different metals:

2 strips of glass:

2 strips of tulip

2 strips of red mahogany;

2 strips of walnut.

One obtains thus an ideal orchestral horn.

For the voice and the song, the violin, the instru-

ments of wood, it is necessary n ot only to employ

wood, but to vary the kinds, which the polygonal

form of my horns permits.
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One understands, indeed, that all the woods do not

vibrate equally. Thus the walnut and the beech ren-

der very well the grave sounds; the tulip and the

white woods, the medium, and the mahogany and the

rosewood the high notes. These different woods

keep up among them and reinforce the sounds in vi-

brating in unison with their harmonics like the

strings of a piano or of a harp.

Such are the results and methods which I intend

to patent by these presents.

CLAIMS.
Therefore, I claim for a period of fifteen years;

1st. The industrial application of different woods

to the special construction of horns for phonographs,

according to the princples, studies and observations

and particular advantages which I have set forth

above and finally specified.

Especially the conservation of the quality of the

voice and of the instrument.

2nd. The means of construction of said terms,

by the use of a turning lathe and mandrels, as above

described1 and finally specified.

3rd. The methods of construction and fashioning

of horns in a single piece by the use of wood for

veneering softened by steam and of molding and

bracing and said apparatus, as above described and

finally specified.

41th. The methods of construction of said horns by

the use of wood for veneering cut into strips and

secured upon ribs of wood or of any metal, in-

ternally or externally whatever may be their forms
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and dimensions, as described above and finally

specified.

5th. The methods of construction and the com-

bination of combined horns, those horns of several

different woods, with or without vibrating glass or

metals, as above described and finally specified.

February, 1902.

EUG. TURPIK
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Cette invention concerne les cornets de

graphophones ou machines parlantes et a

pour objet principal la fabrication d'un cornet

qui ait des quality de sonorite perfectionn^e;

5 L'invention comprend aussi des supports

perfection's pour le cornet, de telle sorte

qu'en marche le style ou la pointe soit presse

avec une l<5gere pression elastique sur la

surface enregistreuse, et puisse, quand il est

necessaire , etre facilement mis hors de contact

avec elle sans risquer d'endommager ladite

surface.

Dans le dessin annexe; qui repr^sente un

grapbophone et une forme d'ex^cution de

1 5 cornets et de supports de cornet suivant cette

invention.

La figure i est une vue .perspective avec

une partie du cornet arrachee pour montrer

sa forme en coupe transversale , et

20 La figure a montre dgalement en perspec-

tive la plus petite extremity du cornet, dans la

position qu'elle occupe quand elle n'est pas en

fonction.

En se reportant d'abord a la figure t,

a 5 A est un socle creux adapts pour recevoir un

moteur destine a actionner {'instrument, lequel

peut etre fixe sur le dessous dime platine B
et consiste de preference en un mouvement

d'horlogerie actionne par un ressort qui peut

3o se remonter par la clef C, le mecanisme etant

mis en marche ct arrete au moyeu d'une tele

molettee B'. Les details du moteur ne font pas

partie de la prt$sente invention et par conse-

quent ne sont pas d^crits.

Le cylindre enregistreur /) montre en lignes 35

ponctuees dans la figure 1 est monte sur un

mandrin D' qui peut tourner autour d'une

tige D2 maintenue dans le montant D3
fixe" a

la platine B. Ce mandrin est actionne par une

courroie croisee E au moyen d'une poulie F ho

fixee a un axe F s'elevant a travers la platine

ou embase B et venant du moteur. Le cornet G
est fait d'une feuille de matiere flexible telle

que du celluloid, ses bords etant assembles

par une pince metallique G' qui forme un 65

renfort longitudinal le long d'un c6te de cette

feuille et est fixe par la petite extr^mite a une

bande G- entourant le cornet et portant une

pointe ou style G3 dans une douille G'1

. Un
autre renfort est dispose de preference a l'ex- 5o
{remite* opposee du cornet et ce second renfort

affecte de preference la forme d'un pli G5 qui,

tout en renforcant le cornet, lui donne une

forme en section transversale a peu pres

semblable a celle montree dans la figure. 55

Afin que le cornet perfectionne puisse

s'employer avec un pavilion evase de la forme

ordinaire, ce pli ne se prolonge pas, de pre-

ference, jusqu'a 1'extremite large du cornet

qui s'ajuste ainsi facilement dans le pavilion Go

evase Gc
.

Le second renfort, au lieu d'etre en forme

de pli , peut affecter la forme d'une pince ou

bande metallique fixee sur 1'exterieur ou 1'inte-

Prix du fascicule : 1 franc.



rieur du cornet et on peut employer pi

deux renforts.

Le cornet' # est taonte" a pivoo a sa: plus

large extremity par une tige courbe // qui

5 s'ajuste dans une douille //' sur le socle J

,

sa position precise etant d&erminde par des

fenles H2 dans la douille jm ;oiVent des

broches H* sur la tige H. Le cornet est muni

d'une plaque / ayant deux pattes ou tenons

i o courbes vers le bas /' dans lesquels est monte

a pivot, un axe J'
2

. Get axe porte une douille P
appropnee pour passer par-dessus et tourner

facilement sur 1'extremitd relevde de la tige H.

Un ressort plat P se trouve a la partie supe-

«5 rieure de la douille P et est muni d'un

tampon ,J
5 a son extrdmitd libre oil il presse

contre le pavilion dVasd Tr6 du cornet.

La forme du ressort /* est telle que, quand

1'instrument est dans sa position de travail

ao comme on le voit dans la figure l, le ressort

presse contre lWr&nite' dvaBde G° et fait

appuyer la pointe G3 avec une Idgere pression

dlasliqua sur le fcylindre enregistreur D. On
trouve que oe dispositif donne de bona rdsultats

a 5 en pratique parce qu'il obvie a la tendance

qua la pointe a quitter los rainures quand

1 instrument est dbranld ou ddrange\

Une barre ou pontet pivbtant K se trouve

pros du .cylindre enregistreur D et sous la

3o petite extrdmitd du cornet G. Ce pontet est de

preference fait en fil mdtallique Idger courbe

de facon a ce qu'il puisse tourner autour d'un

autre fd mdtallique horizontal K' supportd par

une tige K? qui s'ajuste dans Une douille //*

35 faisant partie de la douille //'. Normalement,

cette barre ou pontet K est, comme il est

rnoii trd dans la figure i , abattue de maniere

a dtre liors de contact avec le cornet G, mais

quand on veut mettre I'instrunient hors d'action

/jo on le tourne pour 1'amener a une position

verticale comme on le voit dam la figure 2 et

il uouleve rextrdmite" infdrieure du cornet et

la pointe ou style, en lee dcartant du cylindro

enregistreur. On trouve que ce dispositif 4\6-

66 vateur simple est, a l'usago, celui qui procure

un moyen .rapide et but de mettre la pointe

verticalement hors de prise avec les rainures

APPARE1LS DE PHYSIQUE ET J)E GH1MIE.
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snr le cylindre enregistreur. Si cette action cs

produit comme avec d'autres instruments, en

soujevant je cornet a la; ittain et en le uletiaiit 5o
an repos, il y a danger de ddplacer la pointe

li'gerement de coto" le long du cylindre enre-

gistreur en endommageant ainsi les rainures.

On doit comprenqir© que 1c cornet et les

supports de cornel d
v
apres cette invention 55

peuvent B'employer de concert avec toute forme

convenable quelconque de graphophones ou

machine* parfeiUes i etm pent pns limits au
genre particulier d'instrument decrit dans le

present memoire a litre d'exemple. 60
En resumk, ayant maintenant decrit en

detail et fait connaitre la nature de ladite

-invention ct. de quelle maniere on doit la

rdaliser, je revendique

:

1* Dans un graphophone 00 machine 65

parlante* uh oornet ayant deux Ou plusieurs

renforts longitudinaux servant a perfectionner

sos qualitds de sonoritd,

9° Dans un graphophone ou machine

parlante, un cornet ayant une pince G/ 70
assemblant les bords de la.feuille.de matieife

•dont le cornet est fabriqud et servant de ren-

fort, et un autre renfort en forme de pU
longitudinal 6s dans le eotd oppose" dueornejL

3° Dans un graphophone On machine 75
pari an to, la combinaison avec un cornet

pivotant.d'un support a ressort .tel que V*

pour faire appuyer le style ou pointe avec

une Idgere pression dlastique dans les rainures

du cylindre enregistreur. So

4° Bans an graphophone ou machine

parlante, la combinaison avec un cdrnet d'un

dispositif dldvateur tel que K, A7 , en principe

de la maniere et pour la destination ddcrites.

5° Dans un graphophone ou machine 85

parlante , la combinaison avec un oornet ayant

deux ou plusieurs renforts longitudinaux -d'un

dispositif dfevateur A, A"' et l'qn support a

ressort en principe comme il a dte decrit et

reprdsentd dans Je dessin annexe". 90

Paris, le'2$ma» igoy.

Par proeuraliou do M. W.-C. Rungdii,

Gh; Thuuon et J. Bonnbt.

taitoniEBiK national. — Pour la v«ii*r -»'fldfcss«r « 1a
:
SrtquV»4 HEHN jrtf"

r
>«, me de Vaujrirnrd. Paris (6*
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FRENCH REPUBLIC.

NATIONAL OFFICE OF INDUSTRIAL
PROPERTY.

PATENT OF INVENTION.
Of May 28, 1902.

XII—Instruments of precision. , No. 321,507.

2—Physical and chemical apparatus.

Patent for 15 years, applied for May 28, 1902, hy

M. Runge (Walter C), for improvements in

horns for graphophones or talking machines

(Delivered Sept. 12, 1902; published January

12, 1908).

This invention relates to horns for graphophones

or talking machines and has for its principal object

the manufacture of a horn which has improved

sound-producing qualities.

The invention comprises also improved supports

for the horn, of such kind that in operation the stylus

or point may be pressed with a light elastic pressure

upon the record surface, and then, when necessary,

be easily put out of contact with it without risk of

damaging said surface.

In the annexed drawing, which represents a

graphophone and one form of construction of horns

and of supports for horns according to this inven-

tion ;

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view with a part of the

horn removed in order to show its form in transverse

section, and

Figure 2 shows likewise, in perspective, the smaller

end of the horn in the position which it occupies when

it is not in use.
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Referring first to figure 1, A is a hollow pedestal

adapted! to receive a motor designed to actuate the

instrument, which can be secured upon the under

surface of a platen B and consists, preferably, of

a clock movement actuated by a spring which can

be wound up by a key C, the mechanism being put

in operation and' stopped by means of a milled head

B/ The details of the motor do not form part of

the present invention and consequently are not de-

scribed.

The cylinder for recording D shown in dotted lines

in figure 1 is mounted upon a mandrel D' which

turns about a shaft D 2 mounted in the standard D3

fixed to the platen B. This mandrel is actuated by

a twisted leather strap E by means of a pulley F
secured to an axel F' rising through the platen or

base B and proceeding from the motor. The horn

G is made of flexible sheet material such as celluloid

its edges being joined together by a metallic clip G'

which forms a longitudinal reinforcement along the

side of this sheet and is connected at the smaller end

to a band G2 surrounding the horn and carrying a

point or stylus G3 in a socket G4
. Another reinforce-

ment is placed preferably at the opposite side of the

horn and this second reinforcement takes preferably

the form of a crease G5 which, while reinforcing the

horn, gives to it a form in cross-section about like

that shown in the drawing.

In order that the improved horn may be employed

with a flaring bell of the ordinary form, this crease

is not prolonged, preferably, to the large end of the

horn, which thus fits easily in the flaring bell G6
.
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The second reinforcement, instead of being in the

form of a crease can take the form of a clip or metal

strip fixed upon the exterior or the interior of the

horn and one can employ more than two reinforce-

ments.

The horn G is pivotally mounted at its larger end

by a curved rod H which fits into a socket H' upon

the pedestal A, its precise position being determined

by perforations H2 in the socket, which receive pins

H3 upon the rod H. The horn is provided with a

metal piece J having two downwardly curved hands

or ends J' in which is pivotally mounted an axis J2
.

This axis carries a socket J 3 adapted to receive and

turn easily upon the upwardly extending extremity

of the rod H. A flat spring J4
is secured to the

upper part of the socket J 3 and is provided with a

pad J 5 at its free end where it presses against the

flaring bell G6 of the horn.

The form of the spring J4
is such that when the in-

strument is in its position of operation, as one sees

it in figure 1, the spring presses against the flaring

end G6 and causes the point G3
to bear with a light

elastic pressure upon the recording cylinder D.

One finds that this disposition gives good results in

practive because it obviates the tendency which the

point has of leaving the grooves when the instrument

is shaken or disturbed.

A pivoted bar or bridge K is placed near the re-

cording cylinder D and under the small end of the

horn G. This bridge is preferably made of light

metal wire curved in such manner that it can be

turned about another horizontal metal wire K' sup-
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ported by a rod K2 which is adjusted in a socket

H4 forming part of the socket IF. Normally, this

bar or bridge K is, as shown in figure 1, lowered so

as to be out of contact with the horn G, but when one

wishes to put the instrument out of action one turns

it in order. to bring it to a vertical position as seen

in figure 2 and it raises the lower end of the horn

and the point or stylus, separating them from the

recording cylinder. One finds that this simple lift-

ing adjustment is, in practice, one that secures a

rapid and sure means of raising the point out of con-

tact with the grooves of the recording cylinder. If

this action is produced as with other instruments, in

raising the horn by the hand and in putting it at rest,

there is danger of moving the point lightly to the side

along the recording cylinder thus damaging its

grooves.

One should understand that the horn and the sup-

ports for the horn, according to this invention, can

be employed together with every suitable form of

graphophones or talking machines, and are not lim-

ited to the particular kind of instrument described

in the present memorandum by way of example.

Summing up, having now described in detail and

made known the nature of said invention and in

what manner it is to be performed, I claim:

1st. In a graphophone or talking machine, a horn

having two or more longitudinal reinforcements

serving to improve its sound-producing qualities.

2nd. In a graphophone or talking machine, a

horn having a slip G' joining together the edges of

the sheet material of which the horn is made and serv-
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ing as a reinforcement and another reinforcement

in the form of a longitudinal crease G5
at the op-

posite side of the horn.

3rd. In a graphophone or talking machine, the

combination with a pivoted horn of a spring support

such as J4
to cause the stylus or point to bear with

a light elastic pressure in the grooves of the record-

ing cylinder.

4th. In a graphophone or talking machine, the

combination with a horn of an elevating device such

as K, K', substantially in the manner and for the

purpose described.

5th. In a graphophone or talking machine, the

combination with a horn having two or more longi-

tudinal reinforcements of an elevating device K, K',

and of a spring support J4 substantially as described

and shown in the annexed drawing.

Paris, May 28, 1902.

By power of attorney of

(M. W. C. RTJNGE,

OH. THIRION and

J. BONNET.
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XII. — Instruments de precision.

2. ApPAREILS DE PHYSIQUE ET DE CHIMIE.
N° 331.566

Brevet de quinze ans demande le a 8 cavil iqo3 par M. William Turner Pierce
HOLLINGSWORTH r&idant en France.

Systenic de cornel pour phonographes et autres instruments analogues.

Deliwe le Si juillet igo3; vubliele ig seplembre igo3.

Ce systerae de cornet est ^tabli de facon a

presenter deux parties a peu pres planes,

disposers sous un certain angle 1'une par

rapport a l'autre et unies par une partie

5 interm^diaire Ires flexible faisant pour ainsi

dire fonction de charniere et s'dtendant dans

le sens de la longueur du cornet.

A 1'exception de ces deux parties planes, le

cornet est de section concavo-convexe et la

i o partie interm6diaire peut etre rendue flexil)le

non seulement en donnanl au pli une assez

grande ouverture, mais en percant des ouver-

tures a des intervalles reguliers le long du pli

formed II y a avantage, dans la plupart des

i5 cas, sinon dans tous, a etablir, en regard de

la partie inlermcdiaire formant charniere, une

zone longitudinale prfoentant une grande

rigidity.

Dans le dessin ci-joint, la fig. i, en pers-

ao pective, represente un cornet £tabli suivant ce

systeme.

La fig. 2 est une coupe suivanl a, 2 fig. i.

La fig. 3 est une coupe suivant 3, 3 fig. i

.

La fig. h est une vue semblable a la fig. i ,

2 5 sauf quelle represente une variante.

La fig. 5 est une coupe suivant 5, 5 fig. h.

Le cornet peut 3tre en matiere quelconque,

mais on donnera la preference au celluloid. II

est conique d'un bout a l'autre et son gros

3o bout peut £tre de section a peu pros circu-

laire, fig. a, celle-ci s'appliquant a lafois aux

deux dispositions des figures i et h. Le petit

bout peut, lui aussi, £tre de section ronde ou

diamantiforme.

II est etabli avec deux parties planes, a' a2
, 35

qui, a leurs bords adjacents, sontreunies par

une partie intermediate tres flexible a3 for-

mant charniere. Cette dernierc peut s'obtenir

avantageusement en formant un large pli dans

la matiere dont se compose le cornet. Par 4o

large pli, il faut entendre un pli qui donne le

minimum de raideur et le maximum de flexibi-

lity a cette partie du cornet dans laquelle le

oli est forme et ce a 1'effet de donner aux

parties planes a' a2 la plus grande faculte 45

possible de vibrer 1'une par rapport a l'autre.

Une flexibility suffisantc peut s'obtenir par

la disposition representee aux figures i, 2

et 3, pourvu que le pli soil suflisamment

large et fl<khissant. On peut aussi assurer la 5o

flexibility voulue en percant des trous ou des

ouvertures a4 le long du sommet du pli, ainsi

que le represented les figures U et 5. Bien

que ces ouvertures puissent avoir des formes

differentes, il y a lieu d'eslimer que la forme 55

la plus avantageuse est celle des figures h et 5,

dans laquelle elles sont constitutes par des

fentes s'etendant dans le sens longitudinal du

pli.

De la raideur en regard du pli a3 est, de Go

1'avis de l'inventeur, avantageuse lorsqu'on se

sert, pour la confection du cornet, d'une ma-

Prix du fascicule : 1 franc.
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tiere teile que le celluloid. On pout obtenir

cette raideur en assujettissant au cornet, en

regard du pli a\ une bande de tole a\ a

cba<juc bord du celluloid. Lorsqu'on fait usage

5 de cos bandcs, on peut les utiliser comme

inoyen pour assembler les deux bords d'une

plaque de matiere (jue Ton cowbe a la forme

voulue pour eHablir le cornet. En tons les cas,

on peut se servir d'un mastic convenable pour

o fixer les bandes a la matiere. Lorsqu'on se

sert de celluloid, l'une quelconque des colles

ou compositions bien connues peuvent elre

employees pour le rdunir au metal.

Au petii bout du cornet est fixe" le style a6
,

le montage de celui-ci pouvant £tre effeclue a

I'aide des bandes a\

Les extr&nites du cornet peuvent etre

garnies d'anneaux on de garnitures metal-

liques servant a les prot^ger contre toute frac-

ture accidentelle.

Un cornet de ce systemc peut 4tre montc el

manoeuvre de n'importe quelle maniere conve-

nable pendant 1'usage. Ce sont la des details

qui sont en dehors du cadre de la presente

demande.

Par procuration de : Hollincswohtii.

Biundon freres.

..pp. • tn.s vatiomu. — Pour la vcnlo, s'adresser a to Societk BRUM et C", 56, rue des Franw-Rourffeois. Paris (3*/.
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FRENCH REPUBLIC.

NATIONAL OFFICE OF INDUSTRIAL
PROPERTY.

PATENT OF INVENTION.
Of April 28, 1903.

XII—Instruments of precision. No. 331,566.

2—Physical and chemical apparatus.

Patent for 15 years, applied* for April 28, 1903, by

M. William Turner Pierce Hollingsworth resid-

ing in France. Design of horn for phonographs

and other like instruments. Delivered July 31,

1903-
;
published Sept. 19, 1903.

This design of horn is constructed in such a way

as to present two parts nearly flat, disposed at a cer-

tain angle with respect to each other and united by

a very flexible intermediate part performing, so to

speak, the function of a hinge and extending along

the length of the horn.

With the exception of these two flat parts, the horn

is in section concavo-convex and the intermediate

part can be rendered flexible not only by giving to

the crease a sufficiently large opening, but by mak-

ing openings at regular intervals along the crease.

It is advantageous, in most cases, but not in all, to

make, with respect to the intermediate part forming

the hinge, a longitudinal zone of great rigidity.

In the drawing hereto annexed, fig. 1 shows, in per-

spective, a horn constructed according to this design.

Fig. 2 is a section upon the line 2—-2 of fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a section upon the line 3—3 of fig. 1.

Fig. 4 is a view similar to fig. 1, except that it shows

a modification.
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Fig. 5 is a section upon the line 5—5 of fig. 4.

The horn can be of any material, hut preference

will be given to celluloid. It is conical from one end

to the other and its large end can be of a section

nearly circular, fig. 2, the latter figure applying at

the same time to the two arrangements of figures 1

and 4. The small end can also be of round or dia-

mond section.

It is constructed with two flat parts, a', a2
, which

at their adjacent edges, are united by a very flexible

intermediate part a3
, forming a hinge. This can be

attained advantageously by forming a wide crease in

the material of which the horn is composed. By a

wide crease, is to be understood a crease which gives

the minimum stiffness and the maximum of flexi-

bility to that part of the horn in which the crease is

formed1 and this has the effect of giving to the flat

parts, a' a2 the greatest possible capacity of vibrating

in conformity with each other.

A sufficient flexibility can be obtained by the ar-

rangement shown in figures 1, 2 and 3, provided that

the crease be sufficiently wide and pliant. The de-

sired flexibility can also be secured by making holes

or openings a4 along the top of the crease, as shown

in figures 4 and) 5. Although these openings can

have different forms, there is reason to believe that

the most advantageous form is that of figures 4 and

5, in which they consist of openings extending longi-

tudinally along the crease.

With regard to the crease a3 some stiffness is, in

the opinion of the inventor, advantageous when one

uses, for the making of the horn, a material such as
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celluloid. One can obtain this stiffness by securing

to the horn, with reference to the crease a3
, a strip of

metal a5
at each edge of the celluloid. When use is

made of these strips one can utilize them as means

for joining together the two edges of a sheet of ma-

terial which is bent to the form desired to construct

the horn. In all cases, one can make use of a gum
suitable for securing the strips to the material.

When one uses celluloid any one of the well known

glues or compositions can employed to unite it to

the metal.

To the small end of the horn, the stylus a6
is at-

tached, the mounting of which can be effected by the

aid of the strips a5
.

The ends of the horn can be provided with rings or

metallic fittings which serve to protect the ends

against all accidental fracture.

A horn of this design can be mounted and manipu-

lated in any suitable manner during use. These are

details which are beyond the scope of the present

application.

By power of attorney of

HOLLINGSWORTH,
BRANDON BROS.


